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State of New Hampshire
ESTABLISHED OCTOBER 31, 1783, TO TAKE EFFECT JUNE 2, 1784,







1. Equality of men; origin and
object of government.
2. Natural rights.
3. Society, its organization and
purposes.
4. Rights of conscience unalien-
able.
Religious freedom recognized.
Public worship of the Deity to
be encouraged; right of
electing religious teachers;
free toleration; existing con-
tracts not affected.
7. State sovereignty.
8. Accountability of magistrates
and officers to the people.
9. No hereditary office or place.
10. Right of revolution.
11. Elections and elective franchise.
12. Protection and taxation recipro-
cal; private property for
public use.
Article
13. Conscientiously scrupulous not
compellable to bear arms.
14. Legal remedies to be free, com-
plete and prompt.
15. Accused entitled to full and
substantial statement of
charge; not obliged to fur-
nish evidence against him-
self; may produce proofs
and be fully heard, etc.
16. No person to be again tried
after an acquittal; trial by
jury in capital cases.
17. Criminal trials in county, ex-
cept in general insurrection.
18. Penalties to be proportioned
to offenses; true design of
punishment.
19. Searches and seizures regu-
lated.
20. Trial by jury in civil causes;
exceptions.
*The side notes indicate the decisions of the supreme court.
All amendments are shown by notes at the bottom of the page indicating
the year in which they took effect. The amendments of 1792, "so far as relates
to the choice of the members of the legislature and the executive officers of
the state, county treasurer and recorder of deeds," took effect on February 1,
1793, and all others on the first Wednesday of June, 1793.
The amendments of 1850 took effect September 16, 1852; those of 1876,
August 1, 1877, October 1, 1878, and the first Wednesday of June, 1879,
as indicated in the foot notes; those of 1889, April 2, 1889; those of 1902
on March 26, 1903; and those of 1912 on November 20, 1912.
The numbering of the sections of Part II first appeared in the Revised
Statutes of 1842. In 1889, when the tenth section of Part II was stricken
out, all subsequent sections were renumbered, with the result of making
much confusion in citations. In this copy the original number has been
placed in parenthesis at the side of the revised number.
NEW HAMPSHIRE MANUAL
Article
21. Only qualified persons to serve
as jurors, and to be fully
compensated.
22. Liberty of the press.
23. Retrospective laws prohibited.
24. Militia.
25. Standing armies.
26. Military, subject to civil power.
27. Quartering of soldiers.
28. Taxes to be levied only by the
people or legislature.
29. Suspension of laws by legis-
lature only.
30. Freedom of speech.
31. Meetings of legislature, for
what purpose.
32. Rights of assembly, instruc-
tion and petition.
33. Excessive bail, fines, and
punishments prohibited.
34. Martial law limited.
35. The judiciary; tenure of office.
36. Pensions.
37. Legislative, executive, and judi-
cial departments to be kept
separate.
38. Social virtues inculcated.
PART S E C O N D—FORM OF
GOVERNMENT.
1. Name of body politic.
2. Legislature, how constituted.
3. General court, when to meet
and dissolve.
4. Power of general court to es-
tablish courts.
5. To make laws, elect officers, de-
fine their powers and duties,
impose fines, and assess
taxes; prohibited from au-
thorizing towns to aid cer-
tain corporations.
6. Valuation and taxation.
7. Members of legislature not to
take fees or act as counsel.




9. Representatives elected bien-
nially, ratio of representa-
tion; number not to be in-
creased by dividing towns.
10. Small towns may elect a pro-
portionate part of time.
11. Biennial election of representa-
tives in November.
12. Qualification of electors.
13. Representatives, how elected
and qualifications of.
14. Compensation of the legislature.
15. Vacancies in house, how filled.
16. House to impeach before the
senate.
17. Money bills to originate in
house.
18. Power of adjournment limited.
19. Quorum, what constitutes.
20. Privileges of members of the
legislature.
21. House to elect speaker and
officers, settle rules of pro-
ceeding, and punish mis-
conduct.
22. Senate and executive have like
powers; imprisonment lim-
ited.
23. Journals and laws to be pub-
lished; yeas and nays, and
protests.
SENATE.
24. Senate, how constituted; tenure
of office.
25. Senatorial districts, how con-
stituted.
26. Election of senators.
27. Senators, how and by whom
chosen; right of suffrage.
28. Qualifications of senators.
29. Inhabitant defined.
30. Inhabitants of unincorporated
places; their rights, etc.
CONSTITUTION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Article
31. Biennial meetings, how warned,
governed and conducted; re-
turn of votes.
32. Governor and council to count
votes for senators and notify
the persons elected.
33. Vacancies in senate, how filled.
34. Senate, judges of their own
elections.
35. Adjournments limited except
in impeachment cases.
36. Senate to elect their own of-
ficers; quorum.
37. Senate to try impeachments;
mode of proceeding.
38. Judgment on impeachment
limited.




40. Title of governor.
41. Election of governor; return
of votes; electors; if % no
choice, legislature to elect
one of two highest candi-
dates; qualifications for
governor.
42. In cases of disagreement,
governor to adjourn or pro-
rogue legislature; if infec-
tious distemper or other
cause exists, may convene
them elsewhere.
43. Veto of governor to bills, pro-
visions as to.
44. Resolves to be treated like
bills.
45. Governor and council to nom-
inate and appoint officers;
nomination three days be-
fore appointment.
46. Governor and council have
negative on each other.
Article
47. Field officers to recommend,
and governor to appoint,
company officers.
48. President of senate to act as
governor when office vacant;
speaker of house to act when
office of president of senate
also vacant.
49. Governor to prorogue or ad-
journ legislature and call
extra sessions.




52. Militia officers, removal of.
53. Staff and non - commissioned
officers, by whom appointed.
54. Division of militia into bri-
gades, regiments, and com-
panies.
55. Moneys drawn from treasury
only by warrant of governor
pursuant to law.
56. Accounts of military stores,
etc., to be rendered quar-
terly.
57. Compensation of governor and
council.
58. Salaries of judges.
COUNCIL.
59. Councilors mode of election,
etc.
60. Vacancies, how filled if no
choice.
61. Occurring afterwards; new
election; governor to con-
vene; duties.
62. Impeachment of councilors.
63. Secretary to record proceed-
ings of council.
64. Councilor districts provided for.
65. Elections by legislature may
be adjourned from day to
day; order thereof.





66. Election of secretary, treas-
urer, and commissary-gen-
eral.
67. State records, where kept; duty
of secretary.
68. Deputy-secretary.
69. Secretary to give bond.
COUNTY TREASURERS, ETC.
70. County treasurers, registers
of probate, solictors, sher-
iffs, and registers of deeds
elected.
71. Counties may be divided into
d i s t r ic t s for registering
deeds.
JUDICIARY POWER.
72. Tenure of office to be expressed
in commissions; judges to
hold office during good be-
havior, etc.; removable by
address.
73. Judges to give opinions, when.
74. Justices of the peace commis-
sioned for five years.
75. Divorces and probate appeals,
where tried.
76. Jurisdiction of justices in civil
causes.
77. Judges and sheriffs, when dis-
qualified by age.
78. Judges and justices not to act
as counsel.
79. Jurisdiction and terms of pro-
bate courts.
80. Judges and registers of probate
not to act as counsel.
CLERKS OF COURTS.
Article




82. Encouragement of literature;





83. Oath of civil officers.
84. Before whom taken.
85. Form of commissions.
86. Form of writs.
87. Form of indictments, etc.
88. Suicides and deodands.
89. Existing laws to continue in
force, if not repugnant to
constitution.
90. Habeas corpus.
91. Enacting style of statutes.
92. Governor and judges prohibited
from holding other offices.
93. Incompatibility of offices; only
two offices of profit to be
holden at same time.
94. Incompatibility of certain of-
fices.
95. Bribery and corruption dis-
qualify for office.
96. Value of money, how computed.
97. Constitution, when to take ef-
fect.
98. Revision of constitution pro-
vided for.
99. Question on revision to be
taken every seven years.
100. Enrollment of constitution.
PART FIRST
BILL OF RIGHTS.
Article 1 st- All men are born equally free and Equality of men;
e • 1.x. origin and object
independent: Therefore, all government, of right, f government,
originates from the people, is founded in consent, and
hl1 ' 212, lxv ' 113
instituted for the general good.
[Art.] *2d- All men have certain natural, essential, Natural rights,
and inherent rights—among which are, the enjoying JP* ^ 5 9
and defending life and liberty; acquiring, possessing, lxv, 103. lxvii,
59.
. , , r i • Ixxn, 95.
and protecting, property; and, in a word, of seeking ixx i i j > 33, 34.
1 ^ 1
and obtaining happiness. lxxvii 581.
[Art.] 3d - When men enter into a state of society, Society> its
they surrender up some of their natural rights to that organization
, .. ,. r ,< and purposes,
society, in order to ensure the protection of others; liii> 9
and, without such an equivalent, the surrender is Lxxi, 555.
void.
[Art.] 4th - Among the natural rights, some are, in Rights f con.
their verv nature unalienable, because no equivalent can science unalien-
be given or received for them. Of this kind are the mi, "9. lix, 225.
Rights of Conscience.
[Art.] 5th - Every individual has a natural and . .
, Religious freedom
unalienable right to worship God according to the recognized,







subject shall be hurt, molested, or restrained, in his lxix, 381.
person, liberty, or estate, for worshiping God in the
xxv1 '
manner and season most agreeable to the dictates of
his own conscience ; or for his religious profession,
sentiments, or persuasion : provided he doth not dis-
turb the public peace or disturb others in their re-
ligious worship.
[Art.] 6tn - As morality and piety, rightly grounded
on evangelical principles, will give the best and greatest th
"
Deity "(/be
security to government, and will lay, in the hearts of encouraged,
men, the strongest obligations to due subjection: and ixx'v , '424, 562.
as the knowledge of these is most likely to be propa- Ixxvi,
408 -
*First inserted in this and following articles of Bill of
Rights in General Statutes, 1867.














gated through a society, by the institution of the public
worship of the Deity, and of public instruction in
morality and religion ; therefore, to promote those
important purposes, the people of this state have a
right to empower, and do hereby fully empower, the
legislature, to authorize, from time to time, the
several towns, parishes, bodies corporate, or religious
societies, within this state, to make adequate pro-
vision, at their own expense, for the support and
maintenance of public Protestant teachers of piety,
religion, and morality :
Provided notwithstanding , that the several towns,
parishes, bodies corporate, or religious societies, shall,
at all times, have the exclusive right of electing their
own public teachers, and of contracting with them for
their support and maintenance. And no person, of
any one particular religious sect or denomination, shall
ever be compelled to pay towards the support of the
teacher or teachers of another persuasion, sect, or
denomination.
And every denomination of Christians, demeaning
themselves quietly, and as good subjects of the state,
shall be equally under the protection of the law :
And no subordination of any one sect or denomina-
tion to another, shall ever be established by law.
And nothing herein shall be understood to affect
any former contracts made for the support of the
ministry; but all such contracts shall remain, and be
in the same state as if this constitution had not been
made.
[Art.] 7th - The people of this state have the sole
and exclusive right of governing themselves as a free,
sovereign, and independent state ; and do, and forever
hereafter shall, exercise and enjoy every power,
jurisdiction, and right, pertaining thereto, which is not,
or may not hereafter be, by them expressly delegated
to the United States of America in congress
assembled.
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[Art.] 8th - All power residing originally in, and Accountability of
, 1 ,i i j magistrates and
being derived irom, the people, all the magistrates and officers, lxvi, 369.
officers of government are their substitutes and agents,
ixvu ' 49 -
and at all times accountable to them.
[Art.] 9th - No office or place whatsoever, in gov- No hereditary office
eminent, shall be hereditary—the abilities and integrity or p ace '
requisite in all, not being transmissible to posterity or
relations.
[Art.] lO^
1 - Government being instituted for the Right of revolution,
common benefit, protection, and security, of the whole
u*
community, and not for the private interest or emolu-
ment of any one man, family, or class of men ; there-
fore, whenever the ends of government are perverted,
and public liberty manifestly endangered, and all other
means of redress are ineffectual, the people may, and
of right ought, to reform the old, or establish a new
government. The doctrine of nonresistance against
arbitrary power, and oppression, is absurd, slavish,
and destructive of the good and happiness of
mankind.
[Art.] 11
th - All elections ought to be free, and Elections and




qualifications, has equal right to elect, and be elected,
into office
; [but no person shall have the right to
vote or be eligible to office under the constitution of
this state who shall not be able to read the consti-
tution in the English language and to write ; pro-
vided, however, that this provision shall not apply to
any person prevented by a physical disability from
complying with its requisitions, nor to any person
who now has the right to vote, nor to any person
who shall be sixty years of age or upwards on the
first day of January, A. D. 1904;]* [and provided
further that no person shall have the right to vote,
or be eligible to office under the constitution of this
state who shall have been convicted of treason,
bribery, or any wilful violation of the election laws
Inserted, 1903.




for public use, etc.
i, 120, 130, ii, 22.
iii, 534. iv, 568.
vii, 35, viii, 398. x,
369, xi, 19, xvii,
47, 64, xxv, 541.
xxvii, 183. xxxv,
141. xxxvi, 404.
xlvii, 444. 1, 591.
Ii, 504. liv, 590.
lvi, 399, 514. lviii,
110, 549. lix, 191,
260, 480. Ix, 219,
346, 522. lxi, 631.
Ixii, 66. Ixv, 113.
lxix, 33, 445. lxx,
344, lxxii, 95, 311,









lxi, 610, lxv, 113.
lxxvii, 308.
Accused entitled





and be fully heard,
etc. Sm., 367.
i, 56, 130, 140.
xlviii, 57, 398. Hi,
459. Iv, 179.
lviii, 314. lxiii, 406.
Ixiv, 442, 491.
Ixvi, 577, 633, lxvii,
279. lxviii, 496.
of this state, or of the United States; but the su-
preme court may, on notice to the attorney-general
restore the privileges of an elector to any person
who may have forfeited them by conviction of such
offences.]*
[Art.] 12th- Every member of the community has
a right to be protected by it, in the enjoyment of
his life, liberty, and property; he is therefore bound
to contribute his share in the expense of such pro-
tection, and to yield his personal service when
necessary, or an equivalent. But no part of a man's
property shall be taken from him, or applied to public
uses, without his own consent, or that of the
representative body of the people. Nor are the in-
habitants of this state controllable by any other laws
than those to which they, or their representative body,
have given their consent.
593. lxxv, 262. lxxvi, 591, 611. lxxvii, 65. lxxviii, 3S8.
[Art.] 13tn - No person, who is conscientiously
scrupulous about the lawfulness of bearing arms,
shall be compelled thereto, provided he will pay an
equivalent.
[Art.] 14th - Every subject of this state is entitled
to a certain remedy, by having recourse to the laws,
for all injuries he may receive in his person, property,
or character; to obtain right and justice freely, with-
out being obliged to purchase it ; completely, and
without any denial ; promptly, and without delay ; con-
formably to the laws.
[Art] 15 th - No subject shall be held to answer
for any crime, or offense, until the same is fully and
plainly, substantially and formally, described to
him
; or be compelled to accuse or furnish evidence
against himself. And every subject shall have a
right to produce all proofs that may be favorable to
himself; to meet the witnesses against him face to
face, and to be fully heard in his defense, by himself,
•Inserted, 1912.
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and counsel. And no subject shall be arrested, im-
prisoned, despoiled, or deprived of his property, im-
munities, or privileges, put out of the protection of
the law, exiled or deprived of his life, liberty, or
estate, but by the judgment of his peers, or the law
of the land.
[Art.] 16th
- No subject shall be liable to be
tried, after an acquittal, for the same crime or offense.
Nor shall the legislature make any law that shall
subject any person to a capital punishment, (except-
ing for the government of the army and navy,
and the militia in actual service) without trial by
jury.
[Art.] 17th - In criminal prosecutions, the trial
of facts, in the vicinity where they happened, is so
essential to the security of the life, liberty, and es-
tate, of the citizen, that no crime or offense ought to
be tried in any other county than that in which it is
committed;—except in cases of general insurrection in
any particular county, when it shall appear to the
judges of the superior court, that an impartial
trial cannot be had in the county where the offense
may be committed, and upon their report, the
[legislature]* shall think proper to direct the trial in
the nearest county in which an impartial trial can be
obtained.
[Art.] 18th
* All penalties ought to be propor-
tioned to the nature of the offense. No wise legis-
lature will affix the same punishment to the crimes
of theft, forgery, and the like, which they do to
those of murder and treason. Where the same
undistinguishing severity is exerted against all of-
fenses, the people are led to forget the real dis-
tinction in the crimes themselves, and to commit the
most flagrant with as little compunction as they
dof the lightest [offenses] :$ For the same reason a
lxix, 512. lxxiii,




No person to be


















Substituted for "assembly," 1793.
t'Those of" stricken out, 1793.
^Substituted for "dye," 1793.












Trial by jury in
civil causes,
ii, 422. ix, 336.
xi, 19. xviii, 389,
415. xix, 362. xxv,
539. xxxv, 134. xli,
550. xlviii, 57. Ii,
455. lv, 179. lvi,
512. lvii, 55, 110,
146, 334. lviii, 60,
182, 425. lix, 350,
561. lxii, 231. lxv,
201. Ixviii, 493,





sons to serve as
jurors, and to be
fully compensated.
lxxx, 320.
multitude of sanguinary laws is both impolitic and
unjust. The true design of all punishments being
to reform, not to exterminate mankind.
[Art.] 19th - [Every subject hath a right to be
secure from all unreasonable searches and seizures
of his person, his houses, his papers, and all his
possessions. Therefore, all warrants to search sus-
pected places, or arrest a person for examination or
trial, in prosecutions for criminal matters, are
contrary to this right, if the cause or foundation of
them be not previously supported by oath or af-
firmation
;
and if the order, in a warrant to a civil
officer, to make search in suspected places, or to arrest
one or more suspected persons or to seize their prop-
erty, be not accompanied with a special designation
of the persons or objects of search, arrest, or seizure;
and no warrant ought to be issued, but in cases, and
with the formalities, prescribed by law.]*
[Art.] 20th - In all controversies concerning
property—and in all suits between two or more persons,
except in cases in which it has been heretofore other-
wise used and practiced, [and except in cases in which
the value in controversy does not exceed one hundred
dollars, and title of real estate is not concerned] f the
parties have a right to a trial by jury and this method
of procedure shall be held sacred, unless, in cases
arising on the high seas and such as relates to mariners'
wages the legislature shall think it necessary hereafter
to alter it.
[Art.] 21 st - In order to reap the fullest advantage
of the inestimable privilege of the trial by jury, great
care ought to be taken, that none but qualified
persons should be appointed to serve ; and such ought
to [be]$ fully compensated for their travel, time, and
attendance.
*Substituted for original Article 19, 1793.
tlnserted, 1877.
tNot in engrossed copy of 1793.
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[Art 1 22d - The liberty of the press is essential to Liberty of the
i . tii press.
the security of freedom in a state: It ought, there-
fore, to be inviolably preserved.
[Art.] 23d- Retrospective laws are highly injurious, JSKKS*™
^
oppressive, and unjust. No such laws therefore, should Sm., 420. i, 199.
• , r i 1 • • r • -i iii, 481, 534. iv,
be made, either for the decision of civil causes, or 16> 287. x, 386.







294, xxxii, 413. xxxix, 304, 377, 505. li, 376, 383, 559. liv, 167. lvi, 466. lxiv,
295, 409. lxv, 37, 126. lxviii, 60. lxx, 24. lxxix, 438. lxxx, 294, 464.
[Art.] 24th - A well regulated militia is the proper, Militia,
natural, and sure defense, of a state.
[Art.] 25th
- Standing armies are dangerous to Standing armies,
liberty, and ought not to be raised, or kept up, with-
out the consent of the legislature.
[Art.] 26th - In all cases, and at all times, the mili- Military, subject to
tary ought to be under strict subordination to, and
cnl power -
governed by, the civil power.
[Art.] 27th - No soldier in time of peace, shall be Quartering of
quartered in any house, without the consent of the
owner; and in time of war, such quarters ought not to
be made but by the civil magistrate, in a manner or-
dained by the legislature.
[Art.] 28th - No subsidy, charge, tax, impost, or Taxes to be levied
duty, shall be established, fixed, laid, or levied, under o^kgfslat^^xfv,
any pretext whatsoever, without the consent of the 98. lxxiv, 528, 535,




people, or their representatives in the legislature, or
authority derived from that body.
[Art.] 29th - The power of suspending the laws, or Suspension of laws
the execution of them, ought never to be exercised but legislature only,
by the legislature, or by authority derived therefrom,
to be exercised in such particular cases only as the
legislature shall expressly provide for.
[Art.] 30th - The freedom of deliberation, speech, Freedom of speech,
and debate, in either house of the legislature, is so
essential to the rights of the people, that it cannot
be the foundation of any action, complaint, or
prosecution, in any other court or place whatsoever.










i, 374. xxv, 541.
Martial law limited.
The judiciary;
tenure of office, etc.
Sm., 226.
xxxiii, 89.










st- [The legislature shall assemble for the
redress of public grievances and for making such laws
as the public good may require.]*
[Art.] 32
d - The people have a right, in an orderly
and peaceable manner, to assemble and consult upon
the common good, give instructions to their rep-
resentatives, and to request of the legislative body,
by way of petition or remonstrance, redress of the
wrongs done them, and of the grievances they
suffer.
[Art.] 33d - No magistrate, or court of law, shall
demand excessive bail or sureties, impose excessive
fines, or inflict cruel or unusual punishments.
[Art.] 34th - No person can, in any case, be sub-
jected to law martial, or to any pains or penalties
by virtue of that law, except those employed in the
army or navy, and except the militia in actual service,
but by authority of the legislature.
[Art.] 35th
-
[It is essential to the preservation of
the rights of every individual, his life, liberty, property,
and character, that there be an impartial interpreta-
tion of the laws, and administration of justice. It is
the right of every citizen to be tried by judges as
impartial as the lot of humanity will admit. It is
therefore not only the best policy, but for the security
of the rights of the people, that the judges of the
supreme judicial court should hold their offices so long
as they behave well; subject, however, to such limita-
tions, on account of age, as may be provided by the
constitution of the state; and that they should have
honorable salaries, ascertained and established by
standing laws.]f
[Art.] 36th - Economy being a most essential virtue
in all states, especially in a young one; no pension
shall be granted, but in consideration of actual services ;
and such pensions ought to be granted with great
caution, by the legislature, and never for more than
one year at a time.
•Substituted for original Article 31, 1793.
tSubstituted for original Article 35, 1793.
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[Art.] 37^- In the government of this state, the The legislative, ex-
three essential powers thereof, to wit, the legislative, departments to be
executive, and judicial, ought to be kept as separate j^^nl
6^^6™?
from, and independent of, each other, as the nature Iviii, 451. lxiii,
of a free government will admit, or as is consistent ixx i'v , 607.'
with that chain of connection that binds the whole
fabric of the constitution in one indissoluble bond of
union and amity.
[Art.] 38th - A frequent recurrence to the funda- Social virtues
mental principles of the constitution, and a constant lviii 62 4.'
adherence to justice, moderation, temperance, industry, lxvii » 49.
frugality, and all the social virtues, are indispensably
necessary to preserve the blessings of liberty and good
government ; the people ought, therefore, to have a
particular regard to all those principles in the
choice of their officers and representatives, and
they have a right to require of their law-givers and
magistrates, an exact and constant observance of
them, in the formation and execution of the




[Art. 1.]* The people inhabiting the territory Name of body
formerly called the province of New Hampshire, do
hereby solemnly and mutually agree with each other,
to form themselves into a free, sovereign and inde-
pendent body-politic, or state, by the name of The
State of New Hampshire.
general court.
[Art. 2.] The supreme legislative power, within this Legislature, how-
state, shall be vested in the senate and house of rep- ^"^"^vm, 549.
resentatives, each of which shall have a negative on lxi, 264. lxiii, 625.
,, ,, Ixvi, 634. lxvii, 46,
the other. 279. lxxiv, 538,
[Art. 3.] The senate and house shall assemble 541. lxxvi, 591,
_ 613. lxxvin, 618.
[biennially]! on the first Wednesday of [January]*
*The numbers of these articles were first inserted in
Revised Statutes, 1842; "Art.," in General Statutes, 1867.
tSubstituted for "every year," 1877.















i, 53. iv, 566.






xlviii, 59. liii, 9.




lxv, 42. lxvii, 279.
lxviii, 470.
Ixix, 33. 445.
lxx, 41, 346, 414.
lxxi, 554.
and at such other times as they may judge necessary;
and shall dissolve and be dissolved, seven days next
preceding the said first Wednesday of [January]*
[biennially] ; f and shall be styled The General Court
of New Hampshire.
[Art. 4.] The general court shall forever have full
power and authority to erect and constitute judica-
tories and courts of record, or other courts, to be
holden, in the name of the state, for the hearing, try-
ing, and determining, all manner of crimes, offenses,
pleas, processes, plaints, actions, causes, matters and
things whatsover, arising or happening within this
state, or between or concerning persons inhabiting or
residing, or brought, within the same, whether the
same be criminal or civil, or whether the crimes be
capital, or not capital, and whether the said pleas be
real, personal, or mixed ; and for the awarding and
issuing execution thereon. To which courts and
judicatories, are hereby given and granted, full power
and authority, from time to time, to administer oaths
or affirmations, for the better discovery of truth
in any matter in controversy, or depending before
them.
[Art. 5.] And further, full power and authority
are hereby given and granted to the said general
court, from time to time, to make, ordain, and estab-
lish, all manner of wholesome and reasonable orders,
laws, statutes, ordinances, directions, and instruc-
tions, either with penalties, or without, so as the
same be not repugnant or contrary to this constitu-
tion, as they may judge for the benefit and welfare
of this state, and for the governing and ordering
thereof, and of the subjects of the same, for the
necessary support and defense of the government
thereof; and to name and settle [biennially] ,t or
*Substituted for "June," 1889.
tSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
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provide by fixed laws for the naming and settling, all J**".
96, 311.
civil officers within this state; such officers excepted, lxxiv' 90', 478, 528.
the election and appointment of whom are hereafter j^j
6^ g
in this form of government otherwise provided for; lxxvii, 202, 451.
Lxxix 438





of the several civil and military officers of this state,
and the forms of such oaths or affirmations as shall
be respectively administered unto them, for the
execution of their several offices and places, so as the
same be not repugnant or contrary to this constitu-
tion
; and also to impose fines, mulcts, imprisonments,
and other punishments ; and to impose and levy pro-
portional and reasonable assessments, rates, and taxes,
upon all the inhabitants of, and residents within, the
said state
;
and upon all estates within the same ;
to be issued and disposed of by warrant, under the
hand of the [governor]* of this state for the time
being, with the advice and consent of the council,
for the public service, in the necessary defense and
support of the government of this state, and the
protection and preservation of the subjects thereof,
according to such acts as are, or shall be, in force
within the same
; [provided that the general court shall
not authorize any town to loan or give its money or
credit directly or indirectly for the benefit of any ĝ
'
Ewns
corporation having for its object a dividend of profits to aid certain
. , ,, , , . . , corporations,
or in any way aid the same by taking its stock or iv j f 514.
bonds. ]f
[Art. 6.] [The public charges of government, or Valuation and





estates, and other classes of property, including lvi."» 538 - , **, 347.
lxix 33. lxx 347.
franchises and property when passing by will or in- lxxiv, 90, 538.
heritance
;





within the state taken anew once in every five years,
at least, and as much oftener as the general court
shall order.] $
Substituted for "president," 1793.
tlnserted, 1877.
t Substituted for original Article 6, 1903.
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Members of legisla-











Number not to be
increased by
dividing towns.
[Art. 7.] [No member of the general court shall
take fees, be of counsel, or act as advocate, in any
cause before either branch of the legislature; and
upon due proof thereof, such member shall forfeit his
seat in the legislature.]*
[Art. 8.] [The doors of the galleries, of each house
of the legislature, shall be kept open to all persons
who behave decently, except when the welfare of the
state, in the opinion of either branch, shall require
secrecy.]*
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.!
[Art. 9.] There shall be in the legislature of this
state, a representation of the people, biennially elected
and founded upon the principles of equality and in
order that such representation may be as equal as
circumstances will admit, every town or place entitled
to town privileges and wards of cities having six
hundred inhabitants, by the last general census of the
state, taken by authority of the United States or of
this state may elect one representative, if eighteen
hundred such inhabitants may elect two representatives
and so proceeding in that proportion making twelve
hundred such inhabitants the mean increasing number
for every additional representative. Provided that no
town shall be divided, or the boundaries of the wards
of any city so altered, as to increase the number of
representatives to which such town or city may be
entitled by the next preceding census, and provided
further, that to those towns and cities, which since the
last census have been divided, or had their boundaries
or ward lines changed, the general court in session
next before these amendments shall take effect, shall
equitably apportion representation, in such manner,
that the number shall not be greater, than it would
*
Inserted, 1793.
fProvisions under this head followed those under head
"senate" prior to 1793.
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have been, had no such division or alteration been
made.]*
[Art. 10.]f
[Art 10 (11).+] [Whenever any town, place or Small towns may., , j • , i • elect a proportion-
city ward shall have less than six hundred mnabi- ate part f t jme>
tants** the general court [shall] ft authorize such
town, place, or city ward to elect and send to the
general court [a representative] it such proportionate
part of the time, as the number of its inhabitants shall
bear to six hundred but the general court shall not
authorize any [such]$$ town, place or city ward to
elect and send such representative except as herein
provided..]***
[Art. 11 (12).] The members of the house of Biennial election of
representatives shall be chosen [biennially] ,ttt in the ^ember.^"
in
month of [November] ,ttt and shall be the second lxxiii, 619.
„ , , . , , lxxvi, 587.
branch of the legislature.
[Art. 12 (13).] All persons, qualified to vote in the Qualification of
election of senators, shall be entitled to vote, within ^j^ 619
the**** districtfttf where they dwell, in the choice of lxxvi, 100, 587.
representatives.
[Art. 13 (14).] Every member of the house of Representatives,
representatives shall be chosen by ballot; and, for ^Zill^ons Tl
two years, at least, next preceding his election shall liii, 9.
have been an inhabitant of this state ;±|t+shall be, at k^.^ ${g
lxxvi, 99, 587.
*Substituted for original Article 9, 1877.
tStricken out, [1889]. Subject covered by next article.
tOriginal number of article, in parenthesis.
**"And be so situated that it cannot conveniently be
classed with any other town, place, or ward," stricken out,
1889.
ttSubstituted for "may," 1889.
$1: Inserted, 1889.
***Substituted for original Article 11, 1877.
t ttSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
t$$ Substituted for "March," 1877.
****"Town" left out in engrossed copy of 1793, apparently
without authority.
tttf'Parish or place" left out in engrossed copy of 1793,
apparently without authority.
JJJ$"Shall have an estate within the town, parish or place
which he may be chosen to represent of the value of one hun-
dred pounds, one half of which to be a freehold whereof he is
seized in his own right" stricken out, 1852.














the time of his election, an inhabitant of the town,
parish or place he may be chosen to represent* and
shall cease to represent such town, parish or place
immediately on his ceasing to be qualified as afore-
said.
[Art. 14 (15).] [The presiding officers of both
houses of the legislature, shall severally receive out
of the state treasury as compensation in full for
their services for the term elected the sum of two
hundred and fifty dollars, and all other members
thereof, seasonably attending and not departing
without license, the sum of two hundred dollars ex-
clusive of mileage : provided however, that when a
special session shall be called by the governor, such
officers and members shall receive for attendance an
additional compensation of three dollars per day for
a period not exceeding fifteen days and the usual
mileage.] f
[Art. 15 (16).] All intermediate vacancies, in the
house of representatives may be filled up, from time
to time, in the same manner as [biennial] $ elections
are made.
[Art. 16 (17).] The house of representatives shall
be the grand inquest of the state ; and all impeach-
ments made by them, shall be heard and tried by the
senate.
[Art. 17 (18).] All money bills shall originate
in the house of representatives ; but the senate may
propose, or concur with, amendments, as on other
bills.
[Art. 18 (19).] The house of representatives shall
have power to adjourn themselves, but no longer than
two days at a time.
*"Shall be of the Protestant religion" stricken out, 1877.
tSection 1 of Amendment 26 of 1793 [which was substi-
tuted for original Article 6 under "House of Representatives"]
stricken out and above inserted, 1889.
^Substituted for "annual," 1877.
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[Art. 19 (20).] A majority of the members of the
house of representatives shall be a quorum for doing
business : But when less than two thirds of the
representatives elected shall be present, the assent of
two thirds of those members shall be necessary to
render their acts and proceedings valid.
[Art, 20 (21).] No member of the house of rep-
resentatives, or senate, shall be arrested, or held to
bail, on mesne process, during his going to, returning
from, or attendance upon, the court.
[Art. 21 (22).] The house of representatives shall
choose their own speaker, appoint their own officers,
and settle the rules of proceedings in their own
house; [and shall be judge of the returns, elections,
and qualifications, of its members, as pointed out in
this constitution.]* They shall have authority to
punish, by imprisonment, every person who shall be
guilty of disrespect to the house, in its presence, by
any disorderly and contemptuous behavior, or by
threatening, or illtreating, any of its members; or by
obstructing its deliberations ; every person guilty of
a breach of its privileges, in making arrests for debt,
or by assaulting any member during his attendance
at any session ; in assaulting or disturbing any one
of its officers in the execution of any order or pro-
cedure of the house; in assaulting any witness, or
other person, ordered to attend, by and during his
attendance of the house ; or in rescuing any person
arrested by order of the house, knowing them to be
such.
[Art. 22 (23).] The senate, [governor] ,f and
council, shall have the same powers in like cases ;
provided, that no imprisonment by either, for any






















tSubstituted for "president," 1793.
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Journals and laws [Art. 23 (24).] The journals of the proceedings,
to be published; , ,, , *• « 1 * i r , , • ,
yeas and nays, and and all public acts of both houses, of the legislature,
protests. shall be printed and published immediately after every
lii, 622. adjournment or prorogation; and upon motion made
by any one member, the yeas and nays, upon any
question, shall be entered, on the journal: And any
member of the senate, or house of representatives,
shall have a right, on motion made at the time for
that purpose to have his protest, or dissent, with the















[Art. 24 (25).] The senate shall consist of
[twenty-four] f members, who shall hold their office
for [two years] % from the first Wednesday of [Janu-
ary]** next ensuing their election.
[Art. 25 (26).] And that the state may be equally
represented in the senate, the legislature shall, from
time to time divide the state into [twenty-four] f
districts, as nearly equal as may be without dividing
towns and unincorporated places; and in making this
division, they shall govern themselves by the proportion
of direct taxes paid by the said districts, and timely
make known to the inhabitants of the state the limits
of each district.
[Art. 26 (27).] The freeholders and other inhabi-
tants of each district, qualified as in this constitution
is provided, shall [biennially]ft give in their votes for
a senator, at some meeting holden in the month of
[November].%%
*Entire provisions relating to senate stricken out and these
provisions substituted, 1793.
tSubstituted for "twelve," 1877.
^Substituted for "one year," 1877.
Substituted for "June," 1889.
ttSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
^Substituted for "March," 1877.
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[Art 27 (28).] The senate shall be the first branch Senators, how andL ... by whom chosen;
of the legislature ; and the senators shall be chosen in right of suffrage.
the following manner, viz. Every male inhabitant of *}^!
3
|^ ^79.
each town, and parish with town privileges, and places bcii, 71.
, • , • r r lxxvi, 100.
unincorporated, in this state, of twenty-one years of \XX3lt 448-
age and upwards, excepting paupers, and persons
excused from paying taxes at their own request, shall
have a right, at the [biennial]* or other meetings of
the inhabitants of said towns and parishes, to be duly
warned and holden [biennially]! forever in the month
of [November], $ to vote in the town or parish wherein
he dwells, for the senator in the district whereof he
m
is a member.
[Art. 28 (29).] Provided nevertheless, that no Qualifications of
senators,
person shall be capable of being elected a senator,** liii, 9.
who is not of the age of thirty years, and who shall
xxx'
not have been an inhabitant of this state for seven
years immediately preceding his election, and at the
time thereof he shall be an inhabitant of the district
for which he shall be chosen.
[Art. 29 (30).] And every person, qualified as the
l^'1^ ezf™*'
constitution provides, shall be considered an inhabi- xlv, 595, 603.
.
, r 1 ,_• , , • 11 xlvii, 278, 279.
tant for the purpose of electing and being elected ^ 335. j^ 71,
into anv office or place within this state, in the town, JXX1U » 619.
f . lxxvi, 100.
parish, and plantation, where he dwelleth and hath his bcxviii, 510.
, lxxx, 448.home.
[Art. 30 (31).] And the inhabitants of plantations Inhabitants of un-
, ,
. , i-r 1 1 • *. , • incorporated
and places unincorporated, qualified as this constitution places; their rights,
provides, who are or shall be required to assess taxes et,9- 635
upon themselves towards the support of government, xlv, 595, 603.
or shall be taxed therefor, shall have the same privilege i^v
"'
joo.
of voting for senators, in the plantations and places lxxvii, 435.
lxxx 4"4"9»
wherein they reside, as the inhabitants of the respective
Substituted for "annual," 1877.
tSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
^Substituted for "March," 1877.
**"Who is not of the Protestant religion" stricken out, 1877.
"And seized of a freehold estate in his own right of the value
of two hundred pounds, lying within this state," stricken out,
1852.










Ixv?, 383. lxvii, 70.
lxxiii, 619.
lxxx, 449.
towns and parishes aforesaid have. And the meetings
of such plantations and places for that purpose, shall
be holden [biennially]* in the month of [November] ,f
at such places respectively therein as the assessors
thereof shall direct ; which assessors shall have like
authority for notifying the electors, collecting and
returning the votes, as the selectmen and town
clerks have in their several towns by this
constitution.
[Art. 31 (32).] The meetings for the choice of
governor, council, and senators, shall be warned by
warrant from the selectmen, and governed by a moder-
ator, who shall, in the presence of the selectmen
(whose duty it shall be to attend) in open meeting,
receive the votes of all the inhabitants of such towns
and parishes present, and qualified to vote for senators ;
and shall, in said meetings, in presence of the said
selectmen, and of the town clerk, in said meetings,
sort and count the said votes, and make a public
declaration thereof, with the name of every person
voted for, and the number of votes for each person ;
and the town clerk shall make a fair record of the
same at large, in the town book, and shall make out
a fair attested copy thereof, to be by him sealed up
and directed to the secretary of the state, with a super-
scription expressing the purport thereof : And the
said town clerk shall cause such attested copy to be
delivered to the sheriff of the county in which such
town or parish shall lie, thirty days at least before
the first Wednesday of [January] ,$ or to the secretary
of the state at least twenty days before the said
first Wednesday of [January] :$ And the sheriff
of each county, or his deputy, shall deliver all such
certificates by him received into the secretary's office,
at least twenty days before the first Wednesday of
[January.] $
*Substituted for "annually," 1877.
tSubstituted for "March," 1877.
^Substituted for "June," 1889.
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[Art. 32 (S3).] And that there may be a due
meeting of senators on the first Wednesday of [Janu-
ary],* [biennially],! the governor, and a majority
of the council for the time being, shall, as soon as
may be, examine the returned copies of such records,
and fourteen days before the first Wednesday of
[January],* he shall issue his summons to such persons
as appear to be chosen senators, by a [plurality] t
of votes, to attend and take their seats on that day.
Provided nevertheless, that for the first year the
said returned copies shall be examined by the
president, and a majority of the council then in office,
and the said president shall, in like manner, notify
the persons elected, to attend and take their seats
accordingly.
[Art. 33 (34).] And in case there shall not appear
to be a senator elected, by a [plurality] $ of votes,
for any district, the deficiency shall be supplied in
the following manner, viz. The members of the house
of representatives, and such senators as shall be
declared elected, shall take the names of the two
persons having the highest number of votes in the
dstrict, and out of them shall elect, by joint ballot,
the senator wanted for such district
;
and in this
manner all such vacancies shall be filled up, in every
district of the state. [All vacancies in the senate
arising by death, removal out of the state, or other-
wise, except from failure to elect, shall be filled by a
new election by the people of the district upon the
requisition of the governor, as soon as may be after
such vacancies shall happen.]**
[Art. 34 (35).] The senate shall be final judges
of the elections, returns, and qualifications, of their
own members, as pointed out in this constitution.
Substituted for "June," 1889.
tSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
$ Substituted for "majority," 1912.
Substituted for "And, in like manner, all vacancies in
the senate, arising by death, removal out of the state, or other-
wise, shall be supplied as soon as may be after such vacancies
happen," 1889.
Governor and coun
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Adjournments lim-







Senate to try im-
peachments; mode
of proceeding.
[Art. 35 (36).] The senate shall have power to
adjourn themselves, provided such adjournment do
not exceed two days at a time. Provided nevertheless
that whenever they shall sit on the trial of any im-
peachment, they may adjourn to such time and place
as they may think proper although the legislature be
not assembled on such day, or at such place.
[Art. 36 (37).] The senate shall appoint their
president, and other officers, and determine their own
rules of proceedings: And not less than [thirteen]*
members of the senate shall make a quorum for
doing business; and when less than [sixteen]! senators
shall be present, the assent of [ten],i at least, shall
be necessary to render their acts and proceedings
valid.
[Art. 37 (38.)] The senate shall be a court, with
full power and authority to hear, try, and determine,
all impeachments made by the house of representatives
against any officer or officers of the state, for bribery,
corruption, malpractice or maladministration, in office;
with full power to issue summons, or compulsory
process, for convening witnesses before them : But
previous to the trial of any such impeachment, the
members of the senate shall respectively be sworn
truly and impartially to try and determine the charge
in question, according to evidence. And every officer,
impeached for bribery, corruption, malpractice or
maladministration in office, shall be served with an
attested copy of the impeachment, and order of the
senate thereon with such citation as the senate may
direct, setting forth the time and place of their sitting
to try the impeachment ; which service shall be made
by the sheriff, or such other sworn officer as the
senate may appoint, at least fourteen days previous
to the time of trial ; and such citation being duly
Substituted for "seven," 1877.
tSubstituted for "eight," 1877.
J Substituted for "five," 1877.
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served and returned, the senate may proceed in the
hearing of the impeachment, giving the person
impeached, if he shall appear, full liberty of producing
witnesses and proofs, and of making his defense,
by himself and counsel, and may also, upon his re-
fusing or neglecting to appear hear the proofs in
support of the impeachment, and render judgment
thereon, his non-appearance notwithstanding ; and
such judgment shall have the same force and effect
as if the person impeached had appeared and pleaded
in the trial.
[Art. 38 (39).] Their judgment, however, shall not Judgment on im-
extend further than removal from office, disqualification
to hold or enjoy any place of honor, trust, or profit,
under this state ; but the party so convicted, shall
nevertheless be liable to indictment, trial, judgment,
and punishment, according to the laws of the
land.
[Art. 39 (40).] Whenever the governor shall be Chief justice to
impeached, the chief justice of the supreme judicial peachment of
court shall, during the trial, preside in the senate, but governor.
lxvi, 634.
have no vote therein.
EXECUTIVE POWER
GOVERNOR.*
[Art. 40 (41).] There shall be a supreme executive Title of governor,
magistrate, who shall be styled the Governor of the ix^jv> 507.
State of New Hampshire, and whose title shall be
His Excellency.
[Art. 41 (42).] The governor shall be chosen Election of gov-







votes for governor shall be received, sorted, counted, no choice, legisla-.•>•«,«.- , ture to elect one of
certified and returned, in the same manner as the two highest
candidates.
*Entire provisions relating to president stricken out and
these provisions substituted, 1793.
tSubstituted for "annually," 1877.
^Substituted for "March," 1877.







In cases of dis-
agreement govern-














votes for senators ; and the secretary shall lay the
same before the senate and house of representatives,
on the first Wednesday of [January]* to be by them
examined, and in case of an election by a [plurality] f
of votes through the state, the choice shall be by
them declared and published. And the qualifications
of electors of the governor shall be the same as those
for senators
;
and if no person shall have a [plurality]f
of votes, the senate and house of representatives shall,
by joint ballot elect one of the two persons having
the highest number of votes, who shall be declared
governor. And no person shall be eligible to this
office, unless, at the time of his election, he shall have
been an inhabitant of this state for seven years next
preceding, and unless he shall be of the age of thirty
years.t
[Art. 42 (43).] In cases of disagreement between
the two houses, with regard to the time or place of
adjournment or prorogation, the governor, with
advice of council, shall have a right to adjourn or
prorogue the general court, not exceeding ninety days
at any one time, as he may determine the public good
may require, and he shall dissolve the same seven
days before the said first Wednesday of [January].*
And, in case of any infectious distemper prevailing
in the place where the said court at any time is to
convene, or any other cause, whereby dangers may
arise to the health or lives of the members from their
attendance, the governor may direct the session to be
holden at some other the most convenient place within
the state.
[Art. 43 (44).] Every bill which shall have passed
both houses of the general court, shall, before it
become a law, be presented to the governor, if he
•Substituted for "June," 1889.
tSubstituted for "majority," 1912.
f'And unless he shall at the same time have an estate
of the value of five hundred pounds, one half of which shall
consist of a freehold in his own right, within this state"
stricken out, 1852. "And unless he shall be of the Protestant
religion" stricken out, 1877.
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approve, he shall sign it, but if not, he shall return
it, with his objections, to that house in which it shall
have originated, who shall enter the objections at large
on their journal, and proceed to reconsider it; if after
such reconsideration, two thirds of that house shall
agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent, together with
such objections, to the other house, by which it shall
likewise be reconsidered, and, if approved by two
thirds of that house, it shall become a law. But in
all such cases the votes of both houses shall be
determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the
persons, voting for or against the bill, shall be entered
on the journal of each house respectively. If any bill
shall not be returned by the governor within five days
(Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented
to him, the same shall be a law in like manner as if
he had signed it unless the legislature, by their ad-
journment, prevent its return, in which case it shall
not be a law.
[Art. 44 (45).] Every resolve shall be presented to Resolves to be
treated lilcc bills
the governor, and before the same shall take effect,
shall be approved by him, or being disapproved by
him, shall be repassed by the senate and house of
representatives, according to the rules and limitations
prescribed in the case of a bill.
[Art. 45 (46).] All judicial officers, the attorney-
Governor and coun-
,
. , j , cil to nominate
general,* coroners,! and all officers of the navy, and and appoint offi-
general and field officers of the militia, shall be Jg«e Jays^Se
nominated and appointed by the governor and council ; appointment.
and every such nomination shall be made at least three bSiv, 608.
days prior to such appointment; and no appointment
shall take place, unless a majority of the council agree
thereto.
[Art. 46 (47).] The governor and council shall Governor and




tions and appointments. Every nomination and ap- other -
lxxix, 535.
*"Solicitors, all sheriffs," stricken out, 1877.
•{•"Registers of probate," stricken out, 1877.





















pointment shall be signed by the governor and council,
and every negative shall be also signed by the governor
or council who made the same.
[Art. 47 (48).] The captains and subalterns, in
the respective regiments, shall be nominated and
recommended by the field officers to the governor
who is to issue their commissions immediately on
receipt of such recommendation ; [provided, that no
person shall be so nominated and recommended until
he shall have been examined and found duly quali-
fied by an examining board appointed by the
governor.]*
[Art. 48 (49).] Whenever the chair of the governor
shall become vacant, by reason of his death, absence
from the state, or otherwise, the president of the
senate shall during such vacancy, have and exercise
all the powers and authorities which by this constitu-
tion the governor is vested with, when personally
present; but when the president of the senate shall
exercise the office of governor, he shall not hold his
office in the senate. [Whenever the chair both of the
governor and of the president of the senate shall
become vacant by reason of their death, absence from
the state, or otherwise, the speaker of the house shall,
during such vacancies, have and exercise all the
powers and authorities which, by this constitution the
governor is vested with when personally present.
But when the speaker of the house shall exercise the
office of governor, he shall not hold his office in the
house.]f
[Art. 49 (50).] The governor, with advice of
council, shall have full power and authority, in the
recess of the general court, to prorogue the same
from time to time, not exceeding ninety days, in any
one recess of said court ; and during the sessions of
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two houses may desire, and to call it together sooner
than the time to which it may be adjourned, or pro-
rogued, if the welfare of the state should require the
same.




time being, shall be commander-in-chief of the army commander-in-
, , ,, ,, .,., £ r .1 chief; limitation,
and navy, and all the military forces ot the state,
by sea and land; and shall have full power by himself,
or by any chief commander, or other officer, or
officers, from time to time, to train, instruct, exer-
cise and govern the militia and navy ; and for the
special defense and safety of this state, to assemble
in martial array, and put in warlike posture, the in-
habitants thereof, and to lead and conduct them, and
with them to encounter, repulse, repel, resist and
pursue by force of arms, as well by sea as by land,
within and without the limits of this state ; and also
to kill, slay, destroy, if necessary, and conquer by
all fitting ways, enterprise and means, all and every
such person and persons as shall, at any time here-
after, in a hostile manner, attempt or enterprise
the destruction, invasion, detriment or annoyance
of this state ; and to use and exercise over the
army and navy, and over the militia in actual
service, the law martial in time of war, invasion,
and also in rebellion, declared by the legislature to
exist, as occasion shall necessarily require : And
surprise, by all ways and means whatsoever, all and
every such person or persons, with their ships, arms,
ammunition, and other goods, as shall in a hostile
manner invade, or attempt the invading, conquering
or annoying this state ; and in fine, the governor
hereby is entrusted with all other powers incident
to the office of captain-general and commander-in-
chief, and admiral, to be exercised agreeably to the
rules and regulations of the constitution, and the
laws of the land ; provided, that the governor shall
not, at any time hereafter, by virtue of any power
by this constitution granted, or hereafter to be
granted to him by the legislature, transport any of






















the inhabitants of this state, or oblige them to march
out of the limits of the same, without their free and
voluntary consent, or the consent of the general court,
nor grant commissions for exercising the law martial
in any case, without the advice and consent of the
council.
[Art. 51 (52).] The power of pardoning offenses,
except such as persons may be convicted of before
the senate, by impeachment of the house, shall be
in the governor, by and with the advice of council :
But no charter of pardon, granted by the governor,
with advice of council, before conviction, shall avail
the party pleading the same, notwithstanding any
general or particular expressions contained therein,
descriptive of the offense or offenses intended to be
pardoned.
[Art. 52 (53).] No officer duly commissioned to
command in the militia shall be removed from his
office, but by the address of both houses to the
governor, or by fair trial in courtmartial, pursuant
to the laws of the state for the time being.
[Art. 53 (54).] The commanding officers of the
regiments shall appoint their adjutants and quarter-
masters
;
the brigadiers, their brigade-majors ; the
major-generals, their aids; the captains and sub-
alterns, their non-commissioned officers.
[Art. 54 (55).] The division of the militia into
brigades, regiments and companies, made in pursu-
ance of the militia laws now in force, shall be con-
sidered as the proper division of the militia of this
state, until the same shall be altered by some future
law.
[Art. 55 (56).] No moneys shall be issued out of
the treasury of this state, and disposed of, (except
such sums as may be appropriated for the redemp-
tion of bills of credit, or treasurer's notes, or for the
payment of interest arising thereon) but by warrant
under the hand of the governor for the time being,
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by and with the advice and consent of the council,
for the necessary support and defense of this state,
and for the necessary protection and preservation of
the inhabitants thereof, agreeably to the acts and re-
solves of the general court.
[Art. 56 (57).] All public boards, the commissary-
Accounts of mill-
general, all superintending officers of public magazines to be rendered
and stores belonging to this state, and all command-
quar er y '
ing officers of forts and garrisons within the same,
shall, once, in every three months, officially, and with-
out requisition, and at other times when required by
the governor, deliver to him an account of all goods,
stores, provisions, ammunition, cannon, with their
appendages and all small arms, with their accoutre-
ments, and of all other public property under their
care respectively ; distinguishing the quantity and
kind of each, as particularly as may be ; together
with the condition of such forts and garrisons : And
the commanding officer shall exhibit to the governor,
when required by him true and exact plans of such
forts, and of the land and sea, or harbor or harbors
adjacent.
[Art. 57 (58).] The governor and council shall Compensation of
i , i r .i • r ,• governor and
be compensated for their services, from time to time, council.
by such grants as the general court shall think
reasonable.
[Art. 58 (59).] Permanent and honorable salaries Salaries of judges,
shall be established by law, for the justices of the
superior court.
COUNCIL*
[Art. 59 (60).] There shall be [biennially] f Councilors; mode
,
.. of election, etc.
elected, by ballot, five councilors, for advising the liii, 9. lxxi, 481.
governor in the executive part of government. The J^-' $£ 587
*Entire provision aa to council stricken out and these
provisions substituted, 1793.
tSubstituted for "annually," 1877.













freeholders and other inhabitants in each county,
qualified to vote for senators, shall some time in the
month of [November],* give in their votes for one
councilor
;
which votes shall be received, sorted,
counted, certified, and returned to the secretary's
office, in the same manner as the votes for senators,
to be by the secretary laid before the senate and
house of representatives on the first Wednesday of
[January] .f
[Art. 60 (61).] And the person having a [plural-
ity]^ of votes in any county, shall be considered as
duly elected a councilor : But if no person shall have
a [plurality] t of votes in any county, the senate and
house of representatives shall take the names of the
two persons who have the highest number of votes in
each county, and not elected, and out of those two
shall elect by joint ballot, the councilor wanted for
such county, and the qualifications for councilors shall
be the same as for senator.
[Art. 61 (62).] If any person thus chosen a
councilor, shall be elected governor or member of
either branch of the legislature, and shall accept the
trust : or if any person elected a councilor, shall re-
fuse to accept the office, or in case of the death,
resignation, or removal of any councilor out of the
state, the governor may issue a precept for the elec-
tion of a new councilor in that county where such
vacancy shall happen and the choice shall be in the
same manner as before directed : And the governor
shall have full power and authority to convene the
council, from time to time, at his discretion; and,
with them, or the majority of them, may, and shall,
from time to time hold a council, for ordering and
directing the affairs of the state, according to the laws
of the land.
Substituted lor "March," 1877.
fSubstituted for "June," 1889.
{Substituted for "majority," 1912.
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[Art 62 (63).] The members of the council may Impeachment ofL councilors.
be impeached by the house, and tried by the senate,
for bribery, corruption, malpractice, or maladministra-
tion.
[Art. 63 (64).] The resolutions and advice of the Secretary to record
, , , , . proceedings of
council shall be recorded by the secretary, in a regis- council.
ter, and signed by all the members present agreeing
lxxlx » 535 -
thereto; and this record may be called for at any
time, by either house of the legislature ; and any
member of the council may enter his opinion contrary
to the resolutions of the majority, with the reasons for
such opinion.
[Art. 64 (65).] The legislature may, if the pub- Councilor districts
lie good shall hereafter require it, divide the state
provl
into five districts, as nearly equal as may be, gov-
erning themselves by the number of [population],*
each district to elect a councilor : And, in case of
such division, the manner of the choice shall be
conformable to the present mode of election in
counties.
[Art. 65 (66).] And, whereas the elections, ap-
Elections bylegis-
_
v ' J ' lature may be ad-
pointed to be made by this constitution, on the first journed from day
Wednesday of [January]! [biennially],! by the two \lJ^l
order
houses of the legislature, may not be completed on
that day, the said elections may be adjourned from
day to day, until the same be completed : and the order
of the elections shall be as follows—the vacancies in
the senate, if any shall be first filled up : The
governor shall then be elected, provided there shall be
no choice of him by the people : And afterwards, the
two houses shall proceed to fill up the vacancy, if any,
in the council.
SECRETARY, TREASURER, COMMISSARY-GENERAL, ETC.
[Art. 66 (67).] The secretary, treasurer, and Election of secre-
commissary-general, shall be chosen by joint ballot anT commTssary-
. general.
*Substituted for "ratable polls and proportion of public
taxes," 1912.
tSubstituted for "June," 1889.
^Substituted for "annually," 1877.























of the senators and representatives assembled in one
room.
[Art. 67 (68).] The records of the state shall be
kept in the office of the secretary,* and he shall at-
tend the [governor]! and council, the senate and
representatives, in person, or by deputy, as they may
require.
[Art. 68 (69).] [The secretary of the state shall,
at all times, have a deputy, to be by him appointed;
for whose conduct in office he shall be responsible :
And, in case of the death, removal, or inability of
the secretary, his deputy shall exercise all the duties
of the office of secretary of this state, until another
shall be appointed.] $
[Art. 69 (70).] [The secretary, before he enters
upon the business of his office, shall give bond, with
sufficient sureties, in a reasonable sum, for the use
of the state, for the punctual performance of his
trust.]!"
COUNTY TREASURER, ETC.
[Art. 70 (71).] [The county treasurers [registers
of probate, solicitors, sheriffs]** and registers of deeds,
shall be elected by the inhabitants of the several towns,
in the several counties in the state, according to the
method now practiced, and the laws of the state.
Provided nevertheless the legislature shall have
authority to alter the manner of certifying the votes,
and the mode of electing those officers ; but not so
as to deprive the people of the right they now have
of electing them.]ff
[Art. 71 (72).] [And the legislature, on the ap-
plication of the major part of the inhabitants of any
county, shall have authority to divide the same into
*"Who may appoint his deputies, for whose conduct he
shall be answerable," stricken out, 1793.
fSubstituted for "president," 1793.
^Inserted, 1793.
•Inserted, 1877.
ttSubstituted for original section, 1793.
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two districts for registering deeds, if to them it shall
appear necessary; each district to elect a register of
deeds : And before they enter upon the business of
their offices, shall be respectively sworn faithfully to
discharge the duties thereof, and shall severally give
bond, with sufficient sureties, in a reasonable sum, for
the use of the county, for the punctual performance
of their respective trusts.]*
JUDICIARY POWER.
[Art. 72 (73).] The tenure that all commissioned
officers shall have by law in their offices shall be ex-
pressed in their respective commissions, all judicial
officers duly appointed commissioned and sworn,
shall hold their offices during good behavior excepting
those concerning whom there is a different provision
made in this constitution. Provided nevertheless the
[governor] ,f with consent of council, may remove
them upon the address of both houses of the
legislature.
[Art. 73 (74).] Each branch of the legislature as
well as the [governor] f and council shall have
authority to require the opinions of the justices of the
superior court upon important questions of law and
upon solemn occasions.
[Art. 74 (75).] In order that the people may not
suffer from the long continuance in place of any
justice of the peace who shall fail in discharging the
important duties of his office with ability and fidelity,
all commissions of justices of the peace shall become
void at the expiration of five years from their re-
spective dates, and upon the expiration of any
commission, the same may if necessary be renewed
or another person appointed as shall most conduce to
the well being of the state.$
Tenure of office to
be expressed in
commissions;






xxv, 537. xlv, 607.
Ivi, 577. lx, 585.
lxii, 704. lxiii, 574.
Ixvii, 600. lxx, 641.
Ixxii, 603. lxxiii,






iii, 408. lvii, 148.
lxiii, 37.
Inserted, 1793.
fSubstituted for "president," 1877.
{Original section following this section, relating to probate
courts, stricken out, 1793.





























[Art. 75 (76).] All causes of marriage divorce and
alimony; and all appeals from the respective judges
of probate shall be heard and tried by the superior
court until the legislature shall by law make other
provision.
[Art. 76 (77).] [The general court are empowered
to give to justices of the peace jurisdiction in civil
causes, when the damages demanded shall not exceed
[one hundred dollars]* and title of real estate is not
concerned; but with right of appeal, to either party,
to some other court. ]f* [And the general court are
further empowered to give to police courts original
jurisdiction to try and determine, subject to right of
appeal and trial by jury, all criminal causes wherein
the punishment is less than imprisonment in the state
prison.]**
[Art. 77 (78).] [No person shall hold the office
of judge of any court, or judge of probate, or sheriff
of any county, after he has attained the age of seventy
years.]
[Art. 78 (79).] [No judge of any court, or justice
of the peace, shall act as attorney, or be of counsel,
to any party, or originate any civil suit, in matters
which shall come or be brought before him as judge,
or justice of the peace. ]f
[Art. 79 (80).] [All matters relating to the pro-
bate of wills, and granting letters of administration,
shall be exercised by the judges of probate, in such
manner as the legislature have directed, or may
hereafter direct: And the judges of probate shall
hold their courts at such place or places, on such
*Substituted for "four pounds," 1877.
tlnserted, 1793.
t"So that a trial by jury, in the last resort, may be had,"
stricken out, 1877.
**Inscrted, 1912.
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fixed days, as the conveniency of the people may
require ; and the legislature from time to time
appoint.]*
[Art. 80 (81).] [No judge, or register of probate, Judges and regis-
, ,
. ters of probate not
shall be of counsel, act as advocate, or receive any to act as COUnsel.





which is pending, or may be brought into any court lxxv, 620.
of probate in the county of which he is judge
or register.]*
CLERKS OF COURTS.
[Art. 81 (82).] [The judges of the courts (those g
er
^J
° f courts '
of probate excepted) shall appoint their respective appointed,
clerks to hold their office during pleasure : And no
such clerk shall act as an attorney or be of counsel in
any cause in the court of which he is clerk, nor shall
he draw any writ originating a civil action] ft
ENCOURAGEMENT OF LITERATURE, TRADES, ETC.
[Art. 82 (83).] Knowledge and learning, generally jf^uS^te'
° f
diffused through a community, being essential to the li, 378. Ivi, 509.
preservation of a free government; and spreading j^x
'
445 _'
the opportunities and advantages of education ixxi, 553
. lxxiv, 477, 538.
through the various parts ot the country, being 545. ixxv, 562.
highly conducive to promote this end; it shall be
bcxv1 ' 299 -
the duty of the legislators and magistrates, in all
future periods of this government, to cherish the
interest of literature and the sciences, and all semi-
naries and public schools, to encourage private and
public institutions, rewards, and immunities for the
promotion of agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce,
trades, manufactures, and natural history of the
country ; to countenance and inculcate the principles
of humanity and general benevolence, public and
private charity, industry and economy, honesty and
punctuality, sincerity, sobriety, and all social affections,
Inserted, 1793.
tSnbstituted for original section, 1793.
tThe next section which related to "Delegates to Congress"
stricken out, 1793.




and generous sentiments, among the people : [Provided,
nevertheless, that no money raised by taxation
shall ever be granted or applied for the use of
the schools or institutions of any religious sect or
denomination.]* [Free and fair competition in the
trades and industries is an inherent and essential
right of the people and should be protected against
all monopolies and conspiracies which tend to hinder
or destroy it. The size and functions of all
corporations should be so limited and regulated as to
prohibit fictitious capitalization and provision should
be made for the supervision and government thereof.
Therefore, all just power possessed by the state is
hereby granted to the general court to enact laws to
prevent the operations within the state of all persons
and associations, and all trusts and corporations,
foreign or domestic, and the officers thereof, who
endeavor to raise the price of any article of
commerce or to destroy free and fair competition
in the trades and industries through combination,
conspiracy, monopoly, or any other unfair means ;
to control and regulate the acts of all such persons,
associations, corporations, trusts, and officials doing
business within the state ; to prevent fictitious capi-
talization
;
and to authorize civil and criminal







OATHS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS.—EXCLUSION FROM OFFICES.—
COMMISSIONS. — WRITS. — CONFIRMATION OF LAWS.—
HABEAS CORPUS.—THE ENACTING STYLE.—CONTINUANCE
OF OFFICERS.—PROVISION FOR A FUTURE REVISION OF
THE CONSTITUTION.—ETC.
[Art. 83 (84).] Any person chosen [governor],$
councilor, senator, or representative, military or civil
officer, (town officers excepted) accepting the trust,
•Inserted, 1877.
tlnserted, 1903.
^Substituted for "president," 1793.
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shall, before he proceeds to execute the duties of his
office, make and subscribe the following declaration,
viz.— ;
[I, A. B. do solemnly swear, that I will bear faith
and true allegiance to the state of New Hampshire,
and will support the constitution thereof. So help me
God,]*
I, A. B. do solemnly and sincerely swear and affirm,
that I will faithfully and impartially discharge and
perform all the duties incumbent on me as—, accord-
ing to the best of my abilities, agreeably to the
rules and regulations of this constitution and the
laws of the state of New Hampshire. So help me
God.
[Any person having taken and subscribed the oath
of allegiance, and the same being filed in the
secretary's office, he shall not be obliged to take said
oath again.] f
Provided always, when any person chosen or ap-
pointed as aforesaid, shall be of the denomination called
Quakers, or shall be scrupulous of swearing, and shall
decline taking the said oaths, such [person] $ shall take
and subscribe them, omitting the word "swear," and
likewise the words "So help me God," subjoining
instead thereof, "This I do under the pains and penal-
ties of perjury."
[Art. 84 (85).] [And the oaths or affirmations shall Before whom
t3.1ccn
be taken and subscribed by the governor, before the
president of the senate, in presence of both houses of
the legislature, and by the senators and representatives
first elected under this constitution, as altered and
amended, before the president of the state, and a
majority of the council then in office, and forever
*Substituted for original oath, 1793.
tlnserted, 1793.
{Inserted in engrossed copy of Constitution as amended
1793, apparently without authority.



























afterwards before the governor and council for the
time being; and by all other officers, before such
persons, and in such manner as the legislature shall
from time to time appoint.]*
[Art. 85 (86).] All commissions shall be in the
name of the state of New Hampshire, signed by the
[governor],! and attested by the secretary, or his
deputy, and shall have the great seal of the state
affixed thereto.
[Art. 86 (87).] All writs issuing out of the clerk's
office in any of the courts of law, shall be in the
name of the state of New Hampshire ; shall be under
the seal of the court whence they issue, and bear test
of the chief, first, or senior justice of the court; but
when such justice shall be interested, then the writ
shall bear test of some other justice of the court, to
which the same shall be returnable ; and be signed by
the clerk of such court.
[Art. 87 (88).] All indictments, presentments, and
informations, shall conclude, "against the peace and
dignity of the state."
[Art. 88 (89).] The estates of such persons as may
destroy their own lives, shall not for that offense be
forfeited, but descend or ascend in the same manner,
as if such persons had died in a natural way.
Nor shall any article, which shall accidentally occasion
the death of any person, be henceforth deemed a
deodand, or in any wise forfeited on account of such
misfortune.
[Art. 89 (90).] All the laws which have heretofore
been adopted, used, and approved, in the province,
colony, or state of New Hampshire, and usually
practiced on in the courts of law, shall remain and
be in full force, until altered and repealed by the
legislature ; such parts thereof only excepted, as are
repugnant to the rights and liberties contained in
this constitution : Provided that nothing herein
*Substituted for original section, 1793.
tSubstituted for "president," 1793.
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contained, when compared with the twenty-third uv ». 2%6> 548.
article in the bill of rights, shall be construed to affect bocvii, 203.
the laws already made respecting the persons, or
estates of absentees.
[Art. 90 (91).] The privilege and benefit of the Habeas Corpus,
habeas corpus, shall be enjoyed in this state, in the
most free, easy, cheap, expeditious, and ample manner,
and shall not be suspended by the legislature, except
upon the most urgent and pressing occasions, and for
a time not exceeding three months.
[Art. 91 (92).] The enacting style in making and Enacting style of
passing acts, statutes, and laws, shall be, Be it enacted ^^*
ute®- -
by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened.







[supreme judicial]f court, shall hold any office or place from holding
under the authority of this state, except such as by
<
fx^ 294.
this constitution they are admitted to hold, saving
that the judges of the said court may hold the offices
of justice of the peace throughout the state; nor shall
they hold any place or office, or receive any pension
or salary, from any other state, government, or power,
whatever.
[Art. 93 (94).] No person shall be capable of incompatibility of







following offices within this state viz judge of pro- be holden at same
bate, sheriff, register of deeds ; and never more than ixxx
"
294.
two offices of profit, which may be held by appoint-
ment of the [governor],* or [governor]* and council,
or senate and house of representatives, or superior
or inferior courts; military offices, and offices of
justices of the peace excepted.
TArt. 94 (95).] [No person holding the office of incompatibility of
judge of any court, (except special judges) secretary, SS
11^* ""
*Substituted for "president," 1793.
tSubstituted for "superior" in engrossed copy of Constitu-
tion as amended 1793, apparently without authority.









treasurer of the state, attorney-general, commissary-
general, military officers receiving pay from the con-
tinent, or this state (excepting officers of the militia,
occasionally called forth on an emergency) register
of deeds, sheriff, or officers of the customs, including
naval officers, collectors of excise, and state and
continental taxes, hereafter appointed, and not having
settled their accounts with the respective officers with
whom it is their duty to settle such accounts, members
of congress, or any person holding any office
under the United States, shall at the same time hold
the office of governor, or have a seat in the senate,
or house of representatives, or council ; but his being
chosen and appointed to, and accepting the same, shall
operate as a resignation of their seat in the chair,
senate, or house of representatives, or council ; and
the place so vacated shall be filled up. No member
of the council shall have a seat in the senate or house
of representatives.]*
[Art. 95 (96).] No person shall ever be admitted
to hold a seat in the legislature or any office of trust
or importance under this government, who, in the due
course of law, has been convicted of bribery or cor-
ruption, in obtaining an election or appointment.
[Art. 96 (97).] In all cases where sums of money
are mentioned in this constitution the value thereof
shall be computed in silver at six shillings and eight
pence per ounce.
[Art. 97 (98).] [To the end that there may be
no failure of justice, or danger to the state, by the
alterations and amendments made in the constitution,
the general court is hereby fully authorized and
directed to fix the time when the alterations and
^Substituted for original section, 1793.
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amendments shall take effect, and make the necessary
arrangements accordingly.] *f
[Art. 98 (99).] It shall be the duty of the select-
Revision of consti-
L
. tution provided for.
men, and assessors, of the several towns and places lxxvi, 587, 613.
in this state, in warning the first annual meetings
for the choice of senators, after the expiration of
seven years from the adoption of this constitution,
as amended, to insert expressly in the warrant this
purpose, among the others for the meeting, to wit,
to take the sense of the qualified voters on the
su'bject of a revision of the constitution; and,
the meeting being warned accordingly, and not
otherwise, the moderator shall take the sense of the
qualified voters present as to the necessity of a
revision
;
and a return of the number of votes for
and against such necessity, shall be made by the clerk
sealed up, and directed to the general court at their
then next session
;
and if it shall appear to the
general court by such return, that the sense of the
people of the state has been taken, and that, in the
opinion of the majority of the qualified voters in
the state, present and voting at said meetings, there
is a necessity for a revision of the constitution, it
shall be the duty of the general court to call a con-
vention for that purpose, otherwise the general court
shall direct the sense of the people to be taken, and
then proceed in the manner before mentioned. The
delegates to be chosen in the same manner, and
proportioned, as the representatives to the general
court; provided that no alterations shall be made in
this constitution, before the same shall be laid before
the towns and unincorporated places, and approved by
two thirds of the qualified voters present and voting
on the subject.
*See act of December 14, 1792.
t Substituted for original section, 1793.
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Question on re-





[Art. 99 (100).] [And the same method of taking
the sense of the people, as to a revision of the con-
stitution, and calling a convention for that purpose,
shall be observed afterwards, at the expiration of every
seven years.]*
[Art. 100 (101).] This form of government shall
be enrolled on parchment, and deposited in the secre-
tary's office, and be a part of the laws of the land
and printed copies thereof shall be prefixed to the
books containing the laws of this state, in all future
editions thereof.




Population of New Hampshire
NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF INHABITANTS
Population of the State.—New Hampshire was one of the
original thirteen States. Its population on April 1, 1930, according
to the Fifteenth Census, was 465,293, which represents an increase
of 22,210, or 5.0 per cent, as compared with the population on
January 1, 1920. The total land area of the State, as shown in
Table 3, is 9,031 square miles.* The average number of inhabitants
per square mile in 1930 was 51.5, as compared with 49.1 in 1920.
Table 1 shows the population of New Hampshire from 1790, the
year of the first Federal census, to 1930, together with the increase
in each decade.
Table 1.—Population of New Hampshire: 1790 to 1930
[A minus sign (— ) denotes decrease]
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Counties, cities, and minor civil divisions In the tables
which follow (Tables 2 to 6) the population of New Hampshire is
shown by counties, cities, and other minor civil divisions, with some
comparative figures from previous censuses.
Cities of 10,000 or more.—There are nine cities in the state
which had a population of 10,000 or more in 1930. Table 2 shows
for these cities the population at each census for which figures are
available, together with the increase during each decade. The
figures shown for the earlier censuses represent, in many cases, the
population of the town prior to its incorporation as a city. Man-
chester, the largest city, first attained a population of 10,000 be-
tween 1840 and 1850. Rochester is the only city added to this group
following the census of 1920.
POPULATION 51
Table 2.—Population of Principal Cities from Earliest
Census to 1930
[A minus sign (— ) denotes decrease]
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1850 . . .
1840 ...
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Minor civil divisions.—Table 4 shows the population of each
county by towns, cities, and other minor civil divisions. The more
thickly settled counties are divided into towns and cities, but in
Carroll County there are 2 "locations" and in Coos County there
are 8 "grants," 6 "purchases," 6 "townships," and 3 "locations."
Of the civil divisions known as "grants" and "purchases," 7 have
had no population returned at any of the last three censuses and so
are omitted from the list of minor civil divisions in Table 4.
Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
POPULATION 57
Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
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Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910




























































*Coos.—The absence of population in any year indicates that none was
returned at that census. Seven civil divisions of this county for which no
population has been returned at any of the three censuses are not included in
the table; these divisions are as follows: Bean's grant, Chandler's purchase,
Crawford's purchase, Cutts' grant, Hadley's purchase, Low and Burbank's
grant, and Sargent's purchase. Figures for Pittsburg town in 1920 include
population reported for Colebrook Academy grant (15), Hubbard township
(358), and Webster township (51).
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Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910













Ellsworth town . . .
Enfield town


















Piermont town . . .
Plymouth town . . .
Rumney town
Thornton town . . .
Warren town
Waterville town . .
Wentworth town . .
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Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
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Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
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Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
POPULATION 63
Table 4.—Population of Counties by Minor Civil Divisions :
1930, 1920, and 1910
MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
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Cities.—Table 5 shows the population of each city in New
Hampshire in 1930 and 1920. These cities are arranged in
alphabetical order, each followed by the name of the county in
which the city is located. In Table 6 the population of these cities
is presented by wards.
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Table 6.—Population of Cities by Wards : 1930
CITY AND WARD
LIST OF TOWNS AND WARDS 67
TOWNS AND WARDS AS DISTRICTED FOR
ELECTION PURPOSES
TOWNS
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Con- Coun- Sen- Number of
TOWNS
LIST OF TOWNS AND WARDS 69
TOWNS





































Fremont . , 1





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nelson 2 4 10
New Boston 2 4 14
Newbury 2 5 9
New Castle 1 2 24
New Durham 1 2 20
Newfields 1 2 23
New Hampton .... 1 5 5
Newington 1 2 24
New Ipswich 2 4 12
New London 2 5 7
Newmarket 1 2 24
Newport 2 5 8
Newton 1 2 23
Northfield 1 5 7
North Hampton ... 1 2 23
Northumberland ... 2 1 2
Northwood 1 2 22
Nottingham 1 2 22
Orange 2 1 5
Orford 2 1 5
Ossipee 1 1 4
Pelham 1 4 22
Pembroke 1 5 14
Peterborough 2 4 11
Piermont 2 1 3
Pittsburg 2 1 2
Pittsfield 1 5 14
Plainfield 2 5 8
Plaistow 1 2 23
Plymouth 2 1 3
Portsmouth—
Ward 1 1 2 24
Ward 2 1 2 24
Ward 3 1 2 24
Ward 4 1 2 24




















































































Randolph 2 1 1
Raymond 1 3 22
Richmond 2 4 11
Rindge 2 4 11
Rochester—
Ward 1 1 2 20
Ward 2 1 2 20
Ward 3 1 2 20
Ward 4 1 2 20
Ward 5 1 2 20
Ward 6 1 2 20
Rollinsford 1 2 21
Roxbury 2 4 10
Rumney 2 1 5
Rye 1 2 24
Salem 1 3 22
Salisbury 2 5 9
Sanbornton 1 5 6
Sandown 1 2 23
Sandwich 1 1 4
Seabrook 1 2 23
Sharon 2 4 11
Shelburne 2 1 1
Somersworth—
Ward 1 1 2 20
Ward 2 1 2 20
Ward 3 1 2 20
Ward 4 1 2 20
Ward 5 1 2 20
South Hampton ... 1 2 23
Springfield 2 5 8
Stark 2 1 2
Stewartstown 2 1 2
Stoddard 2 4 10
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REPRESENTATIVES—PART TIME
According to the apportionment established by chapter 145,
Laws of 1931, the following named towns, not having six hundred
inhabitants, may elect one representative in the years indicated in
the following table, those marked with an asterisk (*) not being
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STATE EMBLEMS
Sections 1 and 4 of Chapter 8 of the Public Laws of New
Hampshire were amended by Chapter 133 of the Laws of 1931,
so that said Chapter 8 now reads as follows:
STATE EMBLEA1S
1. Flag. The state flag shall be of the following color and
design: The body or field shall be blue and shall bear upon its
center in suitable proportion and colors a representation of the
state seal
;
the seal shall be surrounded by a wreath of laurel
leaves with nine stars interspersed. When used for military
purposes the flag shall conform to the regulations of the United
States.
2. When Displayed. It shall be displayed above the state
house whenever the legislature is in session and during meetings
of the governor and council when expedient, and upon such other
occasions as the governor may designate.
3. Flower. The purple lilac, Syringa vulgaris, is the state
flower of New Hampshire.
4. Seal. The seal of the state shall be two inches in
diameter, circular, with the following detail and no other: A field
crossed by a straight horizon line of the sea, above the center of
the field
; concentric with the field the rising sun, exposed above the
horizon about one third of its diameter, the field encompassed with
laurel
; across the field for the full width within the laurel a broad-
side view of the frigate Raleigh, on the stocks ; the ship's bow
dexter and higher than the stern ; the three lower masts shown in
place, together with the fore, main and mizzen tops, shrouds and
mainstays ; an ensign staff at the stern flies the United States flag
authorized by act of Congress June 14, 1777; a jury staff on the
mainmast and another on the foremast each flies a pennant; flags
and pennants are streaming to the dexter side ; the hull is shown




water by a double diagonal line whose highest point is sinister; no
detail is shown anywhere on the water, nor any on the land be-
tween the water and the stocks except a granite boulder on the
dexter side; encircling the field is the inscription, SEAL .
OF . THE . STATE . OF . NEW HAMPSHIRE, the words
separated by round periods, except between the parts of New Hamp-
shire; at the lowest point of the inscription is the date 1776,
flanked on either side by a five-pointed star, which group separates
the beginning and end of the inscription ; the whole form and design
to be as follows :
OFFENSES AGAINST THE NATIONAL AND STATE FLAGS
(Chapter 381, Public Laws.)
1. Marking Flags, etc. No person shall in any manner, for
exhibition or display, place or cause to be placed any inscription,
design, device, symbol, name, advertisement, words, character marks
or notice whatever upon the national flag, or upon any flag, stand-
ard, color or ensign of the United States, or upon the flag of this
state, or upon any state flag or ensign of any other state, or upon
any flag or ensign evidently purporting to be either of said flags,
standards, colors or ensigns.
2. Affixing to Flags, etc No person shall in any manner
append, annex or affix, or cause the same to be done, to any such
flag, standard, color or ensign, any inscription, design, device,
symbol, name, advertisement, words, marks or notice whatever, or
exhibit or display, or cause to be exhibited or displayed, any such
flag, standard, color or ensign or any flag or ensign evidently pur-
porting to be either of the same, upon which shall in any manner be
placed, attached, annexed or affixed any inscription, design, device,
symbol, name, advertisement, words, marks or notice whatever.
3. Using as Advertisement. No person shall expose, or cause
to be exposed, to public view, manufacture, sell, expose for sale,
give away or have in possession for sale or to give away or for use
for any purpose, any article or substance, being an article of mer-
chandise or a receptacle of merchandise or article or thing for carry-
ing or transporting merchandise, upon which shall have been printed,
painted, attached or otherwise placed a representation of any such
flag, standard, color or ensign, to advertise, call attention to,
decorate, mark or distinguish the article or substance.
4. Mutilation, etc. No person shall publicly mutilate, trample
upon, defile, deface or cast contempt upon, either by words or acts,
any of said flags, standards, colors or ensigns, whether the same
are public or private property.
82
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5. Penalty. Whoever violates any of the foregoing provisions
shall be fined not more than fifty dollars, or imprisoned not more
than thirty days, or both.
6. Exceptions. Flags, standards, colors or ensigns, the prop-
erty of, or used in the service of, the United States or of this state,
may have inscriptions, names, actions, words, marks or symbols
placed thereon, pursuant to law or authorized regulations.
Display of Foreign Flags
7. Regulation. It shall not be lawful to display the flag of any
foreign country upon any state, county or municipal buildings ;
provided, that whenever any foreigners shall become the guests of
the United States, the state or any city, upon public proclamation by
the governor or the mayor of such city, the flag of the country of
which such public guest shall be a citizen may be displayed upon
such public buildings.
8. Penalty. If any person shall violate any of the provisions
of the preceding section he shall be fined not more than one hun-
dred dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
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Sucker State . . .




Pelican State . . .
Pine Tree State
Old Line State .
Bay State
Wolverine State








Old North State ,
Flickertail State ,
Buckeye State . . ,
Beaver State . . .
Keystone State
Little Rhody . .
Palmetto State
Sunshine State
Big Ben State .
Lone Star State
Green Mountain State


















































NOTE—Only nicknames that are well known and State flowers officially
adopted or commonly accepted are given in the foregoing list.




A Presidential Primary was held March 10, 1936, for the choice
of delegates to the national conventions which were held by the
Republican party at Cleveland, Ohio, the second week in June, and
by the Democratic party at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the fourth
week in June.
The Republicans elected seven delegates at large and the
Democrats had eight delegates at large. Each party sent the
customary two delegates from each of the two congressional
districts.
The following summary shows the names of the candidates for
delegates at large, their alternates, district delegates and their alter-
nates, with the number of votes for each and the person, if any, to




For Delegates at Large :
*H. Styles Bridges, Concord 32,992
*Robert P. Burroughs, Manchester 16,509
*Charles E. Carroll, Laconia 14,701
Eliot A. Carter, Nashua 13,105
Thomas P. Cheney, Laconia 17,880
Harold K. Davison, Woodsville 14,424
Milan A. Dickinson, Swanzey 7,847
James A. Hanley, Franklin 7,619
Edwin Gordon Lawrence, Concord 7,703
John R. McLane, Manchester 11,769
Sarah M. Mercer, Nashua 9,935
Joseph Moore, Canaan 5,603
*George H. Moses, Concord 28,949
Lois Lyman Patten, Concord 12,008
*Huntley N. Spaulding, Rochester 27,404
*Charles W. Tobey, Temple 26,323
For Alternate Delegates at Large :
Robert P. Booth, Bedford 22,449
*Clarence M. Damon, Fitzwilliam 22,058
*Charles E. Greenman, Hampton 22,009
*John A. Muehling, Manchester 22,203
*Conrad E. Snow, Rochester 22,520
•Esther H. Toland, Concord 22,061
*Robert W. Upton, Concord 23,341
First District,
For District Delegates :
Charles M. Dale, Portsmouth 11,166
Arthur B. Jenks, Manchester 11,418
Jeremy R. Waldron, Portsmouth 10,122
For Alternate District Delegates :
*Burnham B. Davis, Conway 11,512
Thomas C. Hill, Laconia 11,626
Second District,
For District Delegates :
L. Lynn Cutler, Berlin 4,280
Ada E. Hamlin, Charlestown 2,468
Charles W. Howard, Concord 7,229
'James C. MacLeod, Littleton 5,632
Joseph B. Perley, Lebanon 4,449
James P. Richardson, Hanover 5,379
Neil Tolman, Nashua 4,130
*
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For Alternate District Delegates :
John B. Eames, Littleton 8,923
*George H. Rolfe, Concord 9,723
Foster Stearns, Hancock 7,609
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
For Delegates at Large :
*Emile L. Bernard, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 11,159
Amos N. Blandin, Bath (Pledged to Roosevelt) 13,003
James A. Broderick, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 13,276
[Wilfred G. Chevrette, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt).... 6,141
Joseph A. Coutremarsh, Lebanon (Pledged to Coutremarsh) . . 3,108
*\Villiam H. Craig, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 13,655
Mary Carey Dondero, Portsmouth (Pledged to Roosevelt) .... 8,293
*Samuel T. Ladd, Portsmouth (Pledged to Roosevelt) 11,126
Edward A. Lambert, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 8,722
Ernest J. Labrie, Lebanon (Pledged to Coutremarsh) 3,586
Henri T. Ledoux, Nashua (Pledged to Roosevelt) 15,752
*Henry M. Moffett, Berlin (Pledged to Roosevelt) 12,604
*James J. Powers, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 15,133
Eaton D. Sargent, Nashua (Unpledged) 3,573
Philip R. Sherman, Hanover (Unpledged) 2,617
Laura M. Trudel, Derry (Pledged to Roosevelt) 9,776
For Alternate Delegates at Large :
David M. Amacker, Hanover (Pledged to Roosevelt) 11,528
*Samuel F. Griffin, Portsmouth (Pledged to Roosevelt) 11,764
*Alfred Houle, Claremont (Pledged to Roosevelt) 12,978
Robert C. Murchie, Concord (Pledged to Roosevelt) 12,103
Fortunat E. Normandin, Laconia (Pledged to Roosevelt) 12,855
Robert H. Sanderson, Pittsfield (Pledged to Roosevelt) 11,414
Harry W. Smith, Durham (Pledged to Roosevelt) 12,408
John E. Tobin, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 13,023
First District,
For District Delegates :
Edward P. Bickford, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 1,955
Damase Caron, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 7,462
Thomas A. Carr, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 1,668
Alfred J. Dumas, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 1,992
Romeo J. Durocher, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 768
Napoleon J. Dyer, Laconia (Pledged to Coutremarsh) 567
John S. Hurley, Manchester (Unpledged)... 1,586
Arthur J. Rutledge, Portsmouth (Unpledged) 879
John J. Sheehan, Manchester (Pledged to Roosevelt) 7,289
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For Alternate District Delegates :
*Austin L. Calef, Barrington (Pledged to Roosevelt) 7,158
*Edmund R. Fay, Portsmouth (Pledged to Roosevelt) 7,150
Second District,
For District Delegates :
*John J. Condon, Newport (Pledged to Roosevelt) 5,102
*Daniel J. Hagerty, Nashua (Pledged to Roosevelt) 4,749
John F. O'Malley, Berlin (Pledged to Roosevelt) 4,288
For Alternate District Delegates :
*Irving A. Hinkley, Lancaster (Pledged to Roosevelt) 5,177
*Ruth Ralph, Franklin (Pledged to Roosevelt) 5,113


















Hampstead . . .
Hampton
Hampton Falls
Kensington . . .
Kingston
Londonderry . ,














































































































































Madbury . . .






Ward 3 . .
Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 ..






Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 ..
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Goffstown . . .
Greenfield . . •
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Brookline . . .
Deering ....
Francestown
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Cornish . . .
Croydon . .



















Cornish . . .
Croydon . .


























Bristol . . .
Campton . .
Canaan . . .
Dorchester
Easton . . .
Ellsworth .
Enfield . . .
Franconia




Hebron . . .
Holderness
L,andaff . . .
Lebanon . .






Monroe . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































Hebron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .
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Tuftonboro . . .
Wakefield
Wolfeboro
Totals . . .









Andover . . .



















Ward 1 . .
Ward 2 ..
Ward 3 ..
Henniker . . .
Hill
Hooksett . . .
Hopkinton . .
Loudon ....




Pittsfield . . .
Salisbury . . .
Sutton
Warner
Webster . . . .
Wilmot
Totals









Brookline . . .
Deering ....
Francestown
Goffstown . . .
Greenfield . . .





























Ward 4 . .













































Richmond . . .
Rindge






















Benton . . .
Bethlehem
Bridgewater
Bristol . . .
Campton






Grafton . . .
Groton . . .
Hanover . .
Haverhill
Hebron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .
Lincoln
Lisbon . . .
Littleton
Livermore
Lyman . . .
Lyme
Monroe . . .
Orange








































































































Canaan . . .



























































Hancock . . .
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Pittsfield . . .
Salisbury . . .
Sutton
Warner ....



















































Andover . . .
Boscawen . . .
Bow




Ward 1 . .
Ward 2 ..
Ward 3 . .
Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 . ,
Ward 6 ..
Ward 7 . .
Ward 8 . .










Hooksett . . .
Hopkinton
Loudon



































Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 . .
Ward 4 . .












































































































Cornish . . .
Croydon . .







































































































































































Ward 1 . .





















Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 ..
Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 . .
Strafford . . .
Totals .
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Tuftonboro . . .
Wakefield
Wolfeboro
Totals . . .






Andover . . .
Boscawen
Bow
































Warner . . .
Webster . . .
Wilmot
Totals
















Greenfield . . ,
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Cornish . . •
Croydon . .










































































Monroe . . .
Orange














































Alternate Delegates at Large—Concluded
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Hudson . . ,




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































New Boston . .
Newbury
New Ipswich .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Four sets of Presidential electors appeared on the New Hamp-
shire ballots used in the general election of November, 1936. The
Republican and Democratic electors were nominated at State Con-
ventions held, respectively, September 30, and October 1, at Con-
cord, and the electors of Communist and Union parties were named
in petitions filed with the secretary of state.
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION
A National Convention of Delegates representing the Republican
Party of the United States convened at Cleveland, Ohio, June 9,
1936. This convention nominated Alfred M. Landon of In-
dependence, Kansas, as candidate for President, and Frank Knox of
Chicago, Illinois, for Vice President. At the Republican State Con-
vention, the Landon and Knox electors nominated were Huntley N.
Spaulding, Rochester, Joseph H. Laflamme, Manchester, Lois
Lyman Patten, Concord, and Esther C. Burtt of Lincoln.
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
The Democratic National Convention was held at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, from June 23 to June 27, 1936. Both President
Franklin D. Roosevelt of Hyde Park, New York, and Vice Presi-
dent John N. Garner of Uvalde, Texas, were nominated to succeed
themselves in the offices they were holding. The Roosevelt and
Garner electors nominated at the Democratic State Convention were
Alice C. Skinner, Hanover, John L. Sullivan, Manchester, Robert
Marvin, Portsmouth, and Henri T. Ledoux of Nashua.
COMMUNIST PARTY
One of the minor parties which succeeded in getting the names of
electors placed on the New Hampshire ballot was the Communist
party under the leadership of Earl Browder of Kansas, and James
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W. Ford of Alabama. The electors for whom Nomination Papers
were filed with the secretary of state were Julius Anderson, Con-
cord, Elba K. Chase, Washington, Alonzo Morse, Charlestown, and
Waino Wirkkala of Lempster.
UNION PARTY
The newly organized Union Party had as its Presidential candi-
date William Lemke of Fargo, North Dakota, and Thomas C.
O'Brien of Massachusetts, as candidate for Vice President.
Nomination Papers were duly filed for the following electors :
Raymond J. Trembley, Keene, Alfred E. Hutchinson, Manchester,





Persons voted for at a primary, who receive a plurality of all the
votes cast by a party, shall be candidates of that party for the office
designated in the ballot.—P. L. 25 :45.
The direct primary election was held September 15, 1936, with
candidates of the Republican and Democratic parties participating.
In the summary immediately following are the full names and
residences of the candidates also their total votes. Then follow
tables carrying the vote in detail and giving only the last names of
the candidates.
The first tables give by counties the votes for governor and
United States senator. The next tables give by districts the votes
for representatives in Congress, the votes for councilors, and the




Total Republican Ballots Cast 84,920
Total Democratic Ballots Cast 35,211
For Governor:
Francis P. Murphy, Nashua, r 45,955
Eliot A. Carter, Nashua, r 28,322
Total vote, r 74,277
Amos N. Blandin, Bath, d 24,424
For United States Senator:
H. Styles Bridges, Concord, r 45,463
George H. Moses, Concord, r 32,108
William J. Callahan, Keene, r 3,547
Total vote, r 81,118
William N. Rogers, Wakefield, d 24,234
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For Representative in Congress,
First District:
Arthur B'. Jenks, Manchester, r 16,191
Enoch D. Fuller, Manchester, r 13,239
Charles E. Carroll, Laconia, r 8,011
Total vote, r .' 37,441
Alphonse Roy, Manchester, d 6,840
John J. Sheehan, Manchester, d 6,831
Alice G. Flynn, Portsmouth, d 2,274
Timothy F. O'Connor, Manchester, d 1,803
Arthur A. Greene, Conway, d 1,698
Edward A. Lambert, Manchester, d 803
Edward W. Banigan, Manchester, d 189
Total vote, d 20,438
For Representative in Congress,
Second District:
Charles W. Tobey, Temple, r 23,624
Thomas Laite, Nashua, r 4,116
John D. Warren, Nashua, r 3,530
Charles F. Thompson, Concord, r 2,733
Joseph Moore, Canaan, r 1,196
Total vote, r 35,199
Daniel J. Hagerty, Nashua, d 7,839
For Councilor,
First District:
Virgil D. White, Ossipee, r 9,561
Bert P. Shores, Lebanon, r 4,293
Total vote, r 13,854
Frank M. Richardson, Littleton, d 1,789
Second District:
Charles M. Dale, Portsmouth, r 12,587
Edmund R. Fay, Portsmouth, d 4,045
Third District:
Frank L. McAllister, Manchester, r 7,520
Donald G. Gregoire, Manchester, r 4,339
Total vote, r 1 1,859
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Thomas A. Murray, Manchester, d 4,676
Ovide W. Duval, Manchester, d 2,279
Emile L. Bernard, Manchester, d 1,888
Frank J. Connor, Manchester, d 970
Edward C. St. Jean, Manchester, d 604
Benjamin F. Adams, Derry, d 463
Joseph A. Bedard, Manchester, d 419
John F. McGuire, Manchester, d 412
Francis A. Flynn, Manchester, d 266
Total vote, d 11,977
Fourth District:
William Weston, Hancock, r 4,638
Arthur T. Appleton, Dublin, r 4,396
Frank H. Peaslee, Weare, r 3,046
Total vote, r 12,080
Alvin A. Lucier, Nashua, d 5,328
Fifth District:
George Hamilton Rolfe, Concord, r 12,845
John W. Stanley, Concord, d 2,746
For Senator,
First District:
Fred R. Oleson, Berlin, r 1,205
Dionysius Gillis, Berlin, r 556
Elmer J. Noyes, Berlin, r 454
Total vote, r 2,215
Emmet J. Kelley, Berlin, d 284
Edward A. Steady, Berlin, d 256
John F. Bagley, Berlin, d 140
Total vote, d 680
Second District:
Lula J. A. Morris, Lancaster, r 1,065
John H. Finley, Colebrook, r 900
Charles L. Pratt, Whitefield, r 480
Total vote, r 2,445
Ernest E. Whitcomb, Dalton, d 338
Third District:
John B. Eames, Littleton, r 2,688
Anthony Burgault, Lyman, d 396
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Fourth District:
Scott C. W. Simpson, Bartlett, r 1,595
George E. Nickerson, Tamworth, r 936
Leroy E. Goss, Freedom, r 885
William J. McDonald, Sr., Bartlett, r 449
Total vote, r 3,865
Harold B. Trask, Tamworth, d 381
Fifth District:
Alfred W. Guyer, Hanover, r 1,879
Harry Manson, Lebanon, r 1,369
Total vote, r 3,248
Joseph Tighe, Canaan, d 306
Sixth District:
George C. Stafford, Laconia, r 1,872
Fred R. Weeks, Gilford, r 1,201
Total vote, r 3,073
Charles N. Roberts, Meredith, d 503
Seventh District:
Anson C. Alexander, Boscawen, r 2,203
Harry W. Matott, Concord, d 368
Eighth District:
Howard H. Hamlin, Claremont, r 1,729
John W. Dow, Claremont, r 1,408
William Hall, Langdon, r 552
Total vote, r 3,689




Allen M. Freeman, Concord, r 2,1 10
Frank J. Kelley, Concord, r 1,076
Total vote, r 3,186
Oscar A. Colburn, Newbury, d 262
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Tenth District:
William B. Hanson, Gilsum, r 1,242
Benjamin H. Bragg, Alstead, r 1,213
Total vote, r 2 >4 55
John W. Prentiss, Walpole, d 262
Eleventh District:
Don W. Randall, Troy, r 1,279
Leon E. Wiswall, Marlborough, r 807
Total vote, r 2,086
James S. Kellom, Winchester, d 226
Twelfth District:
Philip C. Heald, Wilton, r 3,135
Robert J. Doyle, Nashua, d 1,014
Thirteenth District:
Lyman W. Hills, Nashua, r 36
Arthur O. Burque, Nashua, d 2,712
Frank C. Landry, Jr., Nashua, d 752
Total vote, d 3,464
Fourteenth District:
Francis H. Buffum, Dunbarton, r 1,485
George H. Robertson, Bedford, r 903
Total vote, r 2,388
Charles F. Eastman, Weare, d 836
Fifteenth District:
Robert O. Blood, Concord, r 1,229
Edward A. Dame, Concord, r 1,092
Perley B. Phillips, Concord, r 968
Total vote, r 3,289
Edward B. Haskell, Concord, d 448
Sixteenth District:
Allan M. Wilson, Manchester, r 1,439
Dana A. Emery, Manchester, r 1,420
Total vote, r 2,859
James M. Kirby, Manchester, d 1,008
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Seventeenth District:
George H. Sander, Manchester, r 1,902
Denis F. Mahoney, Manchester, d 1,270
Walter A. Boisvert, Manchester, d 531
Total vote, d 1,801
Eighteenth District:
John H. Irving, Manchester, r 1,264
J. Vincent Moran, Manchester, d 1,857
John L. Barry, Manchester, d 1,792
James F. Berry, Manchester, d 1,211
Total vote, d 4,860
Nineteenth District:
Arthur J. Provencher, Manchester, r 1,143
J. Felix Daniel, Manchester, d 703
Joseph W. Remillard, Manchester, d 675
Aime Martel, Manchester, d 576
Total vote, d 1,954
Twentieth District:
Conrad E. Snow, Rochester, r 2,608
Haven Doe, Somersworth, d 1,900
Twenty-first District:
Haldimand W. Neal, Dover, r 1,919
Frank F. Fernald, Dover, r 1,309
Total vote, r 3,228
Austin L. Calef, Barrington, d 1,069
Twenty-second District:
William M. Cole, Derry, r 3,766
Fred T. Goodwin, Hudson, r 1,781
Total vote, r 5,547
George McCauley, Londonderry, d 1,536
Twenty-third District:
Arthur J. Conner, Exeter, r 3,773
Harold E. Dickinson, Kensington, d 338
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Twenty-fourth District:
Charles A. Allen, Portsmouth, r
Frederick M. Pickering, Newington, d
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Simes Frink, Portsmouth, r
Harry D. Munsey, Hampton, r
Augustus F. Butman, Derry, r
Oliver P. Philbrick, Portsmouth, r
Total vote, r
Richard T. Call, Portsmouth, d
For Solicitor:
Stephen M. Wheeler, Exeter, r
Edgar A. Blanchard, Portsmouth, r
Total vote, r
Oliver W. Marvin, New Castle, d
For Treasurer:
Earle R. Stockbridge, Exeter, r
Albert D. Holmer, Exeter, d
For Register of Deeds:
John W. A. Green, Exeter, r
George H. Guptill, Raymond, d
For Register of Probate:
Frank B. Nay, Exeter, r
John P. Carberry, Rye, d
For Commissioners:
Irving W. Marston, North Hampton, r
Mahlon C. Currier, Danville, r
Alvin E. Foss, East Kingston, r
William T. Rose, Portsmouth, r
Harry J. Stewart, Portsmouth, r ,
Walter F. Haigh, Salem, r
Harry W. Flanders, Plaistow, r
Elihu T. Adams, Seabrook, r
Vincent H. Cassidy, Derry, d
George W. Yeaton, Exeter, d
Paul E. Sargeant, Candia, d


































Clyde R. Cotton, Rochester, r 3,975
Willis L. Reynolds, Milton, r • 2,474
Total vote, r M49
Stephen W. Scruton, Dover, d 3,095
For Solicitor:
Errol S. Hall, Farmington, r 3,876
William H. Ricker, Dover, r 2,277
Total vote, r 6,153
Thomas J. McGreal, Somersworth, d 2,978
For Treasurer:
Frank R. Bliss, Dover, r 5,489
Charles H. Felker, Rochester, d 2,879
For Register of Deeds:
Sara E. Greenfield, Rochester, r 3,824
Mildred Sweeney Cassidy, Dover, r 2,348
Total vote, r 6,172
Anna M. Morin, Somersworth, d 2,772
Andrew W. Miniter, Dover, d 866
Total vote, d 3,638
For "Register of Probate:
Alice C. McDaniel, Dover, r 5,078
Ethel G. Waldron, Dover, d 2,919
For Commissioners:
William S. Davis, Barrington, r 3,082
Ernest L. Lucas, Dover, r 2,928
George Y. Emerson, Rochester, r 2,725
Frank E. Webster, Farmington, r 2,351
Daniel J. Buckley, Dover, r 1,914
Harry L. Brewster, Somersworth, r 1,705
Chester H. Tecce, Durham, r 1,338
William Smith, New Durham, r 898
George F. Leighton, Farmington, d 2,334
Harold D. Foss, Rochester, d 1,952
James P. Nadeau, Dover, d 1,677
William H. McCann, Dover, d 1,506
Charles E. Cronin, Dover, d 1,480
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BELKNAP COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Frederick D. Elliott, Laconia, r
Everett W. Sanborn, Tilton, d
For Solicitor:
Harold E. Wescott, Laconia, r
Fortunat A. Normandin, Laconia, d
For Treasurer:
Charles J. Hayford, Laconia, r
Charles E. Smith, Tilton, d
For Register of Deeds:
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, Laconia, r
Joseph Sleeper, Tilton, d
For Register of Probate:
Carroll W. Stafford, Laconia, r
Carl F. Blaisdell, Laconia, d
For Commissioners:
District 1
John Morrison, Laconia, r ,
George R. Bowman, Laconia, r ,
George V. Huot, Laconia, r
James W. Doherty, Laconia, d
District 2
Joseph F. Smith, Meredith, r
William H. Neal, Meredith, d ,
District 3
Fred W. Friend, Belmont, r
Arthur D. Rollins, Alton, d
CARROLL COUNTY
For Sheriff:
James Welch, Tamworth, r
John N. Leighton, Conway, r
Total vote, r

























Frank Rowe Kenison, Conway, r 3,454
Rolland R. Rasquin, Freedom, d 365
For Treasurer:
Eugene I. Smith, Conway, r 2,927
Carl O. Randall, Conway, d 421
For Register of Deeds:
Charles H. Carter, Ossipee, r 3,088
Sadie A. Hutchins, Wolfeboro, d 355
For Register of Probate:
Preston B. Smart, Ossipee, r 3,249
Charles F. Meloon, Ossipee, d 371
For Commissioners:
Percy F. Garland, Conway, r 2,639
Edwin B. Edgerly, Tuftonboro, r 2,612
Raymond A. Weeks, Wakefield, r 2,545
Charles M. Towle, Freedom, r 2,208
Forrest W. Hodgdon, Tuftonboro, d 377
Frederick L. Godfrey, Freedom, d 376
Guy B. Torsey, Sandwich, d 364
MERRIMACK COUNTY
For Sheriff:
George Albert Wooster, Concord, r 8,807
R. Emmet Dwyer, Concord, d 896
John W. Naylor, Sr., Concord, d 622
Total vote, d 1,518
For Solicitor:
Willoughby A. Colby, Bow, r 8,454
Ora W. Craig, Concord, d 54
For Treasurer:
John L. T. Shaw, Chichester, r 8,228
Joseph H. Fowle, Pittsfield, d 38
For Register of Deeds:
Katherine A. Crowley, Concord, r 6,485
Henry K. Bugbee, Concord, r 2,942
Total vote, r 9,427
Katherine A. Crowley, d 60
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For Register of Probate:
I. Eugene Keeler, Concord, r
Fred A. Jordan, Concord, d
For Commissioners:
Arthur H. Britton, Concord, r
G. Carroll Cilley, Concord, r
George W. Philbrick, Concord, r
John G. McQuilkin, Concord, r
Joseph G. Colby, Boscawen, r
Charles H. Bean, Sr., Franklin, r
George E. Patch, Hopkinton, r
Eben B. Chesley, Loudon, r
Albert Ritchotte, Pembroke, r
Edmond J. Garneau, Franklin, d
Charles M. Steele, Epsom, d
William E. Cavanaugh, Concord, d
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
For Sheriff:
George J. Rheault, Manchester, r
Richard M. O'Dowd, Manchester, d
For Solicitor:
Floyd Thorp, Manchester, r
Samuel Green, Manchester, r
Total vote, r
J. Vincent Broderick, Manchester, d
William H. Craig, Manchester, d
Robert E. Earley, Nashua, d
W. Anthony Joyce, Nashua, d
William G. McCarthy, Manchester, d
Total vote, d
For Treasurer:
Ward Whitney, Nashua, r
Thomas F. Sheehan, Manchester, d
Arthur P. Lemay, Manchester, d
Peter H. Poulin, Manchester, d
Lucien J. Paradis, Manchester, d



































For Register of Deeds:
Joseph P. Clough, Nashua, r 14,151
Donat Corriveau, Nashua, d 6,271
Jerry J. Haggerty, Nashua, d 5,043
Jeremiah J. Tobin, Manchester, d 2,776
Arthur E. Hebert, Manchester, d 1,967
Arthur M. Ryan, Nashua, d 785
Ovila L. Lampron, Nashua, d 446
Total vote, d 17.288
For Register of Probate:
Albert L, Bisson, Manchester, r 13,095
Wilfred J. Boisclair, Manchester, d 7,715
John J. O'Reilly, Jr., Manchester, d 4,492
Dennis F. Sweeney, Nashua, d 2,036
Alfred O. Dufour, Manchester, d 916
Emile Gaudette, Manchester, d 811
Lawrence S. O'Rourke, Manchester, d 642
Total vote, d 16,612
For Commissioners:
District 1
Joseph O. Gelinas, Manchester, r 12,296
George J. Gingras, Manchester, d 9,473
Lucien G. Lambert, Manchester, d 5,897
Total vote, d 15,370
District 2
Wilbrod E. Francoeur, Nashua, r 11,764
Honore E. Bouthillier, Nashua, d 4,333
James H. Connor, Nashua, d 4,194
John P. Sullivan, Nashua, d 3,240
Arthur Bilodeau, Nashua, d 2,229
George J. O'Neil, Nashua, d 1,271
Nelson Gendron, Nashua, d 808
Total vote, d 16,075
District 3
George W. Hardy, Hollis, r 6,960
Charles E. Sawyer, Greenville, r 4,017
Arthur H. Jacques, Deering, r 3,428
Total vote, r 14,405
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Joseph E. Hurley, Wilton, d 6,056
Francis G. St. Jean, Bedford, d 4,768
James P. Cassidy, Milford, d 3,313
Harry A. Lee, Goffstown, d • 762
Robert J. McConnell, Goffstown, d 754
Total vote, d 15,653
CHESHIRE COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Frank J. Bennett, Keene, r 3,432
Harry J. Menter, Keene, r 873
Total vote, r 4,305
Harry J. Menter, Keene, d 83
For Solicitor:
John R. Goodnow, Keene, r 3,822
Edward C. Sullivan, Keene, d 444
For Treasurer:
Harry A. Page, Keene, r 3,634
F. Leonard Young, Hinsdale, d 386
For Register of Deeds:
Winfield M. Chaplin, Keene, r 3,758
Eric D. Waling, Keene, d 413
For Register of Probate:
Ella F. Gee, Keene, r 3,807
Thomas J. Winn, Jr. Harrisville, d 395
For Commissioners:
Henry E. Swan, Keene, r 3,176
Fred A. Ramsay, Walpole, r 2,901
Winfred C. Burbank, Winchester, r 2,495
Charles R. Thomas, Dublin, r 2,031
George J. B. McCushing, Keene, d 436
Robert M. Brackett, Alstead, d 403




Emery B. Monta, Claremont, r
2 >250
Clayton L. Morgan, Sunapee, r 1.905




Peter A. Savoie, Claremont, d
Ralph C. Currier, Claremont, d
307
Pleamon A. Clark, Newport, d
Edward J. Maley, Newport, d
139




John H. Leahy, Claremont, r 3,161
William E. Nolin, Claremont, d 835
For Treasurer:
Merton J. Sargent, Newport, r 3,263
Harry Ayers, Newport, d 21
For Register of Deeds:
Clinton K. Barton, Newport, r 3,448
Clinton K. Barton, Newport, d 40
For Register of Probate:
Harry E. Jameson, Newport, r 3,408
Harry E. Jameson, Newport, d 39
For Commissioners:
Oliver A. Putnam, Claremont, r 2,252
George C. Warner, Claremont, r 2,171
Howard S. Putnam, Claremont, r 2,120
Henry W. Kiely, Cornish, r 1,823
Guy A. Dodge, Newport, r 1,723
P. Earl Hosking, Claremont, d 831
Willard H. Walker, Unity, d 759
Leo L. Osborne, Sunapee, d 748
GRAFTON COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Claude M. Murray, Canaan, r 4,774
Edward S. McDermott, Hanover, r 1,413
Total vote, r 6,187
Guy S. Davison, Holderness, d 150
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For Solicitor:
Norris H. Cotton, Lebanon, r 5,941
George W. Pike, Lisbon, d 744
For Treasurer:
Harry S. Huckins, Plymouth, r 5,720
John D. Straw, Haverhill, d 744
For Register of Deeds:
Fred J. Shores, Haverhill, r 3,416
Rowland B. Jacobs, Lebanon, r 1,032
Edgar G. Spear, Haverhill, r 970
Norman C. Fox, Lisbon, r 774
Eldred H. Johnson, Bristol, r 333
Total vote, r 6,525
John G. Bean, Lebanon, d 704
For Register of Probate:
Charles E. Dixon, Haverhill, r 2,437
James P. Farnam, Hanover, r 1,389
Fred S. Wright, Haverhill, r 1,281
Philip E. Gammons, Ashland, r 1,279
Total vote, r 6,386
John J. Moke, Littleton, d 679
For Commissioners:
George A. Pushee, Lyme, r 4,066
Fred Parker, Lisbon, r 3,990
John Gadd, Plymouth, r 3,495
Robert P. Peckett, Jr., Lisbon, r 2,512
Wesley G. White, Haverhill, r 2,120
Ross P. Sanborn, Ashland, r 1,538
Moses A. Batchelder, Plymouth, d 773
Harry D. Sawyer, Woodstock, d 727
Clinton L. Brewster, Lebanon, d 711
COOS COUNTY
For Sheriff:
George A. Colbath, Berlin, r 4,088
William Hinchey, Berlin, d 149
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For Solicitor:
F. Maurice LaForce, Berlin, r 2,433
Frank P. Blais, Berlin, r 1,913
Total vote, r 4,346
Norman J. Coulombe, Berlin, d 728
For Treasurer:
Harry D. Kilgore, Gorham, r 3,579
Harry D. Kilgore, Gorham, d 23
For Register of Deeds:
Mark K. Buxton, Lancaster, r 3,249
William D. Thompson, Lancaster, d 751
For Register of Probate:
Fred C. Congdon, Lancaster, r 3,624
Fred C. Congdon, Lancaster, d 12
For Commissioners:
Clark E. Swail, Colebrook, r 2,274
George D. Roberts, Jefferson, r 2,000
Alphonse N. -McCready, Berlin, r 1,993
William H. Young, Whitefield, r 1,372
Henry W. Brown, Berlin, r 1,278
Kenneth F. Harvey, Berlin, r 1,254
George M. Weeks, Stewartstown, r 1,085
Henry M. Moffett, Berlin, d 763
Thomas E. Malloy, Gorham, d 687
Judson A. Potter, Northumberland, d 676
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Brookline . . .
Deering ....
Francestown
Goffstown . . .
Greenfield . . .
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Brentwood . . .
Brookfield ....
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Litchfield . . .
Londonderry
Loudon ....
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SECOND
DISTRICT
Acworth . . .
Alexandria .
Alstead
Amherst . . •
Andover . . .
Antrim

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Raymond . . .
Salem
Windham . . ,
Totals
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Deerfield . . .
Derry
Hudson
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New Castle . .
Newfields
Newington ....
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Ward 7 . .
Ward 8 ..
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Gilsum . . .
Harrisville
Hinsdale . .
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Charlestown
Claremont ,
Cornish . . .
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Enfield . . .
Franconia
Grafton . . .
Groton . . .
Hanover . .
Haverhill .
Hebron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon




Lyman . . .
Lyme
Monroe . . .
Orange • • •





















































































































Hanover . . .
Haverhill . .
Hehron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon
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RECOUNTS AFTER THE PRIMARY
After the primary election twenty-two recounts of ballots were con-
ducted by the secretary of state, six of these being in Republican con-
tests ?nd sixteen in Democratic contests. By only two of these recounts
were the nominations of candidates affected. The two changes are ex-
plained as follows :
In Manchester, Ward 8, entitled to eight representatives, John E. Walsh
and Martin E. Holleran, Democrats, were returned as having 466 votes
each, making a tie for the eighth position. At the recount Mr. Holleran
lost eleven votes giving him ninth place, while Mr. Walsh gained twenty-
five votes which raised him above George N. Constant and placed him
seventh in the list, Mr. Constant taking the eighth place.
In Allenstown, the third Democratic supervisor Rene Vezina, as re-
turned with 143 votes, at the recount lost four votes while Ernest Gil-
bert returned with only 136 votes, gained twenty-eight votes and he
became the nominee of his party in place of Mr. Vezina.
Other changes which may be noted in the tabulation of figures did
not affect the nomination of candidates whose names appear with the
figures of the return after the primary, followed by the figures of the
"recount." The asterisk indicates the nominee of the party.
Republican Recounts
Senatorial Dist





The Republican state convention met at Concord, Wednesday,
September 30, 1936, with Charles M. Dale of Portsmouth, president,
and adopted the following platform :
PLATFORM OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
The Republican party in New Hampshire looks forward con-
fidently to victory m the coming election. We take pride in the
free and uncontrolled Republican National convention at Cleve-
land, in the spirit that animated it and in the results achieved, to
which we pledge the whole-hearted support of the Republicans of
New Hampshire. We endorse its action in giving to the party
the vigorous, forward-looking leadership of Alfred M. Landon
and Frank Knox. We subscribe fully to the platform there
adopted and commend it to the careful attention of the voters.
National Issues
We look upon the American Constitution as the safeguard of
the people's liberty, and we demand that such modifications of it
as changed conditions may require be made by the method therein
provided and not by legislative evasion or executive fiat. The
spirit of individual self-reliance which inspired and is protected
by that Constitution must be preserved. We appeal to the com-
mon sense of the electorate and to the spirit of independence which
distinguishes the true American from citizens of other countries.
We pledge that the American system shall not be abandoned in the
United States.
We condemn the present administration at Washington for tak-
ing advantage of the recent world depression and the consequent
suffering of our fellow citizens to introduce changes in our form
of government; for unnecessary interference in local affairs, for
unprecedented waste of the people's money, and for the improper
use of relief funds for political purposes. We believe that the
methods adopted have hindered rather than helped recovery and
imposed a heavy burden on future generations, and that the cure
for our economic difficulties lies in such policies as shall provide
for permanent re-employment.
We are convinced that the present federal administration has
lost the confidence of the people of the country regardless of
party; and we call upon all patriotic citizens to help in replacing
it by one which shall command such confidence, as the first es-
sential step toward national recovery.
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State Issues
The most pressing problems which confront the State of New
Hampshire are fiscal in their character. The interrelated ques-
tions of relief, re-employment and recovery must still be faced,
and they should be dealt with constructively and on a sound fiscal
basis so that recovery may be permanent.
Relief
The federal, state and local governments should continue to
participate in the conduct of a general program of public relief.
Any federal contributions should take the form of direct grants.
The state should maintain a system of direct relief, and work re-
lief for purposes of permanent value to the state, create standards
for its administration and supervise its conduct so as to protect
the taxpayer against the waste of public funds. The relief officials
of counties, cities and towns should have the actual administration
of the relief program, so far as consistent with any regulations of
the federal government in making grants to such programs.
Finance
We are proud that, despite the unusual demands upon the state
treasury m the trying period of the depression, provision has been
made to retire all state indebtedness, including that incurred by
reason of relief demands, without major tax enactments, and that
otherwise the state has been maintained upon a pay-as-you-go
basis. We pledge the party to the policy of meeting current ex-
penses out of current revenues.
Taxation
The burden of taxation on home and farm owners of our state
has reached its limit. If additional revenue is needed, it must be
obtained by broadening the tax base rather than by placing a fur-
ther burden on this class of property.
Economic Development
With a view to the reduction of relief expenditures through re-
employment, the state government should assume as a major in-
terest the promotion and encouragement of its manufacturing,
agricultural, recreational and other industries, upon which the wel-
fare and prosperity of its people so largely depend. We also
approve of a reasonable legislative program for soil conservation
in co-operation with the federal government.
Dairy Industry
The dairy industry is the most important branch of agriculture
in New Hampshire and the stabilization of its markets is vital to
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the welfare of both producers and consumers. The Milk Con-
trol board is an effective means to accomplish this end and we
recommend its continuance, together with some form of interstate
compact or the support of an efficient federal milk marketing pro-
gram, to stabilize the milk market in New England.
Highways
It is essential that the present system of state highways be
maintained for all-seascn travel. The extension of that system
and the construction of new roads should be kept within the limits
of current income available for highway purposes. The existing
policy of aiding towns in the maintenance of Class V roads should
be continued.
Federal Gasoline Tax
We call upon the federal government to withdraw from the
field of state taxation by repealing the present federal road toll
tax of one cent a gallon of gasoline.
State Police
We favor the strengthening and co-ordination of the state's
agencies for the protection of life and property, especially in the
rural and recreational sections.
Labor
The Republican party in New Hampshire has to its credit a long
record of legislation for the benefit of labor. Through its efforts,
this state was among the first to adopt the principle of workmen's
compensation. A factory inspection law was placed on the statute
books. A minimum wage law was enacted, and is now in opera-
tion. The attempt has been made, through the medium of inter-
state compacts, to set up minimum standards of working condi-
tions. In continuance of our liberal polic}^ in this field, recogniz-
ing the tendency toward shorter working hours, we pledge our-
selves to the enactment of a forty-eight hour law for women and
minors in industry.
Merit System
We endorse the principle of the merit system in public em-
ployment, and believe it should be made more effective in this
state by legislation in relation to new appointments and to the
protection and promotion of faithful and competent public servants.
Social Security
Looking to the welfare of labor, and social security, we promised
a program of unemployment compensation and old age assistance.
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Legislation was enacted under Republican administrations in time
to become operative when the federal law went into effect. We
propose to maintain New Hampshire in a position of leadership in
this field.
Education
New Hampshire is one of the few states which has not lowered
its standards of education during the depression. We are par-
ticularly proud of that record and pledge ourselves to maintain
those standards, believing that even though economies may be
necessary in other matters we ought not to economize at the ex-
pense of our children.
Children's Courts
We recommend the establishment of juvenile and domestic re-
lations courts and an adequate system of probation applying to
both children and adults.
Flood Control
In order to protect life and property from floods the state
should co-operate in every possible way with the federal govern-
ment and neighboring states in measures of flood prevention. In
connection with any such program, due consideration should be
given to local interests involved.
New Hampshire was one of the few states to entrust its affairs
to the Republican party at the last election. Our record of ful-
fillment of platform promises made in 1934 constitutes the best
guarantee of our purpose and ability to put the present program
into effect. In view of the efficient execution of the state's business
under the present Republican administration, and in view of the
critical national situation, we invite the men and women of New
Hampshire, irrespective of their political affiliations, in this crucial
year in the nation's history, to support the principles and the can-
didates of the Republican party.
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OFFICERS OF THE REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE
James C. Farmer, Newbury
Robert W. Upton, Concord
Jacob M. Shulins, Newport
Mrs. Lois Lyman Patten, Concord
Anthony J. Guertin, Nashua
Albert G. Miville, Manchester
William A. Jackson, Nashua
Ruth E. MacPherson, Concord










Office Sec'y & Ass't Treas.
Director, Publicity
Executive Committee
Rockingham County—John W. A. Green, Exeter,
Mrs. Fred Fernald, Nottingham.
Mrs. Simes Frink, Portsmouth.
Strafford County—Joshua Studley, Rochester,
Mrs. Frances Bickford, Rochester.
Belknap County—Thomas C. Hill, Laconia,
Mrs. Mabelle C. True, Laconia.
Carroll County—Virgil D. White, Ossipee,
Airs. Fred Sawyer, Conway.
Merrimack County—William B. Mclnnis, Concord,
Miss Rena Trask, Concord.




Airs. Ethel B. Kincaid, Nashua,
Mrs. Irene C. Walbridee, Peterboro,
Mrs. J. Lillian Larrabee, Antrim.
Cheshire County—John R. Goodnow, Keene,
Mrs. Barbara Robertson, Keene.
Sullivan County—Albert D. Leahy, Claremont,
Mrs. Clara P. Brooks, Claremont.
Grafton County—Norris Cotton, Lebanon,
Mrs. Edward D. Burtt, Lincoln,
Airs. Vivian Shores, Lebanon.
Coos County—William Lehnert, Groveton,
Miss Ida Jacobs, Colebrook.
Members of National Committee from New Hampshire
Robert P. Burroughs, Manchester,
Mrs. Edward D. Toland, Concord.
DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION, 1936
The Democratic state convention met at Concord, October 1,
1936, and organized by the election of Alvin A. Lucier of Nashua,
as president, and adopted the following platform :
DEMOCRATIC STATE PLATFORM
In the Nation
1. Endorsement. Proud in the achievement of the National Ad-
ministration and the progress of national recovery under the di-
rection of our great leader, who taking office in the midst of
catastrophy, has by his courageous acts and farsighted vision led
the country from deepest depression to the high road of recovery,
we unhesitatingly and completely pledge our support to the humani-
tarian ideals for the advancement and betterment of the people of
this nation sponsored and enacted into law under the inspired
leadership of our gallant President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
We most heartily do endorse the Democratic National Platform.
2. Labor. In the state as well as in the nation the Democratic
party has always stood and now stands for a full and fair return
to the worker for the service rendered by him and for a short
workday in order that he may have time to more and more share
in the joys, recreations and benefits of a more abundant life.
With these principles in mind we have consistently increased the
workers' pay and shortened his hours, have written into the laws
of this free country his right to collective bargaining and self
organization free from the interference of employers contrary to
the announced oolicy of the Republican party. The worker is the
backbone of the country and we shall continue to support his rights
and protect his freedom and prosperity.
3. Rural Electrification. We commend the policy of the ad-
ministration in the field of rural electrification.
4. Housing and Farms. We are proud of the achievements of
the National Administration in the field of saving homes and farms
of millions of workers and farmers from foreclosure caused by
economic conditions over which they have had no control, and are
proud of the encouragement given by the National Administration
for the building of new homes by private enterprise.
5. Business. Under the wise and beneficent treatment of busi-
ness by the Democratic National Administration, many banks have
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been saved and their deposits (now insured) have increased. We
commend the banking policies of the present National Administra-
tion.
in the State
6. Agriculture, a. The Dairy Industry. We refer to the declara-
tion m our platform of 19.54 for the establishment of a State Con-
trol Board and point out that following this declaration the Demo-
cratic party initiated a bill tor such a board and successfully passed
it to enactment, thus giving to tne dairy industry, including pro-
ducers, distributors and consumers, proper protection, which has
resulted in the development of a co-ordinated program with sim-
ilar existing agencies in the other New England states. We shall
continue to give our support to this board and constantly endeavor
to promote the development of the dairy industry in New Hamp-
shire. We also favor such national legislation as may be necessary
to make possible an efficient federal and state co-ordinated milk
marketing plan to stabilize both the interstate and intrastate milk
markets of New England.
b. Conservation of Agricultural Resources. We pledge our-
selves to the enactment of legislation to secure for our farmers
such federal aid as is available, or may be made available, to con-
serve the fertility of our farms, maintain our farm wood lots,
protect our soil from erosion, and otherwise conserve agricultural
resources. We recommend that this legislation be merely an en-
abling act that will permit the setting up of the necessary non-
political organization within the state to provide for adequate co-
operation with federal facilities.
c. Rural Roads. We believe that, since the rural residents help
to pay the gasoline tax and since nearly all our main highways
now are adequate, that a portion of the revenue from the road
toll on gasoline should be allocated to towns for expenditure on
Class V highways. This would serve a two-fold purpose: (1) It
would improve the rural highways of the state so that farmers
could get their produce to market at all times of the year, and (2)
it would help to keep property tax rates from rising disproportion-
ately in towns where the mileage of town roads is great, but where
valuations are comparatively low.
d. Bovine Disease Eradication. The interest that the dairy-
men of the state have shown in applying for Bang's Disease tests
shows that they are ready and anxious to eradicate this disease,
just as they eliminated bovine tuberculosis. We believe that money
should be appropriated by the state to match federal funds for in-
demnities to farmers for Bang's Disease reactors, so that our dairy-
men will not have to carry an unreasonable share of the cost of
this project which is in the public interest.
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7. Tax Reform. We pledge ourselves to readjust New Hamp-
shire's tax system so that the tax burden may be distributed more
equitably over our entire population, and especially so that real
property may be relieved of a tax load that is too burdensome.
8. Education. The Democratic party points with just pride to
the support it has always given to the educational institutions of
this state. It notes with special pride the efficient service which
the University and both normal schools have rendered to the entire
state. The Democratic party pledges its continued support to educa-
tion.
9. Economy. We believe in the utmost economy possible with-
out the impairment of the vital functions of our state government
and without denial of adequate relief to the worthy needy.
10. Liquor. We commend the stand of the Democratic party for
the repeal of unworkable prohibition laws, point to our endorse-
ment of the principle of state stores and the splendid manner in
which they have, under a law urged by the Democratic party,
handled the difficult problems of the liquor traffic in this state. We
urge the continued enforcement of sane and sensible regulations
of the sale of both liquor and beer, and pledge our support to
enforcement of the law governing the sale of both.
11. State Police. We advocate for the State of New Hampshire
an adequate police force for the better protection of persons and
property in our rural and recreational districts.
12. Fish and Game Department. To the further development
and increased activity of the Fish and Game department we pledge
our best efforts.
13. Recreational Activities. The scenic beauty of New Hamp-
shire we realize is a valuable asset to the state and we believe
that its natural charm should be developed to the utmost and that
New Hampshire should be made the year-round vacation land of
the east. We urge a vigorous and continuous campaign to make
known to the residents of the other states in the Union the beauty
and advantages of our state in all seasons of the year, pointing
with pride to our declaration in this respect in the Democratic
Platform of 1934 which, with the action taken in accordance with
it, has resulted during the past recreational season in bringing here
the largest number of tourists ever known in the history of the
state, to the great benefit of the business men and farmers of the
state.
14. Budget. We condemn the practice of shifting public money
from one fund to another in order to create the impression of a






The general election was held November 3, 1936. In the fol-
lowing summary the full name, residence, party designation and
total number of votes are given ; in the tables beyond, only the
last name and party designation appear. Democrat is designated
by the letter d ; Republican by the letter r ; Union by the letter u ;
Communist, by com ; Farmer-Labor, by f-1 ; and Independent, by ind.
In each contest the person or persons, if more than one, receiv-
ing the largest number of votes, are elected.
SUMMARY
For Electors of President and Vice-President
Henri T. Ledoux, Nashua
Robert Marvin, Portsmouth
Alice C. Skinner, Hanover
John L. Sullivan, Manchester
Esther C. Burtt, Lincoln
Joseph H. Laflamme, Manchester
Lois Lyman Patten, Concord
Huntley N. Spaulding, Rochester
Ralph W. Hill, Nashua
Alfred E. Hutchinson, Manchester
Hattie F. Rowland, Dover

















Elba K. Chase, Washington
Alonzo Morse, Charlestown .





Total vote 218, 1 14
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For United States Senator:
H. Styles Bridges, Concord, r 107,923
William N. Rogers, Wakefield, d 99,195
Stearns Morse, Hanover, f-1 989
Total vote 208,107
For Governor:
Francis P. Murphy, Nashua, r 118,178.
Amos N. Blandin, Bath, d 89,011
Arthur J. Bergeron, Berlin, f-1 1,617
Total vote 208,806
For Representative in Congress,
First District:
Arthur B. Jenks, Manchester, r 51,920
Alphonse Roy, Manchester, d 51,370
Alice G. Flynn, Portsmouth, ind 322
Anna C. Rudd, Durham, f-1 197
Total vote 103,809
Second District:
Charles W. Tobey, Temple, r 53,606
Daniel J. Hagerty, Nashua, d 45,437




Virgil D. White, Ossipee, r 21,851
Frank M. Richardson, Littleton, d 16,722
Richard H. Ramsey, Berlin, f-1 835
Total vote 39,408
Second District:
Charles M. Dale, Portsmouth, r 22,337
Edmund R. Fay, Portsmouth, d 18,456




Thomas A. Murray, Manchester, d 22,048
Frank- L. McAllister, Manchester, r 15,483
Total vote 37,531
Fourth District:
Alvin A. Lucier, Nashua, d 20,205
William Weston, Hancock, r 19,825
Total vote 40,030
Fifth District:
George Hamilton Rolfe, Concord, r 22,933




Emmet J. Kelley, Berlin, d 4,289
Fred R. Oleson, Berlin, r 3,219
Edward J. Legassie, Berlin, f-1 742
Total vote 8,250
Second District:
Lula J. A. Morris, Lancaster, r 3,819
Ernest E. Whitcomb, Dalton, d 2,917
Total vote 6,736
Third District:
John B. Eames, Littleton, r t 5,379
Anthony Burgault, Lyman, d 3,620
Total vote 8,999
Fourth District:
Scott C. W. Simpson, Bartlett, r 5,036
Harold B. Trask, Tamworth, d 2,628
Total vote 7,664
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Fifth District:
Alfred W. Guyer, Hanover, r 5,712
Joseph Tighe, Canaan, d 3,491
Total vote 9,203
Sixth District:
George C. Stafford, Laconia, r 5,895
Charles N. Roberts, Meredith, d 3,634
Total vote 9,529
Seventh District:
Anson C. Alexander, Boscawen, r 4,486
Harry W. Matott, Concord, d 4,195
Total vote 8,681
Eighth District:
Howard H. Hamlin, Claremont, r 5,098
John J. Condon, Newport, d 4,841
Total vote 9,939
Ninth District:
Allen M. Freeman, Concord, r 4,990
Oscar A. Colburn, Newbury, d 2,883
Total vote 7,873
Tenth District:
William B. Hanson, Gilsum, r 4,646
John W. Prentiss, Walpole, d 3,108
Total vote 7,754
Eleventh District:
Don W. Randall, Troy, r 4,104




Philip C. Heald, Wilton, r 5,557
Robert J. Doyle, Nashua, d 3,270
Total vote 8,827
Thirteenth District:
Arthur O. Burque, Nashua, d 7,579
Lyman W. Hills, Nashua, r 1,906
Total vote 9,485
Fourteenth District:
Charles F. Eastman, Weare, d 4,449
Francis H. Buffum, Dunbarton, r 4,203
Total vote 8,652
Fifteenth District:
Robert O. Blood, Concord, r 3,853
Edward B. Haskell, Concord, d 2,957
Total vote 6,810
Sixteenth District:
Allan M. Wilson, Manchester, r 3,413
James M. Kirby, Manchester, d 3,000
Total vote 6,413
Seventeenth District:
Denis F. Mahoney, Manchester, d 3,738
George H. Sander, Manchester, r 3,139
Total vote 6,877
Eighteenth District:
J. Vincent Moran, Manchester, d 7,821
John H. Irving, Manchester, r 1,881
Total vote 9,702
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Nineteenth District:
J. Felix Daniel, Manchester, d 2,866
Arthur J. Provencher, Manchester, r 1,355
Joseph W. Remillard, Manchester, ind 156
Total vote 4,377
Twentieth District:
Haven Doe, Somersworth, d 5,977
Conrad E. Snow, Rochester, r 4,355
Total vote 10,332
Twenty-first District:
Austin L. Calef, Barrington, d 4,934
Haldimand W. Neal, Dover, r 3,719
Newton L. Carroll, Dover, f-1 31
Total vote 8,684
Twenty-second District:
William M. Cole, Derry, r 7,021
George McCauley, Londonderry, d 4,529
Total vote 11,550
Twenty-third District:
Arthur J. Conner, Exeter, r 6,260
Harold E. Dickinson, Kensington, d 2,642
Total vote 8,902
Twenty-fourth District:
Charles A. Allen, Portsmouth, r 4,652




Simes Frink, Portsmouth, r 15,848




Stephen M. Wheeler, Exeter, r
Oliver W. Marvin, New Castle, d
Total vote
For Treasurer:
Earle R. Stockbridge, Exeter, r
Albert D. Holmer, Exeter, d
Total vote
For Register of Deeds:
John W. A. Green, Exeter, r
George H. Guptill, Raymond, d
Total vote
For Register of Probate:
Frank B. Nay, Exeter, r
John P. Carberry, Rye, d
Total vote
For Commissioners:
Mahlon C. Currier, Danville, r ,
Irving W. Marston, North Hampton, r
Alvin E. Foss, East Kingston, r
Vincent H. Cassidy, Derry, d ,
Paul E. Sargeant, Candia, d ,
George W. Yeaton, Exeter, d
STRAFFORD COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Stephen W. Scruton, Dover, d
Clyde R. Cotton, Rochester, r
Total vote
For Solicitor:
Thomas J. McGreal, Somersworth, d
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For Treasurer:
Charles H. Felker, Rochester, d . .
Frank R. Bliss, Dover, r
Matthew I. Matison, Dover, f-1
Total vote
For Register of Deeds:
Anna M. Morin, Somersworth, d .
Sara E. Greenfield, Rochester, r . .
Elsie F. Carroll, Dover, f-1
Total vote
For Register of Probate:
Ethel G. Waldron, Dover, d
Alice C. McDaniel, Dover, r ....
Chester A. Cotton, Dover, f-1 ....
Total vote
For Commissioners:
Harold D. Foss, Rochester, d ....
George F. Leighton, Farmington, d
James P. Nadeau, Dover, d
Ernest L. Lucas, Dover, r
George Y. Emerson, Rochester, r
William S. Davis, Barrington, r . .






















Frederick D. Elliott, Laconia, r 6,686
Everett W. Sanborn, Tilton, d 4,197
Total vote
For Solicitor:
Harold E. Wescott, Laconia, r








Charles J. Hayford, Laconia, r 6,183
Charles E. Smith, Tilton, d 4,467
Total vote 10,650
For Register of Deeds:
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, Laconia, r 6,450
Joseph Sleeper, Tilton, d 4,328
Total vote 10,778
For Register of Probate:
Carroll W. Stafford, Laconia, r 6,390
Carl F. Blaisdell, Laconia, d 4,326
Total vote 10,716
For Commissioners:
Dist. 1—John Morrison, Laconia, r 6,157
Dist. 2—Joseph F. Smith, Meredith, r 6,039
Dist. 3—Fred W. Friend, Belmont, r 5,688
Dist. 1—James W. Doherty, Laconia, d 4,586
Dist. 2—William H. Neal, Meredith, d 4,679
Dist. 3—Arthur D. Rollins, Alton, d 5,005
CARROLL COUNTY
For Sheriff:
James Welch, Tamworth, r 5,036
Ledorique T. Savard, Conway, d 3,000
Total vote 8,036
For Solicitor:
Frank Rowe Kenison, Conway, r 5,430
Rolland R. Rasquin, Freedom, d 2,298
Total vote 7,728
For Treasurer:
Eugene I. Smith, Conway, r 5,080
Carl O. Randall, Conway, d 2,573
Total vote 7,653
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For Register of Deeds:
Charles H. Carter, Ossipee, r 5,352
Sadie A. Hutchins, Wolfeboro, d 2,352
Total vote 7,704
For Register of Probate:
Preston B. Smart, Ossipee, r 5,256
Charles F. Meloon, Ossipee, d 2,449
Total vote 7,705
For Commissioners:
Edwin B. Edgerly, Tuftonboro, r 5,288
Raymond A. Weeks, Wakefield, r 5,215
Percy F. Garland, Conway, r 5,206
Frederick L. Godfrey, Freedom, d 2,421
Guy B. Torsey, Sandwich, d 2,386
Forrest W. Hodgdon, Tuftonboro, d 2,380
MERRIMACK COUNTY
For Sheriff:
George Albert Wooster, Concord, r 14,658
R. Emmet Dwyer, Concord, d 11,878
Total vote 26,536
For Solicitor:
Willoughby A. Colby, Bow, r 14,035
Ora W. Craig, Concord, d 12,022
Total vote 26,057
For Treasurer:
John L. T. Shaw, Chichester, r 14,103
Joseph H. Fowle, Pittsfield, d 11,582
Total vote 25,685
For Register of Deeds:
Katherine A. Crowley, Concord, r and d 26,282
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For Register of Probate:
I. Eugene Keeler, Concord, r 14,683
Fred A. Jordan, Concord, d 11,355
Total vote 26,038
For Commissioners:
Arthur H. Britton, Concord, r 14,680
George W. Philbrick, Concord, r 14,432
G. Carroll Cilley, Concord, r 14,383
William E. Cavanaugh, Concord, d 11,350
Edmond J. Garneau, Franklin, d 11,342
Charles M. Steele, Epsom, d 11,222
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Richard M. O'Dowd, Manchester, d 35,908
George J. Rheault, Manchester, r 21,867
Total vote 57,775
For Solicitor:
J. Vincent Broderick, Manchester, d 33,605
Floyd Thorp, Manchester, r 22,344
Total vote 55,949
For Treasurer:
Thomas F. Sheehan, Manchester, d 33,301
Ward Whitney, Nashua, r 22,920
Total vote 56,221
For Register of Deeds:
Donat Corriveau, Nashua, d 33,429
Joseph P. Clough, Nashua, r 22,678
Total vote 56,107
For Register of Probate:
Wilfred J. Boisclair, Manchester, d 33,823
Albert L. Bisson, Manchester, r 21,511
Total vote 55,334
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For Commissioners:
Dist. 1—George J. Gingras, Manchester, d
Dist. 2—Honore E. Bouthillier, Nashua, d
Dist. 3—Joseph E. Hurley, Wilton, d ,
Dist. 1—Joseph O. Gelinas, Manchester, r
Dist. 2—Wilbrod E. Francoeur, Nashua, r
Dist. 3—George W. Hardy, Hollis, r ,
CHESHIRE COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Frank J. Bennett, Keene, r
Harry J. Menter, Keene, d
Total vote
For Solicitor:
John R. Goodnow, Keene, r
Edward C. Sullivan, Keene, d
Total vote
For Treasurer:
Harry A. Page, Keene, r
F. Leonard Young, Hinsdale, d
Total vote
For Register of Deeds:
Winfield M. Chaplin, Keene, r
Eric D. Waling, Keene, d
Total vote
For Register of Probate:
Ella F. Gee, Keene, r
Thomas J. Winn, Jr., Harrisville, d
Total vote
For Commissioners:
Winfred C. Burbank, Winchester, r
Fred A. Ramsay, Walpole, r
Henry E. Swan, Keene, r
Robert M. Brackett, Alstead, d
George J. B. McCushing, Keene, d































Emery B. Monta, Claremont, r 5,739
Peter A. Savoie, Claremont, d 4,309
Total vote 10,048
For Solicitor:
John H. Leahy, Claremont, r 5,299
William E. Nolin, Claremont, d 4,552
Total vote 9,851
For Treasurer:
Merton J. Sargent, Newport, r 5,505
Harry Ayers, Newport, d 4, 1 1 1
Total vote 9,616
For Register of Deeds:
Clinton K. Barton, Newport, r and d 9,704
For Register of Probate:
Harry E. Jameson, Newport, r and d 9,793
For Commissioners:
Oliver A. Putnam, Claremont, r 5,183
George C. Warner, Claremont, r 5,090
Howard S. Putnam, Claremont, r 5,062
Leon L. Osborne, Sunapee, d 4,837
Willard H. Walker, Unity, d 4,438
P. Earl Hosking, Claremont, d 4,249
GRAFTON COUNTY
For Sheriff:
Claude M. Murray, Canaan, r 10,977
Guy S. Davison, Holderness, d 7,519
Total vote 18,496
For Solicitor:
Norris H. Cotton, Lebanon, r 11,085
George W. Pike, Lisbon, d 7,452
Total vote 18,537
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For Treasurer:
Harry S. Huckins, Plymouth, r 11,014
John D. Straw, Haverhill, d 7,431
Total vote 18,445
For Register of Deeds:
Fred J. Shores, Haverhill, r 11,073
John G. Bean, Lebanon, d , 7,378
Total vote 18,451
For Register of Probate:
Charles E. Dixon, Haverhill, r 11,114
John J. Moke, Littleton, d 7,253
Total vote 18,367
For Commissioners:
George A. Pushee, Lyme, r 10,885
Fred Parker, Lisbon, r 10,802
John Gadd, Plymouth, r 10,581
Moses A. Batchelder, Plymouth, d 7,884
Harry D. Sawyer, Woodstock, d 7,385
Clinton L. Brewster, Lebanon, d 7,366
COOS COUNTY
For Sheriff:
George A. Colbath, Berlin, r 7,712
William Hinchey, Berlin, d 6,359
George Thurston, Gorham, f-1 598
Total vote 14,669
For Solicitor:
F. Maurice LaForce, Berlin, r 7,019
Norman J. Coulombe, Berlin, d 6,599
Arthur J. Bergeron, Berlin, f-1 983
Total vote 14,601
For Treasurer:
Harry D. Kilgore, Gorham, r and d 13,231
Wallace B. Van Arsdel, Berlin, f-1 718
Total vote 13,949
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For Register of Deeds:
William D. Thompson, Lancaster, d 7,436
Mark K. Buxton, Lancaster, r 6,011
Total vote 1 3,447
For Register of Probate:
Fred C. Congdon, Lancaster, r and d 13,276
For Commissioners:
Henry M. Moffett, Berlin, d 7,150
Judson A. Potter, Northumberland, d 6,929
Alphonse N. McCready, Berlin, r 6,896
Thomas E. Malloy, Gorham, d 6,680
Clark E. Swail, Colebrook, r 6,330
George D. Roberts, Jefferson, r 6,090
Herbert Schnare, Berlin, f-1 629
Leon L. Guertin, Berlin, f-1 583
Wilfred Tibbetts, Northumberland, f-1 542
















































































































































































































































































































































Henniker . . .
Hill
Hooksett . . .
Hopkinton . .
Loudon




Pittsfield . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cornish . . .
Croydon . .






























































































Benton . . .
Bethlehem
Bridgewater
Bristol . . .
Campton




Enfield . . .
Franconia .
Grafton . . .
Groton . . .
Hanover . .
Haverhill .
Hebron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .






Monroe . . .
Orange . . .
























































































































































































































































































































Section 35, Chapter 3 of the Laws of the Special Session of
1934, requires the following questions to be submitted to the voters
in cities and towns on the usual ballot at each biennial election :
"Shall state stores be operated by permission of the State Liquor
Commission in this city or town, under the provisions of 'An Act
to regulate the traffic in intoxicating liquor,' passed at the 1934
special session of the general court?"
"Shall beverages be sold in this city or town under permits
granted by the State Liquor Commission under the provisions of
chapter 99 of the Laws of 1933, and amendments thereto?"
In ihe following tables, after the vote for Governor, may be
found a tabluation of the vote as returned by the several towns









Cheshire . . ,
Sullivan . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































Ward 5 . . .
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Ward 3 . . .
Ward 4 . . .























Cornish . . .
Croydon . .

































Hebron . . .
Holderness
Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .






Monroe . . .




Rumney . . .
Thornton . .































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pittsfield . . .
Plaistow . . .
Portsmouth—
Ward 1 ..
Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 . .
Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 ..
Raymond . . .
Rochester—
Ward 1 ..
Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 ..
Ward 4 . .
Ward 5 ..





Sandown . . .
Sandwich . .

















































Hancock . . .










































































































New Boston . .
Newbury




























































































































































































































































.Harrington . . .
Belmont

















Gilmanton . . .
Greenland
Hampstead . . .
Hampton
Hampton Falls




Middleton . . .
Milton
New Castle . . .
New Durham























































































































































Rindge . . ,



























































































































































































































Totals . . ,
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Andover . . .
Boscawen . .
Bow





Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 ..











Ward 2 . .
Ward 3 ..
Henniker . . .
Hill
Hooksett . . .
Hopkinton .
Loudon




Pittsfield . . .











Andover . . .
Boscavven . .
Bow












Ward 9 . .







Henniker . . .
Hill
Hooksett . . .
Hopkinton .
Loudon


















































































































Brookhne . . .
Deering
Francestown .
Goffstown . . .
Greenfield . . .



























































































































































































































Acworth . . .
Charlestown
Claremont .
Cornish . . .
Croydon . . .
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SULLIVAN
COUNTY
Acworth . . .
Charlestown
Claremont .
Cornish . . .










































Grafton . . .
Groton




Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .











Rumney . . .
Thornton .
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Groton




Landaff . . .
Lebanon . .
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Thornton .

























































































































































VOTERS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
The following tables give, by counties, the comparative
figures for every town and ward.
The first column gives the population, 1930; the second,
gives the number of names on check-lists at the time of the
election, November 3, 1936; the third, gives the total number
of ballots cast at that election ; and the other columns show the
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Croydon . .
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CANDIDATES FOR REPRESENTATIVES
The following list gives the names of candidates for Representatives to
the General Court and the number of votes for each. The names of the
persons elected are designated by asterisks; Republican, by the letter r;
Democrat, by the letter d; Independent, by ind; and Farmer-Labor by f-1.
For Representative:
Acworth—
*H. Raymond Danforth, r and d 160
Alexandria—
*David B. Plumer, r and d 174
Allenstown—
*Alcide Courtemanche, d 580
Archie F. McDonnell, r 185
Alstead—
*Henry LeRoy Estabrook, r and d 285
Alton-
Charles A. Rollins, r 404
Myra J. Jones, d 298
Amherst—
*Percy M. Odell, r and d 439
Andover—
*Giiver H. Munroe, r 300
Ralph G. Chaffee, d 270
Antrim—
*Erwin D. Putnam, r and d 486
Ashland—
*Abraham L. Davis, Jr., r 359
George F. Plummer, d 306
Atkinson—
*Harry B. Tuttle, r ." 112
George H. Mason, d 88
Auburn—
*Henry F. Dagan, d 242
Margaret A. Griffin, r 152
Barnstead—
*Harry E. Little, r 250
Robert St. John, d 225
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For Representative:
Barrington—
*Bertha Hayes Atwood, r and d 313
Bartlett—
*Uriah B. Russell, r 292
James F. Donahue, d 280
Bath—
Adelbert W. Bailey, r and d 305
Bedford—
*Augustus W. Clark, r 418
Albert C. Hodgman, d 302
Belmont—
*Herbert C. Adams, r and d 359
Nellie C. Chaplain, r 211
Berlin—Ward 1—
*Henry M. Moffett, d and r 1653
* Elisabeth H. Mason, d 1107
Margaret H. Barden, d 1078
Joseph F. Roy, d 1067
*Peter Collette, d 1056
Blanche Lettre, r 523
Irving Gillis, r 507
Flora Fortier, r 485
Morris J. Morrison, f-1 163
Waldo Babson, f-1 156
George H. Birt, f-1 138
Charles N. Watson, f-1 134
Burton O. Sunbury, f-1 133
Berlin—Ward 2—
*Harry L. Henderson, d and r 1207
*George T. Studd, d 877
Albert G. Palmer, d 838
Aristide T. Montminy, d 821
Georgiana Trottier, r 715
Henry C. Olson, r 629
Edith Mooney, r 623
Edward Desilets, f-1 141




Everett Smith, f-1 100
Berlin—Ward 3—
Hilda C. F. Brungot, r 718




*Robert E. Sloane, d t668
Raoul Ramsey, d t662
Otto J. A. Dahl, r 649
Louis Delorge, Jr., d 636
Alf H. Halvorsen, f-1 213
Fred Roberge, f-1 192
George N. Murdock, f-1 156
Berlin—Ward 4—
Esther C. Bixby, d 893
*Alphonsise M. Dugas, d 882
*Patrick L. Dutil, d 881
*Letitia Jane Myler, d 858
Joseph Dumont, r 428
Henry Betz, r 376
George E. Marquis, r 349
Alice G. Henderson, r 308
Emile N. LaBranche, f-1 214
William E. Desrochers, f-1 196
Robert LaLiberte, f-1 195
Nazaire Metivier, f-1 193
Bethlehem—
*Harry A. Goodwin, d 222
George T. Noyes, r 218
Boscawen—
*Harry W. Carter, d 327
Nathaniel M. Flagg, r 289
Bow—
*Burt Brown, r 240
Brentwood—
*Bart E. Havican, r 193
George A. McDonnell, d 47
Bridgewater—
*Harris W. Hammond, r and d 75
Bristol—
*Willard S. H. Remick, r and d 659
Brookfield—
*Guy L. Churchill, r 71
Campton—
"Bertram ;W. Pulsifer, r and d 521*i
t After recount, Ramsey instead of Sloane was seated by the legislature.
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For Representative:
Canaan—
*Joseph L. Graham, r 468
Candia—
*William E. Shaw, r 266
Charles F. Fifield, d 209
Carroll—
*Joseph A. Seymour, d 128
Dana Brown, r 121
Center Harbor—
*John T. White, r and d 180
Charlestown—
*Charles S. Hutchins, r 492
Chatham-—
*Clarence Day, r SO
Chester—
•Walter P. Tenney, r 314
Felix A. Clements, d 47
Chesterfield—
*E. James Winslow, r 181
Walter J. Post, d 92
Claremont—
•Herbert C. Chandler, d 2565
*P. Earl Hosking, d 2435
•Clarence B. Etsler, r 2408
•James D. Daly, d 2375
•William L. Gaffney, d 2349
•Edwin A. Thomas, d 2348
•Erwin W. Quimby, d 2266
•Thomas J. Sheehan, d 2262
*Earl F. Howe, r 2251
•Charles H. Putnam, r 2175
Alfred J. Marcotte, d 2162
Louis A. Laramie, d 2159
Harry J. Delorier, d 2131
David S. Ramsay, r 2126
Perl L. Hutchins, r 2125
Robert W. Haskel, r 2118
John Branch, r 2098
Ernest L. Elliott, r 2092
Robert J. Handly, r 2025




*Charles L. Felton, r 40
George Forbes, d 38
Colebrook—-
*Louis Ramsay, r 439
*George W. Dickson, r 426
Charles W. Jackson, d 422
Darwin Lombard, d 393
Columbia—
*Albion Parkhurst, r 96
Jeannette G. Holbrook, d 80
Concord—Ward 1—
*George Rivet, d 699
*Charles P. Coakley, d 695
Franklin Morrill, r 547
Francis C. Rocheleau, r 434
Concord—Ward 2—
*
Ralph L. Stearns, d 252
Alice G. Dunlap, r 170
Concord—Ward 3—
*George W. Kemp, r 374
Axel T. Bookstrom, f-1 43
Concord—/Ward 4—
*Albert S. Baker, r 1304
Arthur J. Boutwell, r 1265
*Paul Amos Mansur. r 1265
John A. Pilsbury, d 752
Major L. Rodd, d 726
Maurice Fitzgerald, d 725
Concord—Ward 5—
*Warren H. Butterfield, r 926
*George A. Conlon, r 896
Alfred W. Levensaler, d 343
Concord—Ward 6—
*Donald W. Saltmarsh, r 989
*George H. Nash, r 960
*John C. Tilton, r 951
*Arthur F. Sturtevant, r 928
Clarence L. Clark, d 790
Henry Audet, d 726
George F. Stevens, d 721
Jesse W. Buss, d 707
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For Representative:
Concord—Ward 7—
*Shirley Brunei, r 1465
*Donald G. Matson, r 1428
*George Azro Maxham, r 1414
*Craig Wylie, r 1381
Harvey W. Phaneuf, d 1009
Ira H. Maxfield, d 1004
Joseph P. Naughton, d 971
Concord—,Ward 8
*Simeon Sharaf, d 563
Robert E. Philbrick, r 330
Concord—Ward 9—
•William J. Ahern, d 519'
*Thomas F. Donovan, d 470
John T. Harrison, r 453
Donald W. Angwin, r 366
Conway—
*Perley W. Mudgett, r 1044
*Otis M. Quint, r 1023
*Elmer H. Downs, r 1019
Walter J. Maguire, d 670
Guy W. Smith, d 659
Howard F. Richardson, d 625
Cornish—
*Eben M. Johnson, r 263
Fred N. Wild, d 100
Danville—
•Richard H. Dickinson, r and d 214
Deerfield—
*Carl M. Fogg, d 189
Nettie M. C. White, r 177
Derry—
Oliver H. Hepworth, r 1476
Walter A. Pillsbury, r 1399
•Ernest L. Abbott, r 1379
*Robert W. Burbank, r 1373
William E. Bond, d 933
Leo G. Antaya, d 929
Joseph A. Pelletier, d 816




*John E. McCooey, d 903
*Samuel L. Henderson, d 784
Clifton R. Hayes, r 759
Rosa Pomerleau, d 754
Bert Wentworth, r 732
Melvin A. Marshall, r 690
Dover—Ward 2—
*William A. Grimes, d 1006
•Philias J. Chabot, d 956
Patrick J. Durkin, d 942
Ray Kennard, r 611
Ralph L. Hussey, r 606
Charles E. Brown, r 597
Dover—Ward 3—
*George W. Garland, r 774
Philip P. Caswell, r 757
James E. Carberry, d 412
Charles C. Strout, d 382
Dover—Ward 4—
Dennis M. McDonough, d 954
Ernest L. Lucas, r 938
Harold F. Blaisdell, d 842
Eula H. Buckley, r 838
Edward D. Smith, r 810
Mary A. Eagen, d 776
Dover—Ward 5—
Edward Durnin, d 425
James A. Moore, r 81
Durham)—
Oren V. Henderson, r and d 609
Eaton—
Winfield S. Head, r 85
Wesley M. Kenneson, d 44
Enfield—
Herbert E. Walbridge, r and d 651
Epping—
Thomas W. Fecteau, d 413
Willard G. Holt, r 338
Epsom—
Lewis H. Nutter, r and d 318
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For Representative:
Errol—
*Arthur K. Jordan, r 66
Exeter—
*William A. McReel, r 1708
*George R. Scammon, r 1706
*Harry Merrill, r 1691
*Willard K. Tozier, r 1662
Lester E. Williams, d 857
David C. Cahill, d 835
Walter J. Driscoll, d 835
George C. White, d 788
Farmington—
*Fred L. Richards, r 806
*Carl C. Blanchard, r 792
Horace F. Johnston, d 622
Charles H. Thompson, d 593
Leon R. Hayes, ind s 120
Fitzwilliam—
*Julius H. Firmin, r and d 314
Franklin—Ward 1—
*Donald J. Piper, d 416
George G. Fowler, r 396
Franklin—Ward 2—
*Eusebe P. Lemire, d 884
*Emile Carignan, d 864
Leslie Buchanan, r 288
Frederick C. McKee, r 267
Franklin—Ward 3—
*Louis H. Douphinett, d 662
*John P. Dempsey, d 656
Charles H. Bean, Jr., r 569
James B. Woodman, Jr., r 562
* ]
Freedom—
*Fred Huntress, d 128
Ralph P. Mitchell, r 118
Fremont—
*Clifton H. Beede, r 254
Gilford—





*Roy C. Edgerly, d 232
Walter R. Jones, r 132
Goffstown—
•Arthur E. Pattee, r 931
*R. Robert Matheson, r 890
^Clarence J. Avery, r 849
F. Arthur Bartlett, d 784
Leland E. Stanyan, d 720
Charles A. Pecor, d 704
Gorham—
*Merton M. Willis, r and d 1032
•Charles A. Chandler, d 624
H. William Johnson, r 425
Goshen—-
•Lester E. Brigham, r and d 120
Greenfield—
•George A. Reynolds, r 119
Greenland—
•Harold A. Syphers, r 199
Greenville—
•Bernadette E. Charois, d and r 596
Groton—
•Warren A. Remick, d 38
Thomas Newton, r 23
Hampstead—
•Frank W. Emerson, r 353
Hampton—
•Herbert Perkins, r 806
William A. Quinn, d 249
Hampton Falls—
•Forrest B. Creighton, r 223
Edward F. Norton, d 36
Hancock—
•Foster Stearns, r and d 271
Hanover—•
•Edgar H. Hunter, r 870
•William J. Lanyon, r t - - 826
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For Representative:
Hanover—Continued
Francis V. Tuxbury, r 808
Constance M. Dudley, d 524
Mabel L. Wicker, d 518
Joseph A. Mulherrin, d 501
Haverhill—
Clarence L. Bailey, r 950
*Hormidas J. Brunelle, r 948
Herbert E. Smith, r 934
George C. Lyons, d 509
Fred R. Campbell, d 507
Henry F. Dearborn, d 501
Henniker—
Silas A. Rowe, r 494
Arthur C. Graves, d 216
Hill—
Angelo H. Fowler, r and d 230
Hillsborough—
George W. Boynton, r 645
Daniel W. Cole, r 622
Jeremiah J. Doyle, d 289
Erne Eaton, d 285
Hinsdale—-
Abbie H. Robertson, r and d 649
Holderness—
Harold F. Perkins, d 184
Mark K. Marden, r 164
Hollis—
Edward Lievens, r 222
Henry A. Wilson, d 195
Hooksett—
Carl R. N. Johnson, r 480
Fred N. Mitchell, r 443
Will R. Woodeson, d 389
Hopkinton—
John S. Ball, r 469
Frank M. Kimball, d 411
Hudson—
Arthur W. Smith, r and d 993




*Jason C. Sawyer, r 561
*Alfrecl S. Despres, d 556
Albert E. Knight, d 554
John J. Evans, r 522
Jefferson—
*Edward D. Parker, r 207
Michael A. Flaherty, d 186
Keene—Ward 1—
*William J. Callahan, r and d 1387
*James C Graves, r 725
*George F. Knowlton, r 716
*Arthur Olson, r 702
William E. Hetherman, d 647
Philip Beauregard, d 633
Homer J. Forcier, d 617
Keene—Ward 2—
*William E. Jones, r 627
*Dayton L. Park, r 615
Oscar J. Boufford, d 405
Guy P. Casillo, d 392
Keene—Ward 3—
*Wilder F. Gates, r 669
*Cowling Hilton, r 665
James F. Cady, d 314
Alice McCushing, d 314
Keene—Ward
*Marquis O. Spaulding, r 702
*Clarence A. Wardwell, r 688
Alice M. Goland, d 295
Myron A. Nims, d 286
Keene—Ward 5—
*John M. Duffy, d and r 981
*Carl D. Roche, d and r 971
Kensington—
*D. Everett Palmer, d 140
George E. Frame, r 134
Kingston—
*George B. Stevens, r ; 345
James A. Lyford, d 151
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For Representative:
Laconia—Ward 1—
George Wesley Tarlson, Jr., r 393
*David O'Shan, r 336
John E. Hoey, d 314
James H. Watson, Jr., d 249
Laconia—Ward 2—
*Fortunat A. Normandin. d 929
*Alfred L. Guay, d 828
Edmond P. Roucher, r 458
Jason E. Sanborn, r 361
Laconia—Ward 3—
*Elmer S. Tilton, r 250
Joseph R. Chase, d 120
Laconia—Ward 4—
*Oscar L. Hoyt, r 583
*Frederick A. Tilton, r 566
Napoleon J. Dyer, d 319
Laconia—Ward 5—
*Harry S. Dickson, r 594
Alfred J. Cantin, d 574
Arthur R. Merrill, r 557
Octavius S. Allen, d 512
Laconia—Ward 6—
*Frank E. Newell, r 697
*Edward M. Sanders, r 651
Charles L. Simpson, d 539
James B. Dodge, d 426
Lancaster—
William H. Thompson, r and d 1371
Arthur C. Cryan, r 859
John W. O'Dowd, d 557
Landaff—
Harry G. Titus, r and d 96
Roscoe J. Oakes, ind 84
Lebanon—•
Fred A. Jones, r and d 2506
Harold C. French, d 1568
Mabel Sliney, d 1449
William Dubuque, d 1448
Edward M. Ashey, r 1402





*Florence Ward Hoyt, r 1392
Horace A. Benson, r 1391
Joseph B. Perley, r 1386
Harry S. Townsend, r 1334
Lee—
*Frank L Caldwell, d 151
David B. Bartlett, r 61
Lincoln—
*Francis E. Madden, d 273
Archibald Ferguson, r 183
James A. Legassie, Sr., ind 28
Lisbon—
*Arthur L. Hamilton, r 566
*James E. Collins, r 562
Dana Leavitt, d 415
Truman W. Glover, d 410
Littleton—
*Jacob F. Hildebrand, r 1312
'Charles E. Magoon, r 1298
'Herbert S. Lewis, r 1289
*Ada A. Soper, r 1212
William I. Richardson, d 1088
Ellsworth A. Richardson, d 1045
J. William Houle, d 1021
Laura C. Miles, d 1021
Londonderry—
*Frank A. Nesmith, r 411
Roy L. Hayward, d 150
Loudon—
*Charles L. Merrill, r 248
Albert L. Green, d 189
Lyme—
*Frank H. Bailey, r and d 367
Lyndeborough—
*Austin Holt, d Ill
Erwin E. Cummings, r tllO
Manchester—Ward 1—
*Joel S. Daniels, Sr., r 1326
*EdAvard T. Knowlton, r 1321
t At the recount, Mr. Cummings was the one elected.
*<
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For Representative:
Manchester—Ward 1—Continued
*Stoddard B. E. Chase, r 1309
*Sherman L. Greer, r 1308
Cheney Austin, d 643
Edward H. Murphy, d 618
John Shea, d 609
Joseph T. Manseau, d 591
Manchester—Ward 2—
•Charles Henry Barnard, r 1557
*Victor C. Johnson, r 1513
*Charles V. Kimball, r 1508
Charles E. Woodbury, r 1490
•Perley W. Gage, r 1453
Clarence R. Cote, d 1162
Walter D. Bowen, d 1131
James E. Riley, d 1124
Frank H. Dobens, d 1091
Walter F. Hybsch, d 1056
Manchester—Ward 3—
•Joseph M. Barry, d 1399
•Michael J. Dwyer, d 1396
•Martin A. Kelley, d 1380
•Michael A. Talty, d 1379
•Dennis Casey, d 1363
Arthur H. Anderson, r 1251
John T. Jennings, r 1235
John S. Anderson, r 1232
Camille A. Phaneuf, r 1232
Herbert E. Smith, r 1230
Manchester—Ward
•James K. Clougherty, d 1133
•John F. Clark, d 1117
•Patrick J. Sullivan, d 1102
•William W. Corey, d 1099
Joseph N. Goulet, r 1045
Charles A. Allen, r 1007
Fred W. Lamb, r 997
Lambert H. Carpenter, r 989
Manchester—Ward 5—
•George T. Healy, d 1797




*John C. O'Brien, d 1788
Stanley J. Betley, d 1769
William F. Clancy, d 1760
Arthur J. Lacroix, d 1751
Patrick J. Sweeney, d 1744
Manchester—Ward 6—
William J. Booth, d 1952
Paul J. Connolly, d 1854
Arthur J. Connelly, d 1848
John P. Jordan, d 1840
John J. Sullivan, d 1829
Frank M. Fox, Jr., d 1826
John A. Harlan, r 1187
Fred J. Tuttle, r 1185
Albert L. Duke, r 1161
George L. Earnshaw, r 1123
Robert C. George, r 1100
William F. Howes, r 1084
Manchester—Ward 7—
Francis A. Farrell, d 2459
John Fitzgerald, d 2459
Alcide R. Gagnon, d 2459
Mark J. Gorham, d 2459
John A. Hanley, d 2459
John J. Horan, d 2459
Manchester—Ward 8—
Frank J. Bolton, d 2328
Henry Farland, d 2247
Eugene Poulin, d 2234
Michael S. Donnelly, d 2211
John E. Walsh, d 2206
George N. Constant, d 2165
Edward F. Bouthiette, d 2115
Joseph Chevrette, d 2045
Joseph O. Gelinas, r 1234
Joseph H. O'Neil, Jr., r 1138
J. Roscoe Gilmore, r 1102
Paul L. Lussier, r 1071
Earle L. Soule, r 1043
Romeo Roy, r 1028
Fred S. Attala, r 976
Will L. Rhodes, r 959
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For Representative:
Manchester—Ward 9—
*John F. Driscoll, d 1171
•Timothy F. Hayes, d 1135
Leon R. Lareau, d 1130
Archie Muir, r 536
Wilfred G. Lamirande, r 513
Zephirin Dumoulin, r 500
Manchester—Ward 10—
John J. Kearns, d 1178
Francis L. Gallagher, d 1108
George I. Van Vliet, d 1081
Philippe Gaudreault, d 998
Louis J. Head, r 943
Donald E. Quimby, r 877
Peter Gunderman, r 840
James Lockhead, r 829
Manchester—Ward 11—
Joseph B. Haggerty, d 1486
Francis H. Sweeney, d 1460
Henry E. Cullen, d 1454
Edwin B. Kelley, d 1445
Laura L. DesRochers, r 421
Eugene R. Paris, r 415
Benjamin Marshall, r 386
James F. Grayson, r 366
Manchester1—Ward 12—
Joseph P. Aubin, d 1366
Louis J. Soucy, d 1361
Alpha J. Letendre, d 1344
George E. Desruisseaux, d 1277
Charles A. Caron, d 1274
Eugene G. Miville, r 582
Philippe L. Miville, r 549
Louis G. Laframboise, r 512
Marcellin J. B. St. Pierre, r 453
Albert Savoie, r 438
Manchester—Ward 13—
Wilfred S. Lariviere, d 1729
Arthur H. St. Germain, d 1699
Almon A. Boisvert, d 1672
Henry J. Janelle, d 1605
Lionel V. Lesmerises, d 1574




Albert Beaudet, r 777
Arthur J. Allard, r 753
Henrie Cullerot, r 627
Albert D. Poisson, r 579
Marlborough—
*Fred D. Hemenway, r 317
Sidney A. Hildreth, d 293
Meredith—
*Ernest W. Small, r 621
*Norman R. Martin, d 588
Shephard F. Brown, r 566
Frank Ernest Wilkins, d 554
Merrimack—
*Claude M. Maker, r 305
William P. McQuestion, d 202
Middleton—
*Wesley J. Whitehouse, d 64
Edith E. Randlett, r 55
Milan—
*Lloyd E. Fogg, r 193
Frank M. Hancock, d 64
Milford—
*George R. Foster, r 1067
*Fred T. Wadleigh, r 1054
*C. Bradley Frost, r 1007
Margaret M. Caulfield, d 591
Sherman L. Barnes, d 516
Arthur F. Dutton, d 466
Milton—
*George W. Longley, r 384
Stanley C. Tanner, d 299
Monroe—
*Jed B. Jones, r 124
Leon H. Hall, d 39
Moultonborough—
*Edith D. Banfield, r 320
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For Representative:
Nashua—Ward 1—
*Stanley James, r and d 1910
*Blaylock Atherton, r 1420
*Ovid F. Winslow, r 1377
*Mabel Thompson Cooper, r 1371
James Farnsworth, d 597
Nashua—Ward 2—
*Louis H. Armington, r 692
Patrick J. Duclos, r 653
Ferdinand E. Landry, d 585
Sever R. Woods, Jr., d 577
Nashua—Ward 3—
*Sylvio C. Vigneault, d 948
*John E. Bernard, d 921
*Robert J. Dube, d 917
Albert E. Bailey, r 168
James J. Henderson, r 158
William Rigg, r 139
Nashua—Ward 4—
*Thomas F. Sullivan, d 679
Timothy R. Drumm, d 677
Joseph K, Priest, r 269
Eleanor Mulliken, r 262
Nashua—Ward 5—
Adelard Berube, d 1097
*Emile E. Marquis, d 1062
Edward DeLacombe, d 1049
John D. Coutsonikas, r 123
Thomas Tzinopoulos, r 96
Nashua—Ward 6—
Paul A. Moran, d 1237
Theodore O. Ravenelle, d 1171
Robert St. Francois, d 1106
Lucien M. Rees, r 294
Kearn W. Devereux, r 282
Duncan G. Jackson, r 280
Nashua—Ward 7—
John A. Ledoux, d 956
Frank A. Lougee, d 923
William F. Maddox, Jr., d 910
Howard W. Knight, r 374
Albert W. Beaudet, r 349




*William A. Molloy, d 1497
*John D. Wilcox, d 1485
*Aldege A. Noel, d 1429
*Rodolphe Cormier, d 1364
Harry A. Bertrand, r 755
Dorothy T. Cox, r 730
Richard J. Christie, r 586
Anna J. Mitchell, r 548
Nashua—Ward 9—
*Paul E. Bouthillier, d 935
*Joseph P. Poney, d 877
Leo C. Levesque, r 131
Adrian Larouche, r 126
Nelson—
*Gordon F. Tolman, r and d 95
New Boston—
*John E. Corliss, ind 187
-New Castle—
*James W. Pridham, d and r 221
New Durham—
*Ralph C. Jenkins, r and d 184
New Hampton—
*Elsie Linn Smith, r 214
Joseph W. Smith, d 185
New Ipswich—
*William T. Thompson, r 163
Eugene W. Madison, d 133
New London—
*Fred S. Lovely, r 362
Robert M. Knight, d 103
Newmarket—
*Eugene Rousseau, d 697
*Leo J. Turcotte, d 685
Arthur C. Willey, r 292
Bertram Wralsh, r 288
Newport—
*Harold G. Fairbanks, r 1 149
*Leon E. Kempton, d 1094
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For Representative:
Newport—Continued
*John R. Kelly, r 1092
Maurice H. Cummings, d 1057
Elsie C. Bailey, d 1056
Hattie Reed Chase, r 1037
Tharon I. Farmer, d 1021
Martin O. Lindholm, r 1021
Newton—
*A. Ralph Estabrook, r 295
Earl B. Nichols, d 142
Northfield—
*Albert A. Carr, r and d 643
North Hampton—
*Forrest E. Knowles, r 315
Thomas B. Whenal, d 102
Northumberland—
*Clarence A. Marshall, d 644
Albert R. Johnson, d 581
Henry H. Hayes, r 454
George William Cole, r 450
Northwood—
William F. Mudge, r 335
Charlie C. Holmes, d 160
Nottingham—
Frank H. Fernald, r 140
Robert P. Shumate, d 96
Orford—
Edgar C. Lufkin, r 182
Barnard S. Bennett, d 41
Ossipee—
Mark H. Winkley, r 554
John G. Morrow, d 232
Pelham—
Richard H. Currier, r 202
Albert H. Jones, d 175
Pembroke—
Antonio Dupont, d 828




John G. Tilden, r 461
George B. Lake, r 371
Peterborough—
*Martin A. Hafeli, r 734
*George D. Cummings, r 701
Elsworth W. Bunce, d 622
Karl H. Weeks, d 568
Piermont—
*Earl V. Howard, r and d 202
Pittsburg—
Willie N. Judd, d 135
Arthur P. Merrill, r 132
Pittsfield—
*Robert H. Sanderson, d 602
*John H. Perkins, d 584
Ernest G. Ostrander, r 436
William M. Tasker, r 402
Plainfield—
*Fred A. Rogers, r 240
Florence Moulton, d 146
Plaistow—
*John A. Palmer, r 507
Frank Given, d 229
Plymouth/—
*Kenneth G. Bell, r 770
*Harry A. Merrill, d 659
Roger S. Wentworth, r 631
Theodore H. Evans, d 531
Portsmouth—Ward 1—
*Andrew J. Barrett, d 1° 79
*Patrick J. Kittredge, d 1074
*Mary C. Dondero, d 1° 58
James W. McMullen, r 722
Harry B. Palfrey, r 720
Aiden J. Carmody. r 71-
Portsmouth—Ward 2—
*Harry H. Foote, r I 324
*John H. Yeaton, r
I 308
Richard G. Pray, r 1275
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For Representative:
Portsmouth—Ward 2—Continued
*Edwin W. Gray, r 1270
Peter J. Hickey, d 1018
James A. Fullam, d 974
Charles H. Kehoe, d 962
Theodore F. Munz, d 931
Portsmouth—Ward 3—
•William Cogan, d 724
•William S. Canty, d 717
Patrick J. Duffy, r 653
Arthur I. Harriman, Sr., r 551
Portsmouth—Ward
*Frank W. Badger, d 442
Simon P. Harmon, r 435
Portsmouth—Ward 5—
•Frederick Finnigan, d 265
•William T. Rose, r 263
Everett W. Ricker, d 234
Walter S. Abbott, r 199
Raymond—
•Willie B .Gile, d 313
Walter E. Quimby, r 311
Rindge—
•Harris H. Rice, r and d 254
Rochester—Ward 1—
•Alfred Colby, d 323
Vernard W. Elliott, r 310
Rochester—Ward 2—
•Miles H. Dustin, d 429
•Maitland J. Berry, d 418
Henry L. Osborne, r 412
Ernest W. Campbell, r 408
Rochester—Ward 3—
•Rudolph G. Cartier, d 390
James Bowering, r 277
Rochester.—Ward A—
•Louis S. Bergeron, d and r 966




*Spencer Dickinson, d 535
Burt R. Cooper, r 377
Rochester—Ward 6—
*Ralph F. Seavey, r 601
*Charles W. Varney, Jr., r 587
Charles H. Foss, d 353
John F. Winkley, d 324
Rollinsford—
*George W. Nutter, d 371
John M. Tighe, r 252
Rumney—
*John Z. Taylor, r and d 335
Rye—
*Walter G. Marston, r 398
Abbot B. Drake, d 208
Salem—
*Carl Manor, r 1002
*Leonard B. Peever, r 968
Denis P. Sullivan, d 239
Clarence J. Shirley, d 220
Sanbornton—
*Charles F. Helms, r 139
John S. Wallis, r 109
Sandown—
*Clarence I. Drowne, r 114
George L. Van Arman, d 41
Sandwich—
Charles B. Hoyt, r , 242
Guy B. Torsey, d 200
Seabrook—
*Elihu T. Adams, r 341
Daniel G. Dame, d 292
Shelburne—
*Maud G. Rix, r 53
Somersworth—Ward 1—
*Placide J. Lagueux, d 330
George E. Varney, r 128
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For Representative:
Somersworth'—Ward 2—
*Napoleon A. Habel, d and r 487
Somersworth—Ward 3—
*Alfred J. Boucher, d 457
*i
Somersworth—Ward
*Claire A. LaBonte, d 789
fRomeo St. Laurent, d 769
Somersworth—Ward 5—
•Onesime J. Dubois, d 344
Stewartstown—
*Albert L. Fuller, r 229
Strafford—
•William J. Elson, r 265
Stratford—
*Loyal P. Brown, d 186
Walter L. Niles, r 174
Stratham—
*George C. Jewell, r 234
William J. Leonard, d 57
Sullivan—
•John H. Woodbury, r and d 82
Sunapee—
*Leo L. Osborne, d and r 481
Surry—
'Robert M. Crain, r 82*i
Swanzey—
•William R. Granger, r 437
•Joseph A. DuBois, r 420
Lawrence Ellery, d 400
George A. Kempton, d 382
»
Tamworth—
•Charles A. Wiggin, d 311
Leonard H. Vittum, r 290
Temple—
•Edward T. Tuttle, r 112




*Charles R. Houston, r 131
Medos F. Fountain, d 119
Tilton—
*Justin J. O'Shea, d 454
Willard H. Philbrook, r 386
Troy—
Ernest F. Barrett, d 312
Elwin Smith, r 221
Unity—
*George B. Cram, d 114
Wakefield—
*Ansel N. Sanborn, r 426
Lloyd Stevens, d 252
Walpole—
*James T. Relihan, d 551
•William J. King, r 523
John W. Graves, d 498
Albert C. Halladay, r 491
Warner—
*Orton F. Hill, r 420
Evelyn S. Ager, d 166
Warren—-
*Samuel H. Dreghorn, r and d 210
Robert W. Dunbar, ind 115
Weare—-
•John F. Tierney, r 402
Fred C. Jones, d 306
Webster—
•Adam E. Mock, r and d 155
Wentworth—
•Lester C. Hutchins, d 97
George W. Gove, r 81
Westmoreland—
•Glenn E. Britton, r 212
Elmer H. Sheldon, d 52
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For Representative:
Whitefield—
•George W. Whitcher, r 506
Roger Sanborn, d 326
Wilton—
*Harold D. Cheever, r 468
Thomas J. Largy, d 450
Winchester—
*Winfred C. Burbank, r and d 727
•Eli J. Horner, r 375
Frank A. Brewer, d 349
Windham—
*George H. Butterfield, Jr., r and d 177
Robert Mason, r 118
Wolfeboro—
*Ralph G. Carpenter, 2nd, r 865
*Harold H. Hart, r 814
Ralph S. Parker, d 450
Woodstock—
*Harry D. Sawyer, d and r 387
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RECOUNTS AFTER THE GENERAL ELECTION
In this chapter may be found a brief description of the eighteen
recounts of ballots held by the secretary of state after the general
election, November 3, 1936, together with reference to the services
of the ballot law commission under authority of Chapter 43, Laws
of 1935.
The first of two columns of figures shows the figures of the offi-
cial returns to the secretary of state. These figures are followed by
the figures of the recounts.
First Congressional District,
Arthur B. Jenks, r
Alphonse Roy, d
Alice G. Flynn, ind






* Whereupon the Secretary of State
declared a tie between Messrs. Jenks and
Roy. Following this declaration, the
parties concerned appealed to the Ballot
Law* Commission (Ch. 43, Laws of
1935) and after examination of certain
disputed ballots Alphonse Roy was found
to be elected, the totals apparently being:
Alphonse Roy, d
Arthur B. Jenks, r
51695
51678
In the meantime investigation had been
instituted and evidence produced which
influenced the Ballot Law Commission to
withdraw their former opinion and de-
cide that to determine "fairly" the basic
issue, they must make an examination of
all the ballots then in the custody of the
Secretary of State, which were cast in
the election of Nov. 3, 1936, in the First
Congressional District.
After careful examination of all ballots
and consideration of evidence, the final
ruling of the Ballot Law Commission,
dated December 28, 1936, was as follows:




and a certificate of election was issued
to Mr. Jenks.
Councilor Dist. No. 4,
Alvin Lucier d 20205




Senatorial Dist. No. 24,
Charles A. Allen, r
Strafford Co. Commissioners,
4652 — 4661*
Frederick M. Pickering, d 4585 — 4591
Harold D. Foss, d 10577
George F. Leighton, d 9907
James P. Nadeau, d 9207
Ernest L. Lucas, r 8867
George Y. Emerson, r 8541
William S. Davis, r 8405
Laurel T. Roberts, f-1 62
Representatives,
Berlin, Ward 3,
Hilda C. F. Brungot, r
Arthur F. Snodgrass, r
Raoul S. Ramsey, d
Robert E. Sloane, d
Otto J. A. Dahl, r
Louis Delorge, Jr., d
Alf H. Halvorsen, f-1
Fred Roberge, f-1
George N. Murdock, f-1
Boscawen,
Harry W. Carter, d
Nathaniel M. Flagg, r
Claremont,
Herbert C. Chandler, d
P. Earl Hosking, d
Clarence B. Etsler, r
Tames D. Daly, d
William L. Gaffney, d
Edwin A. Thomas, d
Thomas J. Sheehan, d
Erwin W. Quimby, d
Earl F. Howe, r
Charles H. Putnam, r
Alfred J. Marcotte, d
Louis A. Laramie, d
Perl L. Hutchins, r
David S. Ramsay, r
Harry J. Delorier, d
Robert W. Haskel, r
John Branch, r
Ernest L. Elliott, r
Robert J. Handly, r














George W. Dickson, r
Charles W. Jackson, d
Darwin Lombard, d
Dover, Ward 1,
John E. McCooey, d
Samuel L. Henderson, d
Clifton R. Hayes, r
Rosa Pomerleau, d
Bert Wentworth, r
Melvin A. Marshall, r
Dover, Ward 4,
Dennis M. McDonough, d
Ernest L. Lucas, r
Harold F. Blaisdell, d
Eula H. Buckley, r
Edward D. Smith, r
Mary A. Eagan, d
Lyndeborough,
Erwin E. Cummings, r
Austin Holt, d
Newport,
Harold G. Fairbanks, r
Leon E. Kempton, d
John R. Kelly, r
Maurice H. Cummings, d
Elsie Cora Bailey, d
Hattie Reed Chase, r
Martin O. Lindholm, r





January, 1937, to January, 1939. Constitution, Part II, Art. 41 (42).
Salary, $5,000. Laws of 1927, 35:1.
FRANCIS P. MURPHY, r, Nashua.
Governor's Secretary
Appointed by the Governor. Salary, $3,000. Laws of 1927, 35:2.
CHARLES F. BOWEN, r, Manchester
COUNCILORS
January, 1937, to January, 1939. Constitution, Part II, Art. 59 (60).
Compensation, $8 a day. P. L. 19:36 (37).
First District—VIRGIL D. WHITE, r, Ossipee.
Second District—CHARLES M. DALE, r, Portsmouth.
Third District—THOMAS A. MURRAY, d, Manchester.
Fourth District—ALVIN A. LUCIER, d, Nashua.
Fifth District—GEORGE HAMILTON ROLFE, r, Concord.
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SECRETARY OF STATE
Elected by the Legislature. Term, two years. Const., Part II, Art. 66 (67).
Salary, $4,000. P. L. 14: 1, 11.
ENOCH D. FULLER, r, Manchester
January, 1929, to January, 1939.
Deputy Secretary of State
Appointed by the Secretary of State. Const., Part II, Art. 68 (69).
Salary, $2,700. Laws of 1927, 133: 1.
HARRY E. JACKSON, r, Manchester.
January 20, 1933, to January, 1939.
STATE TREASURER
Elected by the Legislature. Term, two years. Const., Part II, Art. 66 (67).
Salary, $4,000. P. L. 15: 1, 22.
F. GORDON KIMBALL, r, Concord.
January, 1937, to January, 1939. (Served as Commissioner under appointment
of the Governor, May 28, 1936.)
Deputy State Treasurer
Appointed by the State Treasurer. P. L. IS: 19. Salary, $2,700. Laws
of 1927, 133: 2.
COMMISSARY-GENERAL
Elected by the Legislature. Term, two years. Const., Part II, Art. 66 (67).
CHARLES W. HOWARD,* r, Concord.
January, 1917, to January, 1923; 1925-1939.
* Also appointed Adjutant-General by the Governor, May 1, 1915; reap-
pointed by the Governor and Council, November 29, 1922. Limitation by age,
October 28, 1939. Laws of 1933, 141. Salary $4,000. Laws of 1927, 62:3.
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The titles on the following























N. H. State Hospital
Laconia State School
Industrial School



















(see Hospital under Institutions)
Manchester (see Finance Commission)
Medical Referees













Shore and Beach Commission, N. H.
Soldiers' Home
State House Superintendent
State Planning and Development,
Commission
Tax Commission, State
Tramway (see Aerial Tramway)
Trustees of State Institutions
(see Institutions)
Uniformity of Legislation
University of New Hampshire
(see Agriculture, College of)
Veterinary Examiners
Water Resources Board, N. H.
Weights and Measures
Welfare and Relief
Members of boards, commissions, etc., are listed in the order
in which their respective terms of office expire.
Salary Reductions for two years ending July 1, 1937:
1935, 157:1 (last paragraph), and 2;
1935, 158:1 (last paragraph), and 2.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE AERIAL TRAMWAY COMMISSION
(For constructing an serial tramway on Cannon Mountain, Franconia Notch)
The Comptroller, ex officio, and four members to be appointed by the Gover-
nor and Council. No more than three shall be of the same political
party. Beginning in 1936, one member shall be appointed each year and
the term shall be for four years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy
shall be filled for unexpired term. Members shall serve without compen-
sation but shall be reimbursed for expenses while engaged in the business
of the commission. Laws of 1935, 108: 1.
HARRY B. METCALF, r, Newport
June 5, 1935, to June 5, 1936.
ROBERT H. SANDERSON, d, Pittsfield
June 5, 1935, to June 5, 1937. •
RUDOLPH HOLLY, r, Littleton.
June 5, 1935, to June 5, 1938.
JOHN P. CARLETON, r, Manchester
June 5, 1935, to June 5, 1939.
TRUSTEES OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS*
The Governor, Commissioner of Agriculture, and President of the College,
ex officiis; two persons, one of whom shall be a resident of this state,
shall be elected by the Alumni; and eight others shall be appointed by the
Governor and Council. The trustees may be men or women; both major
political parties shall be represented, and two trustees shall be farmers.
Term (which ends on June 30), four years. Vacancy shall be filled for the
unexpired term. Laws of 1929, 70: 1.
FRED ENGELHARDT, (President elect of the College), Durham
CHARLES H. HOOD, Beverly, Mass.
Elected by the Alumni, May 6, 1929, to June 30, 1939.
JOHN SPAULDING ELLIOTT, Madbury.
Elected by the Alumni, July 1, 1932, to June 30, 1940.
ROY D. HUNTER, r, (president), Claremont.
June 14, 1916, to June 30, 1937.
JOHN T. DALLAS, r, Concord.
July 18, 1933, to June 30, 1937.
HARRY D. SAWYER, d, Woodstock.
September 15, 1926, to June 30, 1938.
Also Trustees of the University of New Hampshire. P. L. 180: 6.
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JESSIE DOE, r, Rollinsford.
June 30, 1932, to June 30, 1938.
JAMES A. WELLMAN, r, Manchester.
January 26, 1928, to June 30, 1939.
GEORGE T. HUGHES, r, Dover.
August 28, 1931, to June 30, 1939.
ROBERT T. KINGSBURY, r, Keene.
January 27, 1928, to June 30, 1940.
FRANK RANDALL, r, Portsmouth.
November 30, 1936, to June 30, 1940.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Commissioner
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, three years and until succes-
sor is qualified. P. L. 181: 3. Salary, $3,500. Laws of 1929, 161: 1.
ANDREW L. FELKER, Laconia.
January 10, 1914, to May 29, 1938.
Deputy Commissioner
Appointed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Governor. Term
expires with the term of the Commissioner. P. L. 181: 7. Salary, $2,750.
Laws of 1929, 161 2.
LAWRENCE A. CARLISLE, Jefferson.
Term began September 1, 1921.
State Veterinarian
Appointed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Governor and Council.
P. L. 187: 5. Salary, $3,500. Laws of 1929, 169: 1.
ROBINSON W. SMITH, Laconia.
Term began July 1, 1921.
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Deputy in Charge of Suppression of Moths
Appointed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Governor.
Laws of 1931, 52: 1.
WALTER C. O'KANE, Durham.
First appointment, December 4, 1911. Salary, $1,600. P. L. 190: 19.
Advisory Board
Appointed by the Governor and Council, ten men, one from each county,
actively engaged in agriculture; not over six to be of the same political
party. Term, three years. Compensation, $3 a day. P. L. 181: 22, 23.
Belknap County—ALBERT W. HEAD, d, Laconia.
September 1, 1928, to January 24, 1938.
Cheshire County—BERNARD F. BEMIS, d, Harrisville.
September 1, 1927, to January 24, 1938.
Coos County—RAY FULLER, r, (North) Stratford.
January 24, 1935, to January 24, 1938.
Grafton County—HOMER S. SMITH, r, Monroe.
September 1, 1925, to January 24, 1938.
Hillsborough County—ISAAC N. CENTER, d, Litchfield.
September 1, 1927, to January 24. 1938.
Rockingham County—FRANK H. PEARSON, r, Stratham.
January 27, 1925, to January 24, 1938.
Sullivan County—ALFRED PIERCE, r, Claremont.
September 1, 1925, to January 24, 1938.
Carroll County—ALVIN T. HATCH, r, Wolfeboro.
September 15, 1926, to September 1, 1939.
Merrimack County—GEORGE M. PUTNAM, d, Hopkinton.
September 15, 1926, to September 1, 1939.
Strafford County—LORENZO E. BAER, r, Rollinsford.
September 15, 1926, to September 1, 1939.
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COMMISSION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ARTS AND CRAFTS
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term not limited.
(First appointments May 13, 1931. C. R. Vol. 21, p. 779.)
MARY H. COOLIDGE (chairman), Center Sandwich. Reappointed January 28,
1937.
MARGARET WHIPPLE, Bristol. Reappointed January 28, 1937.
WILLIAM A. BARRON, Crawford Notch. Reappointed January 28, 1937.
GEORGE W. CASE, Durham. Reappointed January 28, 1937.
JAMES N. PRINGLE, Concord. Reappointed January 28, 1937.
A. COOPER BALLENTINE, Wolfeboro. Reappointed January 28, 1937.
JESSIE DOE, Rollinsford. Appointed January 28, 1937.
JENNIE R. WESTON, Nashua. Appointed February 2, 1937.—Council Records, Vol. 22.
STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION
Three persons appointed by the Governor and Council, one of whom shall be
designated as chairman and secretary and whose compensation shall be $6
a day for actual service. Term, three years and until successor is
appointed. Laws of 1929, 132: 1, 3.
JAMES F. DAWSON, Dover.
January 2, 1935, to January 2, 1938.
HENRY R. SILVER, Manchester.
November 30, 1936, to November 30, 1939.
FREDERICK E. JOHNSTON (chairman, secretary), Manchester.
December 28, 1936, to December 28, 1939.
BALLOT LAW COMMISSIONERS
The attorney-General, ex officio; two other persons (from two political parties)
appointed by the Governor and Council on or before the first day of
September preceding a biennial election. P. L. 25: 91.
HARRY F. LAKE, d, Concord.
August 31, 1922, to August 31, 1938.
HERBERT W. RAINIE, r, Concord.
August 15, 1932, to August 31, 1938.
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BANK COMMISSIONER
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, six years, and until successor
is qualified. Salary, $5,000. P. L. 259: 1, 5.
CLYDE M. DAVIS, Concord.
December 1, 1934, to December 1, 1940.
Deputy Bank Commissioner
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, six years, and until successor
is qualified. Salary, $3,000. P. L. 259: 1, 5.
LEON O. GERRY, Madison.
August 1, 1928, to August 1, 1940.
Deputy Commissioner for Building and Loan Associations
HARRY A. BARTLETT, Concord. Appointed June 11, 1935.
Board of Investments
Five members appointed by the Governor and Council; "shall serve without
pay, but shall be reimbursed for actual expenses." Term, not limited.
Laws of 1935, 32:4; 119:1.
WILLARD D. RAND (chairman), Manchester.
Appointed April 17, 1935.
EDWARD K. WOODWORTH, Concord.
Appointed April 17, 1935.
WILLIAM H. McCARTEN, Lancaster.
Appointed April 17, 1935.
ALFRED J. DENSMORE, Lebanon. .
Appointed December 31, 1935.
RUSSELL H. BRITTON, Rochester.
Appointed January 14, 1936.
STATE CANCER COMMISSION
The Governor, chairman, ex officio; four persons appointed by the Governor
and Council, one of whom shall be a member of the State Board of Health,
one a member of the New Hampshire Medical Society, and two shall be
"non-medical." Term, not limited. Laws of 1931, 146: 1-2.
JAMES W. JAMESON, Surg., Concord. Appointed September 30, 1931.
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JOHN L. T. SHAW (secretary), Chichester. Appointed September 30, 1931.
GEORGE C. WILKINS, M. D., Manchester. Appointed December IS, 1931.
JOSEPH \V. EPPLY, Manchester. Appointed December 15, 1931
STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN CHIROPODY
'The Secretary of the Board of Registration in Medicine, ex officio, who shall
act as secretary and treasurer; a physician and a chiropodist appointed by
the Governor and Council. Term, three years from date of appointment
and until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term.
P. L. 208: 2.
FREDERICK H. GOVE (podiatrist), Concord.
November 30, 1936, to July 18, 1939.
ERNEST H. JOY (physician), Warner,
November 30, 1936, to July 18, 1939.
BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS
Three chiropractors appointed by the Governor and Council. Laws of 1929,
10: 1. Term, three years. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term.
P. L. 206: 3.,
JAMES J. BURKE, Portsmouth
December 28, 1934, to December 28, 1937.
NORMA McCRILLIS STUDLEY, Rochester.
March 19, 1929, to March 19, 1938.
ERNEST A. WHEELER, Concord.
February 27, 1930, to June 10, 1938.
COMPTROLLER
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, four years. Salary, $5,000.
Laws of 1931, 171: 14.
CHARLES T. PATTEN, r, Nashua.
May 28, 1936, to May 28, 1940.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DENTAL BOARD
Three dentists, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council. Term,
three years. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. P. L. 205: 1.
CLARENCE S. COPELAND, Rochester.
February 4, 1914-23; February 12, 1926, to March 14, 1938.
OTIS M. LITTLEFIELD, Manchester.
May 28, 1936, to November 14, 1938.
HARLAN F. BESSE, Concord.
December 28, 1936, to December 23, 1939.
EASTERN STATES EXPOSITION BUILDING COMMISSION
The Commissioner of Agriculture, ex officio; four persons appointed by the
Governor and Council, one of whom shall be recommended by the New
Hampshire Manufacturers' Association, and one by the New Hampshire,
Hotel Men's Association. Term^ four years and until successor is qualified^
Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. Laws of 1929, 40: 1-3.
GEORGE H. ROLFE, Concord.
March 2, 1937, to July 18, 1937.
DONALD D. TUTTLE, Concord.
July 18, 1933, to August 31, 1938.
DAVID S. AUSTIN, 2nd, Waterville.
July 18, 1933, to July 18, 1939.
ARTHUR E. GOYETTE (chairman), Peterborough.
July 18, 1933, to July 18, 1940.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
State Board
The Governor, ex officio; seven persons appointed by the Governor and Coun-
cil. At least two, but no more than two, members shall be trustees of the
University of New Hampshire. Term, five years (from January 31). On
or before January 31, annually, the Governor shall name the chairman
who shall serve one year and until his successor is appointed. Laws of
1929, 178: 1; 1931, 168.
JOHN C. BROOKS, Claremont.
April 12, 1932, to January 31, 1937.
ALICE S. HARRIMAN, Laconia.
May 6, 1921, to January 31, 1938.
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*ROBERT T. KINGSBURY, Keene.
January 11, 1927, to January 31, 1939.
MARGARET SYMES GOODNOW, Keene.
August 30, 1935, to January 31, 1939.
ADOLPHE L. ROBERT, Manchester.
December 14, 1936, to January 31, 1940.
ORTON B. BROWN (chairman), Berlin.
May 6, 1921, to January 31, 1941.
* JAMES A. WELLMAN, Manchester.
May 28, 1929, to January 31, 1941.
Commissioner of Education
Appointed by the State Board. Term, not limited. P. L. 116: 9, 48.
JAMES N. PRINGLE, Concord.
Term began September 1, 1930. Salary, $5,000.
Deputy Commissioner
Nominated by the Commissioner and appointed by the State Board.
P. L. 116: 10, 48.
WALTER M. MAY, Concord.
Appointed 1917. Salary, $4,000.
EMBALMING AND FUNERAL DIRECTING
State Board of Registration of Funeral Directors and
Embalmers
Secretary of the State Board of Health, ex officio, who shall be Secretary of
this Board, and four other members appointed by the Governor and Coun-
cil. Term, after expiration of first term, four years and until successor
is qualified. See also qualifications and compensation of appointees. Laws
of 1935: 95: 2-6.
RALPH E. WIGGIN, Dover.
June 13, 1935, to June 13, 1937.
PHILIP E. GAMMONS, Ashland.
June 13, 1935, to June 13, 1938.
*Trustee of University of New Hampshire.
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HARRY L. HOLMES, Henniker.
June 13, 1935, to June 13, 1939.
ARTHUR H. FURBER, Conway.
June 13, 1935, to June 13, 1940.
FINANCE COMMISSION OF MANCHESTER
Three persons who shall have been voters in Manchester for at least three
years, appointed by the Governor and Council. The chairman shall be
designated by the Governor. Term, three years,—"until January 1."
Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. Laws of 1921, 226: 1.
WALTER B. McGREGOR, January 14, 1936, to January 1, 1938.
OMER H. AMYOT, July 18, 1933 to January 1, 1939.
J. FRED FRENCH, March 23, 1936, to January 1, 1940.
FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT
Commission
Five persons appointed by the Governor and Council; no more than three shall
be of the same political party.
One member shall be a resident of
Belknap or Merrimack county; another of
Rockingham or Strafford county; another of
Sullivan or Grafton county; another of
Hillsborough or Cheshire county; and another of
Carroll or Coos county.
Term, after expiration of first term, five years and until successor is qualified.
Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. P. L. 196: 1-3, as inserted by
Laws of 1935, 123: 1.
ALFRED L. GUAY, d, Laconia.
June 28, 1935, to June 28, 1937.
EDMOND W. BOWLER, d, Durham.
June 28, 1935, to June 28, 1938.
THOMAS J. DENT, r (secretary), Hanover.
June 28, 1935, to June 28, 1939.
PHILIP E. MORRIS, r (chairman), Nashua.
June 28, 1935, to June 28, 1940.
CHARLES B. BARTON, r, Berlin.
December 28, 1936, to June 28, 1941.
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Director
Appointed by the Fish and Game Commission. Term, unlimited.
P. L. 196: 8, as inserted by Laws of 1935, 123: 1.
ROBERT H. STOBIE, Hooksett.
Qualified July 7, 1935.
Conservation Officers
Berlin George O. Stevens, (199 State Street)
Bristol Everett Baker
Colebrook Fred B. Norris
Colebrook James R. Blodgett
Concord Henry Willey (4 Holly Street)
Conway Elverton C. Berry
Errol Harry Hurlbert
Exeter Leonard M. Hill (Route 2)
Farmington Arnold J. Cheney
Franconia Harold J. Clark
Franklin Ernest C. Melendy (171 E. Bow Street)
Gorham Walter Simonds (Androscoggin Street)
Keene John K. Martin (214 Washington Street)
Laconia Dana Twombly (765 Main Street)
Lancaster Harriman Clay (Elm Street)
Manchester Floyd Cole (508 S. Main Street)
Nashua Tilden H. Barnard (3 Prescott Street)
Newport Alfred M. Jenness
Northwood Earl Tuttle
Pittsburg Fred T. Scott
Pittsburg Pearley Terrill
Sandwich John Wentworth
Warren Harry L. Goodwin
Wilton George Proctor
FORESTRY AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Three persons, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council. Term,
three years (from May 1). Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term.
Laws of 1935, 126: 1.
W. ROBINSON BROWN, Berlin.
May 1, 1909, to May 1, 1937.
HARRY K. ROGERS, Pembroke.
August 29, 1929, to May 1, 1938.
BENJAMIN K. AYERS, Concord.
May 1, 1927, to May 1, 1939.
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State Forester
Appointed by the Commission. Salary, $3,500. Laws of 1929, 163: 1.
JOHN H. FOSTER, Waterville.
Appointed March 1, 1920.
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
The Governor and Attorney-General, ex officiis; three physicians and one civil
engineer appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, four years.
Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. P. L. 125: 1.
GEORGE C. WILK1NS, M. D., Manchester.
February 2, 1915, to July 18, 1937.
JAMES W. JAMESON, M. D., Concord.
January 30, 1934, to January 30, 1938.
PERCY A. SHAW, C. E., Manchester.
November 30, 1936, to January 30, 1938.
BARBARA BEATTIE, M. D., Littleton.
May 16, 1932, to May 16, 1939.
Secretary
A physician appointed by the Board. Salary, $4,000. P. L. 125: 3, 12.
TRAVIS P. BURROUGHS, M. D., Concord.
Appointed December 8, 1936.
Director of Venereal Disease Control
Appointed by the Board, P. L. 133: 22.
CHARLES A. WEAVER, M. D., Manchester. Appointed in 1918.
Laboratory of Hygiene
Staff appointed by the Board. P. L. 127.
TRAVIS P. BURROUGHS, M. D. (director), Concord. Appointed in 1936.
CHARLES D. HOWARD, S. B. (chemist and sanitarian), Concord.
Appointed in 1905.
HOWARD N. KINGSFORD, M. D.
(pathologist and bacteriologist),
Hanover Laboratory. Appointed in 1903.
WILLIAM R. MACLEOD (bacteriologist), Concord. Appointed in 1921.
JOSEPH X. DUVAL (inspector), Concord. Appointed in 1918.
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HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years from date of
appointment and until successor is qualified. Salary, $5,500.
P. L. 83: 2, 5.
FREDERIC E. EVERETT, Concord
September 1, 1915, to September 27, 1940.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE INSTITUTIONS
Boards of Trustees
Each board shall consist of the Governor, ex officio, and such member of the
Council as he may appoint; also five members, either men or women, ap-
pointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years. Vacancy to be
tilled for unexpired term. P. L. 9: 2.
New Hampshire State Hospital
SARAH JOHNSON, Franconia.
June 30, 1932, to June 30, 1937.
WILLIAM B. McINNIS, Concord.
March 21, 1933, to June 30, 1938.
FRANCES S. HALL, Dover.
April 2, 1919, to June 30, 1939.
§
BENJAMIN W. COUCH, Concord.
'December 27, 1923, to June 30, 1940.
DONALD G. McIVOR, Concord.
July 13, 1936, to June 30, 1941.
The Board of Trustees of the State Hospital shall constitute a Commission of
Lunacy. P. L. 11: 34.
Laconia State School
HARRIS H. RICE, Rindge.
April 8, 1919, to June 30, 1937.
J. GRANT QUIMBY, Laconia.
June 30, 1928, to June 30, 1938.
HARRIET CHASE NEWELL, Derry.
June 30, 1929, to June 30, 1939.
JOSEPH H. LAFLAMME, Manchester.
June 30, 1925, to June 30, 1940.
EVA A. SPEARE, Plymouth.
August 23, 1929, to June 30, 1941.
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Industrial School
HENRY W. N. BENNETT, Manchester.
October 14, 1935, to June 30, 1937.
HENRY C. ARWE, Keene.
January 15, 1935, to June 30, 1938.
HUBERT B. McDONOUGH, Manchester.
May 8, 1933, to June 30, 1939-.
CHARLES H. BRACKETT, Greenland.
January 8, 1935, to June 30, 1940.
GRACE B. LANDMAN, Wolfeboro.
September 26, 1930, to June 30, 1941.
New Hampshire State Sanatorium
MINNIE E. THOMPSON, Laconia.
May 18, 1933, to June 30, 1937.
GARDNER G. EMMONS, Concord.
November 11, 1926, to June 30, 1938.
JOHN A. MUEHLING, Manchester.
October 31, 1928, to June 30, 1939.
MAUDE A. SANBORN, Northfield.
July 14, 1930, to June 30, 1940.
JOHN H. HOULIHAN, Berlin.
April 2, 1919, to June 30, 1941.
State Prison
ARTHUR J. CONNER, Exeter.
November 14, 1932, to June 30, 1937.
TREFFLE RAICHE, Manchester.
January 28, 1926, to June 30, 1938.
CLARENCE I. HURD. Dover.
April 2, 1919, to June 30, 1939.
LEVIN J. CHASE, Concord.
June 20, 1923, to June 30, 1940.
HERBERT J. FOOTE ; Marlborough




Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years and until succes-
sor is qualified. Salary, $5,000. Laws of 1931, 137: 1-2.
JOHN E. SULLIVAN, d, Somersworth.
May 16, 1923, to September 26, 1930; July 1, 1931, to November 30, 1941
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Appointed by the Governor and Council. P. L. 271: 3. Salary, $1,800.
Laws of 1931, 137: 2.
HILMA HOKENSON, Concord.
Appointed November 28, 1933.
INTERSTATE COMPACTS AFFECTING LABOR AND
INDUSTRY COMMISSION
Five members to be appointed by the Governor and Council. One of these
members shall be chosen from the Senate and one from the House, each to
serve until February 1, 1937. Their successors shall have a term of two
years. The other three members shall be chosen to represent labor, industry
and the public, and their terms, after expiration of the first term, shall be for
five years. Vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term. Laws of 1935,
112: 3-4.
PHILIP C. HEALD, Wilton
February 23, 1937, to February 1, 1939
Member from the 1937 Senate.
HERBERT E. SMITH, Haverhill (Pike)
February 23, 1937, to February 1, 1939
Member from the 1937 House.
JOHN L. BARRY, Manchester
June 28, 1935, to February 1, 1938.
LAURENCE B. HOLT, Laconia.
June 28, 1935, to February 1, 1939.
ROBERT P. BINGHAM (chairman), Manchester.
June 28, 1935, to February 1, 1940.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE COMMISSION ON
INTERSTATE CO-OPERATION
Fifteen members to be appointed as follows: five members of the Senate to be
appointed by the President of the Senate; five members of the House to be
appointed by the Speaker; and five officials of the State to be appointed by
the Governor, one of whom he shall designate as chairman of the commis-
sion. Laws of 1935, 145:2-3.
ANSON C. ALEXANDER, Boscawen (Penacook).
ALLAN M. WILSON, Manchester.
WILLIAM M. COLE, Derry.
ALLEN M. FREEMAN, Concord
AUSTIN L. CALEF, Barrington.
Members from the 1937 Senate.
HAROLD G. FAIRBANKS, Newport.
HAROLD H. HART, Wolfeboro.
ANSEL N. SANBORN, Wakefield.
ROBERT H. SANDERSON, Pittsfield.
HARRY D. SAWYER, Woodstock.
Members from the 1937 House.
GORDON P. EAGER (chairman), Pittsfield.
THOMAS P. CHENEY, Laconia.
ENOCH D. FULLER, Manchester.
F. CLYDE KEEFE, Dover.
JOHN G. MARSTON, Allenstown.
Appointed by the Governor, January 12, 1937.
BUREAU OF LABOR
Commissioner
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, three years and until succes-
sor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. Salary, $3,000.
P. L. 174: 1-4.
JOHN S. B. DAVIE, r, Concord.
June 8, 1911, to August 30, 1938.
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Factory Inspectors
Three persons, one of whom shall be a woman, appointed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Governor and Council. P. L. 177:29.
HAROLD I. TOWLE, Laconia
Term began January 15, 1927.
WILLIAM H. RILEY, Concord.
Appointed August 30, 1935.
AMANDA CHAGNON, Nashua.
Appointed January 11, 1937.
Unemployment Compensation Division
Administrator
GORDON P. EAGER, Pittsfield.
Appointed November 15, 1935.
State Employment Director
ABBY L. WILDER, Concord.
Term began September 1, 1935.
Minimum Wage Administrator
ELISABETH R. ELKINS, Concord.
Term began September 1, 1935.
4
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration
Three persons, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council. Term,
three years (from July 1). Compensation, $8 a day. P. L. 174: 12, 24.
KARL E. MERRILL, Hudson.
August 29, 1932, to July 1, 1937.
WALTER F. DUFFY, Franklin.
September 15, 1926, to July 1, 1938.
JOHN R. McLANE, (chairman) Manchester
January 27, 1925, to July 1, 1939.
LAND USE BOARD
The five "members of the Planning and Development Commission shall be the
members of the Land Use Board hereby constituted." Laws of 1937, 26: 1.
(See State Planning and Developmnt Commission.)
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PUBLIC LIBRARY COMMISSION
State Librarian, ex officio; four persons, one annually, appointed by the
Governor and Council. Two members shall be from each of the two
leading political parties. Women may be appointed. Term, four years, and
until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term.
P. L. 10: 30-35.
OTTIS E. MERCER, r, Nashua.
November 30, 1936, to April 27, 1937.
FAY GANTER, d, Portsmouth.
July 16, 1926, to April 27, 1938.
HARRY F. LAKE, d, Concord.
June 25, 1930, to April 27, 1939.
F. MABEL WINCHELL, r, Manchester.
April 27, 1917, to April 27, 1940.
Executive Secretary
Appointed by the Commission. Salary, $2,000. Laws of 1927, 82: 1.
MARGARET T. GRANT, Lorain, Ohio.
Term began April 1, 1937.
TRUSTEES OF STATE LIBRARY
Three persons (no more than two of whom shall be of the same political
party), appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, six years and until
successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. P. L.
10: 2-6.
CHARLES G. JENNESS, r, Rochester.
January 7, 1915, to July 18, 1939.
ADDIE E. TOWNE, r, Franklin.
May 15, 1929, to October 31, 1940.
HARRY F. LAKE, d, Concord.
June 25, 1930, to November 25, 1942.
State Librarian
Appointed by the Trustees of State Library. Term, three years and until
successor is qualified. Salary, $2,500. P. L. 10: 12, 13, 16.
THELMA BRACKETT, Concord.
March 20, 1933, to January 1, 1940.
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STATE LIQUOR COMMISSION
Three persons appointed by the Governor and Council, no more than two of
whom shall belong to the same political party. One member shall be ap-
pointed in June of each year. Term, three years (from July 1) and until
successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. One
member shall be appointed and commissioned as chairman, and the salary
of each shall be $4,000. Laws of Special Session of 1934, 3:2, 3.
WILLIAM A. JACKSON, r (chairman), Nashua.
January 20, 1937, to July 1, 1937.
F. CLYDE KEEFE, d, Dover.
July 1, 1935, to July 1, 1938.
WALTER G. WHITE, r, Ossipee.
December 15, 1936, to July 1, 1939.
MEDICAL REFEREES
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years from date of
appointment. P. L. 376: 1-3.
Rockingham County (2)
FREDERICK S. GRAY, Portsmouth.
September 14, 1933, to September 14, 1938.
WILLIAM J. WILSON, Derry.
April 15, 1936, to April 15, 1941.
Strafford County (1)
FORREST L. KEAY, Rochester.
September 6, 1918, to December 28, 1939.
Belknap County (1)
LESTER R. BROWN, Laconia.
June 29, 1928, to July 18, 1938.
Carroll County (1)
FRANCIS J. C. DUBE, (Center) Ossipee.
September 27, 1935, to September 27, 1940.
Merrimack County (1)
LOREN A. SANDERS, Concord.
May 31, 1918, to March 19, 1940.
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Hillsborough County (3)
STILMAN G. DAVIS, Nashua.
January 9, 1929, to October 30, 1939.
ROBERT E. BIROX, Manchester.
March 19, 1935, to March 19, 1940.
FRANK B. FOSTER, Peterborough.
February 11, 1919-24; February 3, 1925, to April 9, 1940.
Cheshire County (1)
ARTHUR F. WESTON, Keene.
January 9, 1929, to January 9, 1939.
Sullivan County (1)
CHARLES F. KEELEY, Claremont.
July 13, 1934, to July 13, 1939.
Grafton County (3)
LEON M. ORTON, Ashland.
August 8, 1927, to September 26, 1937.
RALPH E. MILLER, Hanover.
December 14, 1933, to December 14, 1938.
ELMER M. MILLER, Haverhill.
June 4, 1919, to July 31, 1939.
Coos County (3)
WALTER F. NOYES, Colebrook.
October 4, 1917, to April 18, 1938.
RICHARD E. WILDER, Whitefield.
June 29, 1923, to July 13, 1941.
LEANDRE P. BEAUDOIN, Berlin.
July 13, 1936, to July 13, 1941.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION IN MEDICINE
Five physicians, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council.
Term, five years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for
unexpired term. P. L. 204: 4.
TRAVIS P. BURROUGHS, Concord.
December 28, 1936, to April 21, 1937.
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DEERING G. SMITH, Nashua.
December 28, 1936, to April 21, 1938.
FRED E. CLOW, Wolfeboro.
May 31, 1918, to April 21, 1939.
HOWARD N. KINGSFORD, Hanover.
May 19, 1915, to April 21, 1940.
ZENON A. LAVOIE, Manchester.
October 26, 1921, to April 21, 1941.
COMMISSIONER OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years and until successor
is qualified. Salary, $4,000. Laws of 1931, 15Q: 1.
JOHN F. GRIFFIN, Manchester.
June 1, 1922, to June 1, 1937.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION IN OPTOMETRY
Four optometrists, and one oculist, one annually, appointed by the Governor
and Council. Each member shall have had at least six years' experience in
his profession. Term, five years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy
shall be filled for unexpired term. Laws of 1935, 64: 1: P. L. 207: 3.
HAROLD E. ELLIOTT, Manchester
May 22, 1935, to May 17, 1937.
FRED S. GRAY, Rochester.
February 23,-1932, to May 17, 1938.
JAMES S. SHAW, Franklin.
May 17, 1914, to May 17, 1939.
CHARLES H. BABBITT, Nashua.
October 4, 1917, to May 17, 1940.
EUGENE F. CLOUGH, Manchester.
May 22, 1934, to May 17, 1941.
COMMISSION OF PHARMACY AND PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY
Three pharmacists, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council.
Term, three years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for
unexpired term. P. L. 210: 2, 3.
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PERCY J. CALLAGHAN, Manchester.
May 13, 1931, to May 13, 1937.
JOHN R. KELLY, Newport.
February 17, 1925, to November 14, 1938.
GEORGE A. MOULTON, Peterborough.
September 6, 1933, to September 6, 1939.
COMMISSIONERS OF PILOTAGE OF THE HARBOR
AND RIVER OF PISCATAQUA
Three persons may be appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, not
limited. P. L. 152: 1.
ALBERT H. ADAMS, Portsmouth.
Appointed April 3, 1917.
POLICE COMMISSIONS
Three persons appointed by the Governor and Council. No more than two
shall be of the same political party. Term, three years (from September 1)
and until successor is qualified. Laws of 1913, 148: 1, 2.
Berlin
GEORGE F. LOVETT, d, July 6, 1935, to September 1, 1937.
ERNEST M. JOHNSON, r, July 6, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
EDWARD O. GILBERT, r, December 14, 1936, to September 1, 1939.
Dover
THOMAS WEBB, r, September 15, 1925, to September 1, 1937.
OWEN COOGAN, d, February 17, 1925, to September 1, 1938.
ROBERT W. GREENAWAY, r, January 30, 1934, to September 1, 1939.
Exeter
FRANK B. NAY, r, October 31, 1930, to September 1, 1933; December 28, 1936,
to September 1, 1937.
ELBRIDGE A. GOODWIN, d, April 30, 1927, to September 1, 1938.
FREDERICK P. LUNDBERG, r, December 28, 1936, to September 1, 1939.
Laconia
CHARLES J. PITMAN, r, February 24, 1931, to September 1, 1937.
FORTUNAT E. NORMANDIN, d, July 15, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
CLARENCE E. ROWE, r, November 14, 1933, to September 1, 1939.
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Manchester
JOSEPH E. LABERGE, r, August IS, 1935, to September 1, 1937.
ELROY BATCHELDER, r, August 15, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
JOHN F. COUNTY, d, January 12, 1937, to September 1, 1939.
Nashua
J. HOWARD GILE, r, June 30, 1932, to September 1, 1937.
HENRY A. LAGASSE, d, October 14, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
JOSEPH E. MODGLIN, r, November 30, 1936, to September 1, 1939.
Portsmouth
WILLIAM J. LINCHEY, r, September 15, 1931, to September 1, 1937.
OREL A. DEXTER, d, October 9, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
FRANK REMICK, r, September 14, 1933, to September 1, 1939.
Somersworth
HAROLD B. THOMPSON, r, October 9, 1935, to September 1, 1937.
HAROLD V. SHEAHAN, r, October 9, 1935, to September 1, 1938.
JOSEPH E. LANGELIER, d, November 15, 1935, to September 1, 1939.
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Three persons (one of whom shall be commissioned as chairman) appointed
by the Governor and Council. Term (which begins first Monday in June of
odd-numbered year), six years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy
to be filled for unexpired term. P. L. 237: 1-3. Salaries, $5,000 each.
Laws of 1931, 149: 1.
NELSON L. SMITH, r (chairman), Hanover.
September 14, 1933, to June, 1937.
WILLIAM H. BARRY, d, Nashua.
October 11, 1933, to June, 1939.
CLAUDE H. SWAIN, r, Concord.
January 9, 1935, to June, 1941.
PURCHASING AGENT
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, three years. Salary, $4,000.
Laws of 1929, 167: 1.
HAROLD CHENEY, Concord.
June 6, 1932, to September 27, 1938.
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STATE RACING COMMISSION
Three persons appointed by the Governor and Council. Xo more than two
shall be of the same political party. Term, after expiration of first term,
shall be three years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy shall be filled
for unexpired term. The Governor with advice of the Council shall appoint
and commission one member as chairman, and one member as secretary of
said commission. Laws of 1935, 27: 1.
STEPHEN M. WHEELER, r (secretary), Exeter.
April 10, 1935, to April 10, 1937.
RALPH H. GEORGE, r (chairman), Concord.
April 9, 1935, to April 9, 1938.
IRVING A. HINKLEY, d, Lancaster.
November 30, 1936, to April 24, 1939.
NEW HAMPSHIRE SHORE AND BEACH PRESERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
State Highway Commissioner, ex officio. Laws of 1929, 273.
In 1935, the Governor and Council appointed two members for two, four, and
six years, respectively, and thereafter, they shall appoint two members
biennially. Vacancies may be filled by the Governor and Council. Laws of
1931, 116: 1, 2.
ELIHU T. ADAMS, Seabrook.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1937.
WALTER G. MARSTON, Rye.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1937.
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS (secretary), Hampton.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1939.
GEORGE H. MOSES (chairman), Concord.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1939.
GEORGE ASHWORTH (vice chairman), Hampton.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1940.
CHARLES GREENMAN, Hampton.
July 30, 1935, to April 22, 1940.
For earlier appointments, —see 1935 Manual of the General Court, p. 323.
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BOARD OF MANAGERS OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
SOLDIERS' HOME
The Governor and four others who are members ex officiis; five persons (at
least four of whom served in the army or navy of the United States in
the war of the Rebellion, the war with Spain or the World War, and are
members one each of the New Hampshire department of the Grand Army,
the United Spanish War Veterans, the American Legion, and the Veterans
of Foreign Wars) appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years
and until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term.
Laws of 1931, 138: 1.
CHARLES E. TILTON, Tilton.
November 9, 1920, to December 15, 1936.
FRANK E. AMADON, Keene.
August 30, 1935, to December 30, 1936.
WILLIAM SULLIVAN, Manchester.
June 25, 1931, to June 25, 1941.
WENDELL D. CROWELL, Hancock.
December 30, 1931, to December 30, 1941.
HAROLD K. DAVISON, Haverhill.
September 12, 1928, to March 1, 1942.
SUPERINTENDENT OF STATE HOUSE
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, two years and until successor
is appointed. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term. P. L. 7: 2.
WENDELL D. CROWELL, Hancock.
September 28, 1934, to September 28, 1938.
STATE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Five members, no more than three of whom shall be of the same political party,
shall be appointed by the Governor and Council who shall designate one
member as chairman. Term, after expiration of first term, shall be five
years and until successor is qualified. Laws of 1935, 6: 1.
ROBERT MARVIN, d, Portsmouth.
February 20, 1935 to February 20, 1937.
GUY L. SHOREY, d, Gorham
February 20, 1935, to February 20, 1938.
EDMUND F. JEWELL, r, Manchester.
February 20, 1935, to February 20, 1939.
ALLEN HOLLIS, r, Concord.
February 20, 1935, to February 20, 1940.
JAMES M. LANGLEY, r (chairman), Concord.
February 20, 1935, to February 20, 1941
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Advisory Board
"The several responsible executives or executive boards of each state depart-
ment and institution shall constitute an ex-officio advisory board which, in
whole or in part, shall meet from time to time with the said state planning
and development commission or any of its agencies for the purpose of ad-
vising and co-operating in the preparation and co-ordination of plans for
developing the resources of the state." Laws of 1935, 6: 2.
Publicity Director
DONALD D. TUTTLE, Concord.
Planning Director
FREDERICK P. CLARK, Concord.
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Three persons (one of whom shall be of the leading minority party) appointed
by the Supreme Court and commissioned by the Governor. The chairman
and secretary to be designated by the Court. Term, six years and until
successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for unexpired term (which ends
March 31 of odd-numbered year). P. L. 68: 1-5. Salary of secretary,
$4,000; of other members, $3,000. Laws of 1929, 168: 1.
JOHN G. MARSTON, d (secretary), Allenstown.
September 1, 1935, to March 31, 1937.
JOHN T. AMEY, d, Lancaster.
May 1, 1911, to April 1, 1927; December 3, 1929, to March 31, 1939.
JOHN R. SPRING, r (chairman), Nashua.
September 15, 1926, to March 31, 1941.
Director of Taxation of Interest and Dividends
WILBERT F. CAMERON, Concord.
Term began September 1, 1935.
COMMISSIONERS FOR THE PROMOTION OF UNIFORMITY
OF LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Three persons appointed by the Governor. Laws of 1893, ch. 84.
GEORGE M. FRENCH, Nashua.
Appointed July 16, 1926.
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JAMES P. RICHARDSON, Hanover.
Appointed July 15, 1931.
BURT R. COOPER, Rochester.
Appointed October 28, 1931.
BOARD OF VETERINARY EXAMINERS
Three persons, one annually, appointed by the Governor and Council. Term,
three years and until successor is qualified. Vacancy to be filled for un-
expired term. P. L. 209:2. See also Laws of 1929, 87.
FREDERICK V. DEDRICK, Keene.
September 26, 1930, to March 5, 1938.
HAROLD M. LEWIS, Nashua.
May 19, 1915, to March 5, 1938.
FAY F. RUSSELL, Concord.
February 23, 1922, to March 28, 1923; March 31, 1925, to March 5, 1938.
NEW HAMPSHIRE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
Five directors, no more than three of whom shall be of the same political
party, to be appointed by the Governor and Council who shall designate one
of the board as chairman. Term, after expiration of first term, five years
and until successor is qualified. Laws of 1935, 121:3-4.
WILLIAM F. SULLIVAN, d, Nashua.
July 18, 1935, to July 18, 1937.
MILTON SHAPIRO, r, Concord.
July 18, 1935, to July 18, 1938.
LAURENCE F. WHITTEMORE, d, Pembroke.
July 18, 1935, to July 18, 1939.
JOHN JACOBSON, JR., r (chairman), Manchester.
July 18, 1935, to July 18, 1940.
ERNEST R. D'AMOURS, r, Manchester.
July 18, 1935, to July 18, 1941.
DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
State Commissioner
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, five years and until successor
is qualified. Salary, $3,000. P. L. 161: 2, 4.
WILLIAM H. MARCOTTE, JR., r, Manchester.
May 3, 1932, to January 29, 1935; December 15, 1936, to December 15, 1941.
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Inspectors
Three persons appointed by the Commissioner with the advice of the Governor
and Council. Salaries, not exceeding $2,000. Laws of 1927, 132: 1.
EDWIN H. THOMAS, Farmington. Appointed in 1917.
WILLIAM H. MANN, Littleton. Appointed in 1924.
HARRY G. HAGER, Concord. Appointed in 1932.
STATE BOARD OF WELFARE AND RELIEF
Three members, no more than two of whom shall be of the same political
party, appointed by the Governor and Council who shall designate one mem-
ber as chairman and one member as secretary of the board. Term, "for
the duration of this act," or until one's successor is qualified. Vacancy "shall
be filled for the remainder of the term." Laws of 1935, 20: 1-2.
ALLAN M. WILSON, r (chairman), Manchester.
JOHN J. HALLINAN, r (secretary), Concord.
LEO L. OSBORNE, d, Sunapee.
—Term, March 13, 1935, to June 30, 1937.
State Director of the Division of Welfare
Appointed by the board. Laws of 1935, 20: 5.
JAY H. CORLISS, Concord.
State Director of the Division of Relief
Appointed by the board. Laws of 1935, 20: 7.




A chief justice and four associate justices appointed by the Governor and
Council. P. L. 315:1. Term, until seventy years of age. P. L. 18:1, 2.
Salary $7,000 each. Laws of 1929, 159:1.
Name
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Judges of Probate
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, until seventy years of age.
Const., Part II, Arts. 45 (46) and 77 (78). Salaries, P. L. 293:22.
County
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Clerk of Supreme Court
Appointed by the Supreme Court. Term, not limited. Compensation, $750.
Entry fees. P. L. 315:20, 23, 27.
GEORGE O. SHOVAN, Enfield.
Appointed May 1, 1933.
Clerks of Superior Courts
Appointed by the Superior Court. Term, not limited. P. L. 320: 1.
Rockingham County—AMOS S. RUNDLETT, Exeter.
Strafford County—WILLIAM H. ROBERTS, Dover.
Belknap County—HARRY E. TRAPP, Laconia.
Carroll County—ROBERT C. SAWYER, Ossipee.
Merrimack County—GEORGE M. FLETCHER, Concord.
Hillsborough County—ARTHUR S. HEALY, Manchester.
Cheshire County—CHARLES A. MADDEN, Keene.
Sullivan County—JOHN W. McCRILLIS, Newport.
Grafton County—DEXTER D. DOW, Woodsville.
Coos County—FRED C. CLEAVELAND, Lancaster.
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SUPREME COURT
Law Terms
At Concord on the first Tuesday of each month, except July and August.
P. L. 315: 4.
SUPERIOR COURT
Trial Terms








Cheshire . . .












2d Tues., Feb., Sept.
3d Tues., March.
4th Tues., Oct.




Nashua 2d Tues.,' Sept
1st Tues., April.
4th Tues., Oct.










2d Tues., Feb., Sept.







TERMS OF PROBATE COURTS
P. L. 295: 1-8, 10; Laws of 1927, 5: 1.*

















1st Tues., Jan., March, May, July,
Sept., JSov.
2d and 4th Tues., each month, except
Aug.
1st Tues., Feb., June, Oct., Dec.
1st Tues., July, Aug.
1st and 3d Tues. of every other month.
in effect May 1, 1937. Laws of
1937, 12: 1.
2d Tues., every month.
1st Tues., every month.






Peterborough . . .
Milford
Manchester 3d Tues., every month.
Nashua 4th Tues., Feb., Apr., June, Aug., Oct.,
Dec.
On the Fri. next following the 4th
Tues. of Jan., July.
On the Fri. next following the 4th
Tues. of Feb., May, Nov.
On the Fri. next following the 4th
Tues. of March, Sept.
Greenville On the Fri. next following the 4th
Tues .of April, Oct.
Amherst On the Fri. next following the 4th
Tues. of June, Dec.





1st and 3d Fri., every month, except
July and Aug.; 1st Fri., July and
3d Fri., Aug.
Claremont Last Wed., Jan., March, May, July,
Sept., Nov.
Newport Last \Wed., Feb., April, June, Aug.,
Oct., Dec.
Lebanon 3d Tues., Jan., April, July, Oct.
Plymouth , 2d Tues., Feb., May, Nov.; 4th Tues.,
I July.
Woodsville 3d Tues., March, June, Sept., Dec.
Littleton
1
1st Tues., May, Nov.
Lancaster 1st Tues., Jan., March, May, July
Nov.
Berlin 3d Tues., Jan., June.
Colebrook 4th Tues., Jan., Aug.
Gorham 1st Tues., April, Oct.
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JUSTICES AND SPECIAL JUSTICES OF MUNICIPAL
COURTS
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Term, until seventy years of age.
Const., Part II, Arts. 45 (46) and 77 (78). P. L. 323:1. Salaries.










Bristol . . .
Campton . .










Durham . . .
Hector P. Stokes J.
Eugene N. Fontaine. . .S. J.
Frank M. Ayer J.
Albion Kahler J.
Thomas S. Emery J.
Robert P. Booth J.
J. Walker Wiggin S.J.
Robert Rich -J-
Matthew J. Ryan SJ .
Appoint-
ment
J. Elmer Harrington J.
George T. Noyes S.J.
Glenn A. Hall ..J.
George W. Sumner ...S.J.
William H. Marston J.
Ellis S. Freethey J.
Edward A. Barney J.
John Dana Underhill. . . . J.
Richard H. Perry J.
Harold P. Pratt S.J.
Albert D. Leahy J.
Ira G. Colby S.J.
Charles O. Stevens J.
Leon D. Ripley S.J.
William L. Stevens T.
Peter J. King S. J.
Eugene I. Smith J.
Charles E. Poole S.J.
Francis O. Sheldon J.
Herbert L. Grinnell, Jr. ..J.
Edwin B. Weston S. J.
Patrick W. Murphy J.
William H. Ricker S. J.



































































































































































































George A. Gilmore J.
Ernest G. Templeton J.
Frank A. Batchelder. . .S. J.
Errol S. Hall J.
James A. Hanley J.
Dennis E. Sullivan ...S.J.
Alfred W. Poore J.
Harry G. Noyes J.
James C. Taft J.
John W. Perkins J.
O. Raymond Garland. .S. J.
Harry E. Burton J.
Ralph D. Beetle S.J.
Fred S. Wright J.
Herman S. Mitchell. . .S. J.
James W. Doon J.
Marshall A. Derby J.
Elwood L. Mason S.J.
Tesse W. Field T.
Harold R. Weeks S.J.
William H. Head J.
Geo. P. Wellington T.
Walter H. Gentsch S. j.
Albert B. Kenison J.
Charles A. Madden J.
Chester B. Jordan ....S.J.
Harry E. Trapp J.
Theo Stephen Jewett. . .S. J.
Fred C. Cleaveland J.
Rowland B. Jacobs J.
John F. Cronin S.J.
Ernest R. Duvall J.
George W. Pike J.
George G. McGregor ..S.J.
Harry L. Heald T.
Arthur L. Strain S.J.
Appoint-
ment
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Seabrook . . .
Somersworth
. Charles A. Perkins J.
Alfred J. Chretien S.J.
1
Charles W. Small J.
j
Earl A. Welch S. J.
. Benjamin F. Prescott ... .J.
j
Arthur B. Rotch S.J.
Frank B. Clancy J.
Bolic A. Degasis S.J.
Fred S. Lovely J.
James B. Griffin J.
Jacob M. Shulins J.
Kenneth E. Shaw S.J.
Carroll G. Matthews ....J.
John A. Tasker J
Ralph H. Merrow J.
Charles E. Smart S.J.
Jenness S. Dearborn ....J.
George P. Cofran ....S.J.
James B. Sweeney J.
Algie A. Holt S.J.
Idella B. Jenness J.
Victor Ellwood Trace.. S.J.
Fred P. Hill J.
Wallace E. Card ....S.J.
William A. Kimball J.
Harry F. Wood S.J.
Jeremy R. Waldron J.
Harry W. Peyser S.J.
Ralph H. Sanborn J.
Gardner S. Hall J.
Leslie L. Bunker J.
Mahlon G. Kelly S.J.
Lester Wallace Hall J.
Chester T. Woodbury. .S. J.
Ralph O. Bragg J.

















































































































JUSTICES AND SPECIAL JUSTICES OF MUNICIPAL
COURTS—Concluded














Wilman F. Allen J.
James E. Mason J.
Hugh C. Young J.
John W. Crawford J.
Harry S. Platts J.
Maurice E. Costin J.
Harold O. Pierce S.J.
Edgar M. Bowker J.
Howard D. Crockett ..S.J.
Maurice E. Partridge ...J.
Leaman E. Cunningham . .J.















































Justices of the Peace designated by the Governor and Council. P. L. 323: 5.
Town
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COMMISSIONERS FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
Commissioners resident without the state, authorized to acknowledge deeds
and to take depositions to be used in this state. Appointments are made





Sidney W. Armstrong Winchendon May 29, 1934
Edward E. Crawshaw Xewburyport June 23, 1932
George H. Grant 102 Mount Vernon St., Boston Apr. 30, 1934
New Jersey
Louis B. Englander 11 Commerce St. Newark Nov. 29, 1932
New York
Noe Allard 367 Sterling Place, Brooklyn May 14, 1936
ranee
Alfred Sharon 17 Rue Des Beiges, Cannes July 27, 1933
Abul Fazl
India






George H. Bingham, Manchester 1913
Scott Wilson, Portland, Me 1929
James M. Morton, Jr., Fall River, Mass 1932
District Court, district of New Hampshire :
Judge, George F. Morris, Lancaster 1921
Clerk, Thomas B. Donnelly, Manchester 1923
U. S. Attorney, Alexander Murchie, Concord 1934
Assistant U. S. Attorney, Dennis E. Sullivan, Franklin 1934
Assistant U. S. Attorney, Cyprien J. Belanger, Manchester. . 1935
Marshal, John M. Guay, Laconia ". . • 1934
Deputy Marshal Timothy C. Cronin, Manchester 1934
Deputy Marshal, James H. Harrington, Concord 1934
Commissioners, Fred C. Cleaveland, Lancaster 1922
John W. Stanley, Concord 1926
Charles D. Barnard, Manchester 1931
The above court meets at Concord, the last Tuesday in April, the
first Tuesday in September, and the second Tuesday in December ;
at Littleton, the second Tuesday in October.
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COUNTY


















Stephen W. Scruton, d
Dover
$1,000 and Fees






George A. Wooster, r
Concord
$1,500 and Fees
Richard M. O'Dowd, d
Manchester
$900 and Fees
Frank J. Bennett, r
Keene
$800 and Fees
Emery B. Monta, r
Claremont
$1,000 and Fees
Claude M. Murray, r
Canaan
$1,400 and Fees
George A. Colbath, r
Berlin
Laws of 1929, 160: 1
P. L. 324: 28
Solicitor* Treasurer
$1,500 $800
Stephen M. Wheeler, r I Earle R. Stockbridge, r
Exeter Exeter
$1,200
rhomas J. McGreal, d
Somersworth
$900
Harold E. Wescott, r
Laconia
$800
Frank Rowe Kenison, r
Conway
$1,250
Willoughby A. Colby, r
Bow
$2,500
J. Vincent Broderick, d
Manchester
$800
John R. Goodnow, r
Keene
$800
John H. Leahy, r
Claremont
$1,200
Norris H. Cotton, r
Lebanon
$1,500
F. Maurice LaForce, r
Berlin
Laws of 1931, 152: 1
$400
Charles H. Felker, d
Rochester
$300
Charles J. Hayford, r
Laconia
$300
Eugene I. Smith, r
Conway
$400
John L. T. Shaw, r
Chichester
$1,200
Thomas F. Sheehan, d
Manchester
$200
Harry A. Page, r
Keene
$200
Merton J. Sargent, r
Newport
$300
Harry S. Huckins, r
Plymouth
$400
Harry D. Kilgore, r
Gorham
Laws of 1935, 104: 1
*Solicitors of Merrimack and Coos counties take office January 1. P. L. 36: 1.




Term, April 1, 1937-April 1, 1939.
Register of Deeds
Fees
John W. A. Green, r
Exeter
$2,000
Anna M. Morin, d
Somersworth
Fees
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, r
Laconia
Fees
Charles H. Carter, r
Ossipee
Fees






Winfield M. Chaplin, r
Keene
Fees
Clinton K. Barton, r
Newport
Fees
Fred J. Shores, r
Haverhill
Fees
Wm. D. Thompson, d
Lancaster
P. L. 40: 14
Laws of 1929, 53: 1
Register of Probate
$2,000
Frank B. Nay, r
Exeter
$1,800
Ethel G. Waldron, d
Dover
$1,500
Carroll W. Stafford, r
Laconia
$1,500
Preston B. Smart, r
Ossipee
$2,000
I. Eugene Keeler, r
Concord
$2,000
Wilfred J. Boisclair, d
Manchester
$1,500
Ella F. Gee, r
Keene
$1,500
Harry E. Jameson, r
Newport
$2,000
Charles E. Dixon, r
Haverhill
$1,500
Fred C. Congdon, r
Lancaster
P. L. 294: 18
CommissionersJ
$1,000 each
Mahlon C. Currier, r, Danville
Alvin E. Foss, r, East Kingston
Irving W. Marston, r, No. Hampton
$1,200 each
Harold D. Foss, d, Rochester
George F. Leighton, d, Farmington
James P. Nadeau, d, Dover
$900 each
(1) John Morrison, r, Laconia
(2) Joseph F. Smith, r, Meredith
(3) Fred W. Friend, r, Belmont
$5 a day
Edwin B. Edgerly, r, Tuftonboro
Percy F. Garland, r, Conway
Raymond A. Weeks, r, Wakefield
$1,000 each
Arthur H. Britton, r, Concord
G. Carroll Cilley, r, Concord
George W. Philbrick, r, Concord
$2,100 each
(1) George J. Gingras. d, Manchester
(2) Honore E. Bouthillier, d, Nashua
(3) Joseph E. Hurley, d, Wilton
$700 each
_
Winfred C. Burbank, r, Winchester
Fred A. Ramsay, r, Walpole
Henry E. Swan, r, Keene
$900 each
Howard S. Putnam, r, Claremont
Oliver A. Putnam, r, Claremont
George C. Warner, r, Claremont
$750 each
John Gadd, r, Plymouth
Fred Parker, r, Lisbon
George A. Pushee, r, Lyme
$5 a day
Alphonse N. McCready. r, Berlin
Henry M. Moffett, d, Berlin
Judson A. Potter, d, Northumberland
Laws of 1933, 186: 1
tin Belknap and Hillsborough counties, there is a commissioner in each of three districts.
Laws of 1931, 134: 1; 1929, 142: 1.
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